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53D CONGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
2d Session. { 
REPORT 
No. 215. 
URGENT DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION BILL. 
DECEMBER 15, 1893.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the state 
of the Union and orderecl to be printed. -
Mr. BRECKINRIDGE, of Kentucky, from the Committee on Appropria-
tions, submitted the following 
REPORT: 
[To accompany H. R. 4763.] 
The Committee on Appropriations, in presenting the accompanying 
Lill to provide for further urgent deficiencies in the appropriations for 
the service of the Government for the fiscal year 1894, and for other pur-
poses, submit the following in explanation thereof: 
The estimates upon which the bill is based will be found in House 
executive documents of the first session of the Fifty-third Congress, 
numbered 12, 13, 23, 24, and 26, and 
House executive documents of the second session of the Fifty-third 
Congress, numbered 25 and 33. 
And in Senate executive document of the first session of the Fifty. 
third Congress numbered 32. 
The whole amount appropriated by the bill is $1,651,896.31, as fol-
lows: 
Freight on bullion and coin between mints and assay offices ..... __ ••. 
Contingent expenses, Independent Treasury, 1893 and 1894 ...... _____ _ 
Collecting customs ... _._ ... _ ........... _ ...•.... _ ...... __ ..... ___ . __ . 
Transportation of silver coin ... _ .................... : ............ __ . _ 
Fuel, light, and water for public buildings ............ ____ .. ____ . ___ .. 
Compeu~ation in_ lieu of moieties ............ _ ...... __ ...... _ ........ . 
Quarantme servi ce .. _ .........•....•.. __ ......... ____ ...... ___ .... __ 
:Fish Commission building . ___ ...... _ ... _ ... ___ .. _ ........... _ .... __ _ 
Pension Office, expenses of special examiners .... __ ... _ ... _ . ... _ ... _ .. 
Land offices, contingent expenses ...... ______ ..•... ______ ........ ___ _ 
General Land Office, special agents .. ______ .... ___ .. __ . _. _ .... _ ... __ _ 
GeT!eral Land Office, inspectors __ .. _. _ ..... _ ...... _ .... . ..... __ .... _. 
Eleventh Census . .... . ........•••................................ ___ _ 
Department of Justice .....•••..• ___ ... _ ....... _ ....... _ ............ . 
Public printing and binding .... __ ......... ____ ... __ ....... _. __ .. ____ _ 

















Total .........••.....••........................................ 1,651,896.31 

HEARINGS CONDUCTED BY SUBCOMMITTEE IN CHARGE OF DE· 
FICIENCIES IN PREPARATION OF THE URGENT DEFICIENCY 
APPROPRIATION BILL FOR 1894. 
DECEMBER 11, 1893. 
PENSION OFJ.,ICE, SPECIAL EXAMINERS OF. 
Statements of WILLIAM LOCHREN, Commissioner, JAMES R. FRITTS, 
Chief of Special Examination Division, WILLIAM B, SHAW, Jr., Chief of 
Finance Division. 
The CHAIRMAN. There is in the urgency deficiency bill an estimate of $300,000 for a 
deficiency in the appropriation for expenses of special examiners for 1894. Will yon 
plenso explain to tbe committee why you ask for this sum f 
Mr. LOCHREN. We have in the lrnnds of the special examination division for 
examination between 17,000 and 18,000 cases . The present appropriation with the 
force in the field will not last more than three months, or until January. UL.less 
there is an increase in the force those cases will have to wait. 
The CHA.IRMA • Under your present distribution of examiners and with the number 
of cases undergoing examination the appropriation would expire in January, so that 
if you continue the examination of present cases and such other cases as may arise, 
which you think it will be proper to examine, there would be no money to do that 
work after Januaryf 
Mr. LOCI-IREN. Not after some time in the latter part of January. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the character of these 17,000 or 18,000 cases which are 
now undergoing examination f 
Mr. LocHREN. The character is various. In a large part of them the testimony 
which has been fnrnishecl by the claimants is not sufficient apparently, and they 
have sent special examiners into the field to get the testimony the claimants are 
unable to get-testimony of parties of whom the Bureau has knowledge but whose 
testimony the claimants are unable to get. These are perhaps the largest class of 
cases. In all the other cases the testimony is doubtful and unsatisfactory, and we 
have to reexamine witnesses whose testimony has been presented. There is also a 
class of cases where the testimony is suspicious, and to get other witnesses whose 
test,imony would be necessary or which would show fraud, as the case might be. 
Generally it is for the purpose of getting at the truth where evidence is not satisfac-
tory to the examiners in the Bureau, or where it fails to be snfficient. 
The CHAIRMAN. In what mode is an examination of these cases inaugurated f 
Mr. LoCHREN. The bo1:1,rd of review sends cases clown to the special examina-
tion division for the purpose of a special examination. They are looked over and 
if it is deemed proper that they ought to be sent to the field, they are sent to the 
examiner who is stationed at the place nearest to the residence of the witness and 
he is instructeu as to what particular points the examination is to cover, I~ the 
course of his examination he may :find, and often does, that he can examine other 
witnesses. 
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Do you recommend any cases to be examined except those which 
are pendingf 
Mr. Loc1mEN. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN . These do not include any cases where certificates have already 
been itisuecl f 
Mr. Locmm~. No, sir; unles~ th~re is information given to the Bureau which 
leads to the bel_ief that _the pension 1s fraudulent, and in that case the matter is sent 
out to the specrnl exammer to ascertain the facts . 
. The CHAIRMAN. So that we may say the cases under examination are divided 
mto two classes, namely, the pending cases where certificates have not been issuAd 
and a smaller portion being those in which the information has l1een furnished to 
the Bureau that a pension obtained is fraudulent. 
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Mr. Locr-rmrn. That is true as a rule. I tliink that there Lave been instauc 
where considerable frauds are shown to have been committed, as in Norfolk New 
Mex~co, and to a ce~tain extent in Iowa. 'l'Le examination of cases has dev~loped 
the fact that the claims have come through attorne,rs who are shown to liave been 
engaged in tl.te commission of extensive frauds. The principal cases occurred at the 
places I h ave mentioned. Another place is R.oehester, N. Y., which is being exam-
ined at the present time. Aside from those cases in the places I have mentioned 
there ha.snot a great deal of examination of cases been allowed. , 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the number of pension examiners now in the field~ 
Mr. LOCHREN. l think the law provides for 150. It also provides that the Com-
missioner may detail clerks from the Bureau. That has been the practice, and 
clerks have been detailed to perform the duty of special examiners. 'l'lierc haYc 
been 150 special examiners cinplo,yed, Some ma;v have been dro11pcd or discon-
tinued, but it has always been the practice to send out clerks who are deemed to 
be qualified for those places, and many of tbem are mnoug the best special exam-
iners we have. The total number of examinns now in the field is 247. 
Mr. SAYERS. Under what laws did these 17,000 or 18,000 cases arise for which you 
ask this deficiency appropriation f Was it under the act of 1890 or previous bwst 
Mr. LoCIIREN. It is under a.11 laws. 
Mr. SAYERS. How long have these cases been pending in the offico f 
Mr. LoCHREN. Some have been pending a good while and some are recent. 
Mr. SAYEHS. When you took possession of the office were these daims, or any 
portion of them, pending for investigation f 
Mr. LOCHREN. A very large proportion of them were. . 
Mr. FRITTS. About 9,000 cases are pending. I can get the exact number 111 a mo-
ment. 
Mr. LocnREN. Some have been pending for three or four years in the field. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. What do you mean by "pcndiugf" 
Mr. LoCI-IREN. They have been in the hands of special examiners in the field. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Why have they not been atlju<licated f 
Mr. FRITTS. Sometimes it requires eight or 11i11c examinations. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I unr1erstand that some have been there a great whilef 
Mr. FRITTS. They are being worked upon all the time. The witnesses are located 
all over the country. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Even if the witnesses are in heaveu, that does not answer my 
question. 
Mr. LocHREN. If a case is sent to a special examiner in California and it reLnrn · 
and has to go to Maine, that takes time. . . 
Mr. SAYERS. Then over 9,000 of these cases were pending during the adnum tra-
tion of your immediate predecessod . . ... 
Mr. FRITTS. The number of pending cases in the special exammat1on d1v1 ion 
for investigation is 9,029. 
Mr. Loe HREN. They are coming in every day and are being disposed of, and when 
that is done tha·t is the end of the matter. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Please give the date of the long'3st outstanding case out of the 
9,029. 
Mr. FRITTS. I coulcl not do that. At the time the appropriation was made ~here 
was only something over 5,000 claims in the special examination diYision. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Is tlrn number decreasing or increasing 1 
Mr. Locrrn.EN. It is increasing, and that is why I ask the extra force. We want to 
get rid of them as soon as we can. 
The CIIAIRMAN. Look at this letter which has been written by you to Mr. Dockery, 
chairman of another subcommittee, and identif:r it. . . 
Mr. LOCI-IRE . I glanced over this briefly this morning, and I can say that it IS a. 
letter whfoh has been prepared in the Bureau. . 
The CHAIRMAN. It gives, according to your judgment, answers to the quest10ns 
propounded by Mr. Dockery f 
Mr. Lo U:kEN. Yes, sir. I directed that the questions should be auswered as far 
as po ibJ , and I have no doubt but that they have been. 
The CHAIRMA. T. This will be printed. 
Mr. Lo IIREN. This give the compensation and allowances of the pec1al 
examiners. 1 think hat tbis was made ont at the reque t of Mr. Dockery in orcler 
to cov r some question a keel lJy Mr. Dingley. It gives the natn of the special 
xamin r th <lat oftlJeir appoiutm nt , those removed or dropped and the location 
wher the ar workin•,., I tl..tink that all of tho e are in the :lielJ at the pre ent 
im . ov rnor Dingl want cl that information and it i aosw red here in full. 
H al o pr p uncle<l. qu i u ·o a· to contra t the work in that year with th work 
during th pr nt y ar and tho e qne ti ns a lso are answ red. I think that so far 
a can be don all tJie <''le tions embodied in Mr. Dockery's communication l!ave 
been ans ered. · 
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':['he CHAIR MAN . .According to your juc1gment as the Commissioner in ?ha,rge ?f 
tlns B u reau, is tlia t appropriation which you ask h ere necessary to coutmue this 
work until t h e 1st of July ~ · 
I\1r. LOCHHEN. Yes, sir. We are anxious to have those cases and the other cases 
which w ill be fi letl for examination disposed of. It is for tb,e interest of the pen-
sio11ers and of the Government. It is to get evidence which claimants have l>een 
nn:i ble to get and where it is for the purpose of ascertaining where an application 
is fraudulent or is supported by fraudulent testimony, it is necessary that that 
shonlcl be furnished. 
The UHAIB.M:AN. The obj ect simply is to ascertain through the authorized officers 
of the Go rnrnment what the coll(1itions of these claims are i 
l\Ir. LOClllrn N. That is the object. 
The CHAITIMAN. The pensioner would. get his pension that much earlier if his 
claim i s j ust f 
Mr. LOClIREN. Yes. sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. You think that this amount is necessary for the workf 
Mr. L OCHREN. I ha ve no doubt of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. The effect would be, if we gave you less money, simply to delay 
the issuance of cert ificat es upon these pending cases f 
Mr. LOCHREN. That would be the effect of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. Would you be able to issue certificates in these cases until these 
examinations wer e completed f 
Mr. L OCHREN. If we adjudicated the cases on the evidence in the Bureau in a great 
many cases t he claims would have to be rej ect ed, and that is presumably a result 
not desired by any one. 
The CHAIRMAN. As to the great majority, if not all, of these cases, could the 
Bureau adj udicat e them at all upon the t estimony now in, or would the effect of with-
hoh1ing this appropri ati on be to delay their adjrnlication ~ 
Mr. LOCHREN. The effect would be to delay the cases. It has not been the policy 
of the Bureau t o adjudicat e cases where the t estimony is incomplete, and where 
there is reason t o believe that it could lie colllpleted- that is, where evidence is 
known t o be in existence. Where the evidence shows that tile party is not entitled 
to any pension the q nick er the claim is rejected the better. 
The UH.AIRMAN. How many examiners, counting the detailed clerks, can be kept 
in the field under this appropriation f 
Mr. FRITTS. The office ought to have something like 300. We h ave now 247. 
Four of t h ose men t1r e under instruction in this District. We h ave only 243 in the 
field, and t here ought to be about 300 in the field. 
The CHA.IRMA...~. You h ave not answered my quei.tion, which was, how many 
could be kept in the field if this appropri ation be madef 
Mr. FRITTS. W e will k eep about 300 men in the field. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. During the remainder of the fiscal year! 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Then the $200,000 in addition to what we have given you would 
permit you to k eep in the field that number of men from now until the 1st of July ! 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. So that if 300 special examiners and an appropriation of $200,000 
is deemed t o be t oo much by the House, we can reduce them proportionately f 
Mr. LOCHREN. If you will look over the appropriation for 1885 you will find that 
the amount given for this purpose was about $580,000 every year. That was before 
the act of June 27, 1890, was passed and when the number of claims were a great 
deal smaller t han they are at the present time. 
The CHAIRMAN. I do not wish to suggest that the number is less than is needed. 
This sum will k eep in the field that number of examiners a little over six mouths 
longerf 
M.r. LOCHREN. Yes, sir; I did not know but that the committee had the idea that 
was an unprecedented r equest. 
Mr. FRITTS. The average cost of the examination of a case in the field is about 
$50 from the t ime it leaves the Bureau until it gets back. · 
Mr. CANNON. Including per diem¥ 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir; all expenses. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. To what edent does the law authorize you to set up the claim 
of a pensioner. Is not the pensioner to furnish his own testimony f 
Mr. LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. If I understand the matter this expense is for the purpose of 
procuring testimony for a claim ¥ 
Mr. LOCHREN. Chiefly so. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Under the law is it not the business of the pensioner to make 
out his own case! 
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Mr. LocHREN. The law provides a force of special examiners and their duties are 
plain. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I want to know if you couldn't dump all those cases in exam. 
ine them rapidly, decide them according to the testimony, and let them got' 
Mr. LOCHREN. If we did that we would reject 90 per cent of them. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you not think that would be fair both to the Government 
and to the pensioner f 
Mr. LOCH.HEN. The pensioners themselves are not intelligent men: and itisun-
fortunate that the class of pension agents selected are as ignorant as the pen ionen, 
themselves. 
The CHAIRMAN. The fraudulent claim would sometimes pass, while the ignorant 
claimant would have his case rejected f 
Mr. LOCI-IH.EN. That is often the result. _.A great many claim agents are incapa-
ble. It is surprising how careless a number of them are. 
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you should issue a circular to every applicant stating 
the questions which must be positively answered f 
Mr. LOCHREN. That is done. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you mean to say that an applicant if he has a genuine case 
can not furnish what is wanted f 
Mr. LOCHREN. He can not furnish the evidence perhaps of other persons in rela-
tion to his case. · 
Mr. l<'RITTS . .A great many times the surgeons will not testify unless they are paid 
for it. We can get them by special examination sometimes. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you have to pay them for testifyingf . 
Mr. FRITTS. Not in every case. Sometimes they will testify of their own accord . 
.As a rule, we. get their evidence without a subpmna. . 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. If we pursue this policy, will not this expenditure contmue to 
increase from year to yearf 
Mr. FRITTS. I think we will reach the end before a great while. . 
The CHAIRMAN. Is it not true that a majority of the fraudulent cases which come 
in are represented by attorneys f 
Mr. LOCHREN. Yes, sir. It is true, I presume, in almost every one .. The _cases 
are rare in which it is not true. It often happens that where a person is a witn~ 
he is presented with affidavits, and when he comes to be questioned by the spemal 
examiners he is surprised to find that there are affidavits in existence.. In ~an_y 
cases the claim agents take a statement of a man and tell him that he will wnte it 
out and get the man to sign it in blank. 
Mr. SAYERS. Can you state how much bas been saved to the Government under 
the present administration by reason of these special examination f 
Mr. FRITTS. It is $1,098,599 since the 1st of May. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Is that in your reporU 
Mr. FRITTS. It is in this paper we have submitted.. . . . 
Mr. SAYERS. That amount is reckoned upon the reJect10n of applications! 
Mr. FRITTS. It is the cases investigated and rejected. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Those cases are not on tbe roHs. 
Mr. FRITTS. No, sir. The number dropped a,mounts to $20,244. That does not 
show anything like the real amount. The amount of money collected f!om the 
1st of May up to the present time is $11,415.15 where payments wer~ illegally 
made. We are just in the midst of an investigation of some of the most important 
fraudulent caAes upon which we are unable to report at this time, because we have 
not received the reports from the field. The Norfolk cases are all finished. We do 
not know what the Buffalo cases, or the Iowa cases will amount to. It may be 
$6,oqo or $7,000. The New Mexico cases will be large. The attorney in the Tew 
Mexico cases has been sent to the penitentiary for seven years. He got the 111ou~y 
and the pensioners did not get any at all. We also have some fraudulent ca es ID 
Tennessee and Louisiana. 
Mr. _LIVING TO . You may get a lot in .Atlanta, Ga., if you will take the trouble 
to do 1t. I do not understaml your method of taking credit for this. 
Mr. FRITT . The prima facie case is ent to the field and that is received back .. 
The CILURMAN. I was under the impression from what the Commis ioner said 
that a great many cases would have to be rejected or proved f 
Mr. LocnREN. That i my im1nession. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do yon mean to, ay that if these examiners were not sent to the 
field all the case would be accept d and pa seu upon by your office 
Mr. FRITT . o ir · not xactly; but a ca e ent to the field i sup po ed to be 
good on it fa . It ha to much eviden e to rej ct it and not enough to admit it. 
\ ~on id r it a prim a fa i a , and the claimant i require l to comply with the 
r qrur m nt . If the boanl of revi w is not ati fiecl, and there is too much evi-
cl nc . ? r j t the ca. e, a the law provides for xamination, they are referred to 
our diV1 on to deterruine the que tion and to verify the evidence 
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me see if I understa,nd your statement. Under the law, _a 
claimant is required to furnish a certain amount of testimony before he gets his 
claim allowed. That case is made up, submitted to the proper offict1r, and then goes 
to the board of review f 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And the board of review refers that to a special examiner, and 
he takes those papers and goes over them, and if the testimony in the case i~ suffi-
cient he applies the law, gives his decision, and a certificate is granted, or reJected. 
Am I correct in that f 
Mr. :FRITTS. You are mainly correct. Frequently on the face of a case the _ev_i-
dence is sufficient to admit it. And it sometimes happens that part of a paper 1s m 
one handwriting and another part is in another handwriting. Those are submitted 
for verification. We sometimes have a case where a witness will say he never made 
an affidavit. 
The CHAIRMAN. There is something in the completed case which, in the mind of 
that particular examiner, renders it improper to grant a certificate until there is a 
further examination, and then that case is referred to a special examiner; and when 
you say the Government has been saved a million dollars, you mean that there have 
been claims which, if allowed, would cost the Government a million dollars; but 
they have been shown to be fraudulent, and have been rejected f 
Mr. FRITTS. That is correct. 
Mr. LIVINGoTON. Would it not be cheaper, in the long run, to the Government, and 
wonlcl it not be much better to the pensioner, to order a universal reexamination 
and finish the work¥ It would cost more money for the first two years, but in the 
long run it would be more satisfactory to order reexamination of every pensioner 
on the rolls¥ 
Mr. LOCHREN. What do you mean by "reexamination1" 
Mr. LIVINGSTON .. To endeavor to develop the amount of fraud in the whole list. 
Mr. LOCHREN. To allow special examination in every admitted case would be very 
ex11ensive. There are a great many cases in which there is no doubt whatever of a 
claim. It would be useless to order those cases for special examination, as the char-
acter of the men is well known. 
The CHAIRMAN. In reference to attorneys being connected with the fraudulent 
cases, is there anything in the New Mexico or Buffalo cases to give doubtf 
Mr. LOCHREN. In a great many of the allowed cases, the papers appear to be all 
right. It was so_ in those Norfolk cases. A man who is forging testimony, or whose 
witnesses are supported by it, has to prepare bis testimony carefully and skillfully. 
Perhaps that character of ev-idence is the best supported of any in the Bureau. 
There is nothing to call attention to it until it is discovered. It is usually discov-
ered by these special examiners who are looking up cases. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. What I mean is this: Is not the present system very harassing 
to a pensioner, and expensive to the Government¥ You ha Ye got a large number of 
applicants, and yon do not know what the results will be. - You have 247 special 
examiners involving an expense of $200,000. 
Mr. LOCHREN. I think that Capt. Fritts, while he makes the statement as it 
appears to his mind, is a little misleading. I think, if there is no special examina-
tion of these 18,000 cases, a small number would be too much-J mean that the cases 
where the testimony is not sufficient to warrant them in allowiug·it. . If there was 
nothing suspicious in a case, it would not be sent to a special examiner . . Those are 
cases in a great many instnnces where they appear meritorious, but lack testimony. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Would it not be well to have the law so amended as to take that 
burden off the Government and put it on the applicant¥ 
Mr. LocmmN. It might be; but I think most of them would be rejected if we did 
not take some such a course as we do under the present law. vVe take the evidence 
which the party has prcsenterl, arnl we let the case be decided upon that evidence. 
The result would be that most of the cases sent for special examination would be 
rej ected, beca,nse where evidence is sufficient and unquestioned on the face of it 
they are not sent to a special examiner. 
Mr. CANNON. Then you do not agree with Capt. Fritts in his statement¥ 
Mr. LOCHRJ<:N . I think bis statement is a little misleading. 
Mr. CANNON. Which one of you is right-you or he1 
Mr. LOCHREN. I state the matter as I understand it and I presume Capt. Pritts 
does the same thing. ' ' · 
Mr. FRITTS. I have learned that by exporience. The Secretary has held that cases 
shoul~ not be sent to the field unless there is prima facie evidence of fraud or want 
of evidence. 
Mr .. C.A.NNON. Which way are we going to fix it¥ Shall we understand that 'a 
case, 1f not sent to the field, would or would not be allowed f 
Mr. LOCHREN. I think it would not be allowed. 
Mr, CANNON (to Mr. Fritts). What do you think! 
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Mr. FRITTS. I can not say. 
Mr. CANNON. How long have you been in officef 
Mr :- FRITTS. Since 1880. 
Mr. CANNON. Have you been with this division all the timef 
Mr. FRITTS. I ha,ve been connected with this division five and a half years. 
Mr. CANNON (to Mr. Lochren). You have been in since last March~ 
Mr. LOCHREN. I ca~e in in May. Capt. Fritt::;'s experience is greater than mine. 
Mr. CANNON. I notice the statement of the actual savings, which is referred to by 
Capt. Fritts, of the amount of rejected claims from May, 1893, to December 1 93 
is put at $1,098,299 .84-. Was any one of those claims admitted f ' ' 
Mr. FRITTS. No, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. Would any one of those have been admitted if there had not been a 
special examination of the papers as they existed at the time of snbmissio1d 
Mr. FRITTS. That would be hard to answer. Some might aud some might not 
have been. I could not tell what might have been the result if they had not been 
investigat ed. · 
Mr. CANNON. What do you think about that, Mr. Commissioner! 
Mr. LOCHREN. I could not tell, I am sure. 
Mr. CANNON. How many cases were rejected for the same period last yearf 
Mr. FRITTS. I could not tell. 
Mr. CANNON. There is some f:ltatement of it here. 
Mr. FRITTS. This statement shows the number investigated, but there is no rec-
ord kept of the amount. 
Mr. CANNON. About how many cases have been rejected altogethed 
Mr. FRITTS. I have not the slightest idea. 
Mr. CANNON. I suppose there have been a great many hundred thousand. 
Mr. FRITTS. I presume so. 
Mr. CANNON. Could you tell how much the saving has been on the rejection of all 
the casesf 
Mr. FRITTS. I have never thought of that. . 
Mr. CANNON. Do you think it is quite fair to make a statement to a co~m1ttee of 
this Honse of the actual savings resulting from suspicions cases iuvcst1gated on 
claims rna(le from the 1st of May to December 1, 1893, and to say that there ha b~en 
a saving of $1,000,000, when it is made up of more or less rejection of cases winch 
have never been allowed f 
Mr. LOCHREN. That has been the custom. 
Mr. CANNON. It looks like it might be misleading to the casnal reader. 
Mr. LocHREN. I have looked through several reports of my predece~sors, and 
I fb1d that it has been the custom and practice of the Bureau to call_ i~r further 
evidence so that there will be some chance, even if cases were not sat1stactory, or 
if the party were inclined to use a fraudnlent practice to fumif:!h testimony to 
holster up a bad case. The result has been that special examinations have can_ ed 
rej ections, and the fmudnlent or baseless cases have been estimated, and the saVIng 
has been taken accordingly. 
Mr. CANNON. [ will ask you to furnish to the committee a statemen~ of how ma~y 
of these special examiners in the ser vice, for the time iudicated here rn your pec1al 
report for this calendar year, or since you came into offiye, have been employed upon 
those frau<lulent cases, or upon cases that you concede were not authorized by law 
where certificates had been i8suecl, and how many have been engaged upon w~at 
might be regarded as legitimate work, namely, investigations touching cases which 
never have been allowed T 
Mr. FRITTS. We have eight in New Mexico; we have four looking after cases in 
Iowa, and three in Buffalo. .A.tone time we had six in Norfolk. All look after them 
more or less, but not specially. 
Mr. CAN ON (to Mr. Fritts). You are familiar with order 164! 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVI G TON. What is that order! 
Mr. FRITTS. It is the June 271 1890-cases rating for special disability. Mr. CANNO . What proport10n of thi force is employed on claims which had 
b en allowed under the act of June 27, 1890. 
Mr. I< RITI . Very few. 
Mr. AN ' N. Has any attention been p aid to that by these special examiners ! 
fr. FRITT . Very little. 
Mr. . Has any con iderable amount of this work been done in the time 
indicated in connection wi h ca s nn l r the law of 1890! 
fr: FRITT . Tb re Ilijl,Y be a few ofthoso that have been rejected upon inve tio-a-
tion in that saving clause in referenc to the amount of :first payment. They would 
not 1 inclu<l din tii Jun act. 
Mr. C.urn . I want to ask this question, which I think has not been referred t.o: 
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How many claims have been allowed (and I wish you would make it month by 
month) from Murch 1 up to the 1st of Decemberf 
Mr. SHAW. I think that is in the paper which has been furnished. . . . . 
Mr. CANNON. I would like, also, the number of certificates issued, g1vmg the ong1-
nal and increase cases. 
Mr. SHAW. I find that the report-is from the 1st of June to the 30th of November. 
Mr. SAYERS. Apply the question to the time from November 1, 1892. . 
Mr. CANNON. I wish, in that same connection, if you know, you would be kmd 
enough to state, month by month, how many cases were rejected covering ~he 
periods from the 1st of November, 1892, to the 1st of November, 1893, ancl the like 
periolls for the prior years from the 1st of ~ovember, 1891, to the 1st of November, 
1892. 
Mr. FRITTS. That was embodied in the letter which has been furnished the com-
mittee. · 
Mr. CANNON. State under what laws these claims are rejected, giving full infor-
mation as to the rejected claims, the increase clai111s, those of widows and minors, 
and covering all the wars. I think there is a table in your report which covers it 
more or less, but not for these precise dates. 
The CHAIRMAN. The scope of your inquiry is from the 1st of November, 1891, to 
the 1st of November, 18921 
Mr. CANNON. Yes, sir; and I want the amount month by month. And while you 
are at that, you may also give it from the first of May, 1893, to the first of Novem-
ber, 1893, as compared with the :first of May, 1892, to the first of November, 1892. 
Mr. LocHREN. We will have that furnished. I want to call attention to a proviso 
in the bill, which is that the chief of the Special Examination Division and as-
sistant shall be allowed per diem whenever it shall be found necessary for them to 
be absent from home and traveling outside the District of Columbia. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why is that suggested f 
Mr. LOCHREN. Because it is sometimes found necessary for the chief and assistant 
to go to particular places outside of the District. They have to bear their expenses 
at hotels and their traveling expenses. If we send any of the others, they would be 
entitled to their per diem. Sometimes we deem it necessary to send the chief or 
assistant on account of their superior ability. 
Mr. CANNON. One is an assistant chief. The chief merely gets his transportation. 
Mr. FRITTS. We get transportation, but not sub_sistence. 
Mr. CANNON. What is your salary! 
Mr. PRITTS. I am getting $2,000 a year now. 
Mr. CANNON. As chief of division t 
Mr. FRITTS. I am acting chief of the division. The last appropriation provided 
for the appointment of some clerk who shall be acting chief. 
Mr. CANNON. Who is the assistant chieH 
Mr. FRITTS. He is a $1,600 clerk. 
Mr. CANNON. Do you get any allowance except the $2,000! 
Mr. FRITTS, Not unless I go outside of the District. I may have to go and I may not. 
Mr. CANNON. What is the pay of these special examinersf 
Mr. FRI'l'TS. They receive from $900 to $1,600 a year. 
Mr. CANNON. They get $3 a day for subsistence and transportation t 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON . .And some clerks are detailed who get something in addition to the 
salaries! · 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. . 
Mr. CANNON. What grade of clerk is generally detailed t 
Mr. FRITTS. We have only four who receive above $1,400. 
Mr. CANNON. The bulk of them receive $1,400' 
Mr. FRITTS. Some receive $900, some $1,200, but the most of them receive $1,400. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do I understand you to say that a $900 clerk is detailed and 
gets $3 a day for subsistence I ' 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
DECEMBER 13, 1893. 
Further Statement of J. R FRITTS, Chief Special Examination Division. 
~r. FR~TTS. I stated the other day that it took about $50 to investigate each 
claim which was referred to the division for investigation in the :field. That state-
ment had reference to cases referred for merit examination and not for criminal 
and that did ~ot refer to tho act of June 27 cases. That has been the amount that 
has been con~1dere~ fo! years as. the cost to investigate claims which are referred to 
the field fer mvest1gat10n, but smce I made the statement I have been investigating 
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and I have made a table, that I find now for the last few months each report that jg 
made on a special examjnation on the lield has cost on an average $10.62. 
Each case that is reported to the field for an examination upon its merits tak 
about three and. a half reports of special examiners and that would make it about 
$35 for merit cases. Under the June 27 act cases the cost is :1bout $20. In crimi-
nal cases, as a rule, there is only one report, and that would only cost about $10 for 
criminal cases. Of course1 some cost lots of money, but this is the average 1 should 
say. It used to cost about $75 a case to investjgate a case in the field, because when 
a case was sent to the examiners they were kept out in the field until completed and 
ir. was much more expensive than it is now, because we have men in clifferent local-
ities, and these are referred to those having jurisdiction over that territory. I should 
say, therefore, the number of reports in a case referred to the field for examination 
of merit would be about three and a half, the average expense for each reportis $10.62. 
DECEMBER 13, 1893. 
Further statement of Hon. WILLIAM LOCHREN, Commissioner of Pensions. 
The CHAmMAN. Mr. Cannon, I believe you desire to examine the Commissioner of 
Pensions with reference to his estimate for an a-ppropriation of $300,000; will you 
please proceed 1 
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Commissioner, I want to ask you about these cases under the 
act of 1890. By referring to Table No. 2, page 26 of your last report, I find under 
the act of June 27, 1890, on June 30, 18931 there were 377,203 invalid pensioners on 
the roll, and 81,952 widows. Nearly all of these were on the rolls when yo11 came 
into office, as I understand it ~ . 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir; I should suppose so-that is, a large portion of 
them, of course. . 
Mr. CANNON. Now, when with the approval of the Secretary of the Intenor yon 
annulled Order No. 164 giving a constrnction of this act_. nrnler which construc-
tion these 377,000 invalid pensioners were placed upon the rolls--
Commissioner LOCHREN (interrupting). The most of them J should suppose. 
Mr. CANNON. Well, substantially all of them f .. 
Commissioner L0CHRRN. That order was promulgated October 15, 1890, 1f I re-
member the dates correctly, and that was some months of course after the pa age 
of the act, lint I should say the most of them. . 
Mr. CANNON. I am not dealing now in exactly tens, or hundreds, but substa~tially 
the whole of them. I will now ask you, if by applying a different construct10n to 
that order that did not render necessary a re-examination substantially of ~11 the ,6 
cases with a view to see whether these pern,ioners were entitled to retarn therr 
places upon the roll at the rates they were drawingf 
Commissioner LoCHRRN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. Now, about bow many of these cases have been examined since that 
timef • 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I guess you can answer that better than I can, Mr. Shaw. 
Mr. SHAW. About 30,000 or 40,000. 
Mr. CANNON. I am not asking accurately. 
Commissioner LocrrRJrn. Between 30,000 and 40,000. 
The CHAIRMA . Do you refer to cases arising under acts previous to Jnly 27, 18901 
Mr. CAN ON. No; I am speaking of cases under the act of July, 1890, alone. At 
the present rate of proceeding- of your Bureau about how long will it take to com-
plete the re-examination of this roll of 18901 
. 1r. L0CHRl<JN. We expect to accolerate that rate of proceeding a great deal. I 
tbrnk we have not progr ed nearly as fast as we might; I think we can run these 
off at a rate of from 1,000 to 1,500 a day. 
Mr. ON. Does not it involve a medical examination alsof 
ommi ioner L0CHRE . It does to a certain extent. There is thi in relation to 
it: I think in the mo of tlle e cases where the evidence is clear thev ought to be 
exam in d very rapidly and a killed person at a glance ought to tell 
0
if the ca e is 
w ll ma<k ut, and if it is uffici nt under the law that case ought to be pa· cd a ide 
ancl no look d at an mor · i i only where it is doubtful on the face of the paper 
tha i ou<rht to requir any lengthy xamination. They ought to be run off very 
fa t, I h nlcl ay. 
Ir. ... ,·ox. You hav tak n now in then iO'hborhood of seven months to exam-
in h w n , and 4 0 a 
Ir. JI , • 'o, sir; , e did not go to work on these cases until the latter part of 
July. 
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Mr. CANNON. Well, it has taken. about five months to examine between 30,000 and 
40,000 cases 1 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir. _ . . 
Mr. CAN:>.ON. And you think you can somewhat accelerate that examma~10n f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Veryrnuch; I think we can r.un them at a rate from 1,000 
to 1,500 a clay. 
Mr. CANNON. How many employes in the department are at work now on the 
examination of these cases f 
Commissioner LoCHREN. Fifty, I think. 
Mr. SHAW. Something like fifty. 
Mr. CANNON. Does that include those in all the different divisions-the medical 
division, the law division, and tho examination <livision 1 . 
Commissioner LOCHREN. No; it includes two. There is a section of the merhcal 
<1ivision included in it and what is calletl the l>oarcl of revision, which is composed 
of examiners under charge of Mr. Van Mater. They examine as to the efficiency of 
the proof and legal aspects of the case, an<l there is a section of the medical division 
to which cases needing reference in regard to medical questions come. 
Mr. CA.J.~NON. Now, when you spe9,k of fifty, does that include all the forcef 
Commissioner LOCHREN. All the force that is on that work. 
Mr. CANNON. Do vou intend to increase the forcef 
Commissioner LOCHREN. No, sir; I intend to diminish it. 
Mr. CANNON. Yon intend to diminish the force at work on this particnlar workf 
Commissioner LoCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. And you think it is practical to dispose of a thousand a d11y? 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir; and more. 
Mr. CANNON. More in the future~ 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. How many examiners now-that is, where it originates first, with 
the examiners f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. How many examiners are at work on this~ 
Commissioner Loe HREN. Somewhere about 30-30 to 35; I can not state positively. 
Mr. CANNON. Tbat speed of deposition, then, anticipa.tes that each examiner will 
dispose of 35 or 40 cases in a day f 
Commissioner LOCFIREN. They ought to. There are some cases you can tell at a 
glance by a man who is accustomed to it that do not need any further examination , 
and they ought to be put back and nothing more done about them. I think there is 
too much time and care given to that, as a good many could be disposed of at a 
glance and laid aside. 
Mr. CANNON. You mean too much time while you have had charge of the Bureau f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. Yet all tbese adjudications substantially were made under the other 
construction, under the law as construed by Order 16-H 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir; notwithstanding that there are many cases, a 
large bulk of them, a majority of them have sufficient proof for pension and are 
allowed. 
Mr. CANNON. Since this Order No. 164 was issued I st:tw in the Associated Press 
a dispatch of what purported to be an interview with the Secretary of t,he Interior, 
in which he is substantially reported to have said that the repeal of that order 
would result in a saving to the Government in the decrease of pensi ous of tho::;e 
upon the roll under the law of 1890 in about $20,000;000 per annum. What is your 
judgment as to the correctness of that statement, if it was made~ 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Well, I have not attempted to form any estimate on it 
myself, and I do not know anything about the amonnt, as I have not com;iuered it. 
Mr. SAYERS. I wonld like to ask one question right tbere, Mr. Cannon. In the re-
peal of the order referred to by Mr. Cannon, wouhl your office be changing the rnle 
originally adopted, or returning to the rnle originally adoptecH 
Commissioner LOCHREN. The law is extremely Jr!Thin : I do not see that there 
ought to ever have been such a rule adopted by a rea::;onal>le man. I do not see how 
any reasonab le man could construe the act so as to aclmit of a rule of that kinu. 
Mr. SAYERS. A(lmit of a rule as interpreted by thttt order '? 
Comrn!ssion~r. I:ocrn~EN. As that order seemeu to r eq uire it, and as 1m<lerstootl by 
the medical <hv1s10n of the Bmeau, and as they acted 1mder it. Within the last 
y~ar of the ~ast admin_istration there were. at least two decisions of the Secretary 
of the Intenor, or Assu:;tant Secretarv havrnO' char(l'e of that matter which were 
exactly in httrmony with Secretary Smith's d~cision° under which he ' revoked that 
order. 
Mr. SAYERS. And t_h~ Secr~t~ry of the Interior in revoking tho order thn:,; si mply 
followe(l the two decisions which were made during the al.lministration of his pro<le-
cessort 
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Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. What two decisions were they f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. One of them, if I remember the name, is called the Weike 
decision, promulgated the 7th of January, 1993, if I remember the date correcth· 
There was an earlier decisi9n, I think, as early as August, but possibly as late as tli.~ 
1st of September or November, but some months before the Weike decision. 
Mr. SAYERS. August, 18921 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir; it was sometime in the fall of 1892. It i 
practfrally of the same tenor, I.mt was not as clearly stated as in the Weike decision. 
Mr. SAYERS. After the Weik:e decision, what was the policy of your predece or 
in regard to that order f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I think the order was still followed, notwithstanding 
the W eike decision; at least, that is the impression of Mr. Ingram, the medical ref-
eree, when I came into the office. 
Mr. SAYERS. I wish you would sen'd to the committee a copy of the order and 
also a copy of the Weike decision. 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir; I will do that. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Who issued that order l6H 
Commissioner LOCHREN. It was issued by Gen. Raum and approved by Assistant 
Secretary of the Interior, Gen. Bussey. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. The PresidenL never approved thaU 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Ob, no; it was a Bureau order, approved by the Assist-
ant Secretary. 
Mr. SAYERS. Send us a 0opy of that order and also a copy of the decision to day. 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I will endeavor to do so. Tlie order is copied in the 
decision of the Bennett case, and perhaps I will not need to send it separately, 
because in that the decision is copied fully. 
Mr. CANNON. You speak of the Weikecase. I have it before mf, and thereportof 
the Secretary of the Interior. I have read it with care, and so far as I am able to 
tiee it is correctly stated in the syllabus of the case, as follows: 
"Schedule or nominal rates will not be added together to make up a rate under 
said act"--
'l'hat is, the act of 1890--
" But the rates will be based on the combined effect of all the causes involved 
upon the applicant's capacity for manual labor." 
Now, on reading the act I can not discover that in any way it appears that orcl~r 
164, which merely decides, as I understand it, that where an applicant has_ an a,ppl1-
cation on :file alleging, under the act of 1890, two disabilities, one, say, wl11ch wo~1lcl 
carry $8 a month and one that would carry $4 a month, that the Ha mou tl.J disa-
bility, which might be the end of a little finger off, can not be added to the $8 to 
make $12. 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Do you want me to show how that applies to the or-
der-- · 
Mr. CANNON. That is my understanding of the Weike decision; and the Weike 
decision speaks for itself. · · 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Well, assuming that that is a correct statement. Now, 
the order provides for cases under the June act specific disabilities sila11 be rated 
the same as if of service origin np to $12, so you may take that illnstratiou you have 
of a man who has a little finger off which carries $4, and say some other di ability at$8 
a month, under that order ti.icy wonld be added together and $12 a, mouth given be-
cause the order says the disability shall be rated as if of service origin up to the 
maximum amount. That decision is exactly contrary to it. 
Mr. CANNON. That decision is contrn1·.v to it, you being correct about the effect 
of the order in so far as it a llows the adding together of two different disabilitie to 
make a rate. 
~ommissioner LOCHREN. It is contrary in another sense, as you will r eadily per-
ceive, because that decision says that these specific disabilities shall not be :-ulded 
together, but every one cons iclered as a whole as to the effect upon the capacity of 
the man to perform manual labor or earn a support by manual labor. Therefore. 
yon do not con ider the disabilities with reference to any special rating at all. 
They are not r_egarded under that decision at all, except as disabling a man for the 
performance oi manual labor, and that is our pre ent ruling. 
Mr. C NON. And stiU, under or,ler 164, with the ratings as they have been under 
the general law, the construction pres umes that a given disabiiity uisable a party 
for mam:al_ labor up to a. point or an amount assignecl to that disabi lity 9 
C~m1.1;11 s10~~r Lo HREN. o, sir; the medical r eferee in answer to a question put 
to him m wntwg tated that unc~ r tl.Jat order the capacity of the claimant to per-
fi rm manual labor wa not con. 1 I r d at all. The Bennett case illu trates that. 
'l'her the man wa al~owed 12 a m~>nth for light ueafne. in both ear . nder 
the general law for light deafness m both ea.rs, accordiug to the schedule of the 
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Bureau and the rating in force at that time 1Je would ha,e been entitled to $15, but 
that being more tha,n the maximum under the general aet, under on~er 16± lie ·was 
entitled to $12. A slight deafp.ess in both ca,rs no one could argue disabled a man 
from performing mauual la\Jor at all. 
Mr. CANNON. That is a matter of opinion; I think it is. . 
Comrnissioner· LocrnmN. My opiu ion is tllat I <lo uot think it nrec1s argumg that 
a slight deafness in both ears would totally disable a man from performing maunal 
labor. 
Mr. CANNON. Under order 164, as it construed the act of 1890, these pensions were 
rated upon the supposition that a, certaiu disability was eutit,lecl to be rated at n. 
certaiu a,monnt, an1l the pre:rnlllption was made tha,t given a disbility the rating was 
correct as to the disal.dlity of the man to perform manual labor, as I get it from yon. 
Com111issioner Loc111rnN. I do not uncforstand it so. I think the effect of the 
Order 164 wa.s to set a-side the workiug of the act of June 27, 1890, entirely and grant 
pensions unauthorized, and which were not contemplated lJy that a,ct at all. 
Mr. CANNON. I am aware that is your opinion; therefore yon annnlled Order 164; 
but I was seeking to have yon ansvver as to how the pensions haLl lJeeu allowed. 
Commissiouer L0CHREN. They had been allowed under Order 164; at least it ·was 
supposed they had been from tho fact the order was promulgated and the Bureau 
officers were bupposed to act under it, and the mP-dical referee so informed us. 
Mr. (;ANNON. This Weike case was an appeal by Weike and not an appeal by the 
Government~ 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I do not recollect that, but I presume yon are right. 
Mr. CANNON. It was an appljal by Weike. I have it before me, and Weike had 
filed an application for an increase from $8 to $12, alleging an additional disability. 
That claim had been rejected by the Commissioner of Pensions, anu he remained at 
$8 a month. Weike took an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior, and the Secre-
tary of the Interior confirmed the action of the Commissioner below. 'rhat is all I 
see in the W eike case, and in confirming he held that under the act of 1890 you 
could not add. one disalJility to another to make a rating. Now, if that in any 
way conflicts with Order 164, being a later decision, of course would control it to that 
extent. That is the exact legal status as I understand it. 
Commissioner Lomrn1rn. It ought to. . 
Mr. CANNON. Now, I only wanteu to refer to it because I did not want to overlook 
it. Now, as to the Bennett case, which involved a slight deafness in both ear::;. On 
examination I find it (slight d·eafness), was rated at $15 under the rating made 
by Commissioner Black while be was Commissioner of Pensions. · 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I do not remember who made it. 
Mr. CANNON. Well, I state it as a fact, as l have examined this decision. 
Commissioner LocHREN. There were schedules of rating of disabilities not par-
ticularly specified by Congress, which were called Bureau or departmental sched-
ules. I do not remember by what name or what authority they were made, but they • 
have been changed from time to time. 
Mr. CANNON. Siu.:ie that time I find here, by referring to the report of the Com-
missioner of Pensions, on page 87, a communication from Ingram, in referring to this 
rating of the Bennett case, containing the following language: 
"At the time of the action taken in this claim, January 29, 1891, the schedule 
rate for slight deafness in both ears was $15, and the rate of $12 was allowed. Siu ce 
December 4, 1891: the schedule rate for slight deafness of both ears has been $6 
and such cases have been alloweu at this rate since the above date. I have recently 
suspended action in this class of cases. 
"Very respectfully, 
"THOMAS D. INGRAM, 
11 Medical Refe1·ee." 
So ~hat the attention of the office of the Commissioner of Pensions, if it was called 
to this m~tter, from January 29, 1891, at which time Commissiouer Black's rati1w 
was reduced under the June law from $15 to $6, the rating of Mr. Bennett would 
have been $6 instead $12. That is correct, I presume¥ 
Commissioner LOCHllEN. I do not remember at what time Bennett o·ot his ratino-. 
I do not remember because his case went up in this way: Besides a claim under tl~e 
act of June 27, 1890, on which a pension had been allowed for some time he had a 
pendin~ clai~ under the old law on which he expected a'larger pension, and lcmg 
after his pension had been allowed under the June act that general-law claim was 
the one he appealed from to the Secretary of the Interior. It was not from anvt-hino· 
which ar?se from the pension under t?e'i~,ct of June 27, 1890, that he appealed, but 
that cocmng u~ ~ook all the pape~s ".V"1th 1t before the Assistant Secretary, who con-
firmed the_ dec1s10n of the Com:rnss10ner of Pensions as to the general claim, and 
then exammed the allowed pension under the June act, and he was not entitled to 
tbal. 
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~r. S~YI:RS. What assistant secretary has supervision over the Pension Bureau! 
Uomm1ss10ner LOCHREN. Secretary Reynolds has charge of the Pension Bureau. 
Mr. SAYERS. From what State is he f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Pennsylvania. He prepared the deci sion in the Bennett 
case. 
Mr. SAYERS. The Secretary of the Interior has nothing to do with the decisions of 
these appeals f 
Comwissioner LOCH REN._ No, sir; not personally, of course; though in a case so far 
reaching as that he woulcl be consnlteu. and he would examine the case himself. 
Mr. SAYERS. But with the general Lusiness of the Pension Office the Secretary of 
the Interior has no personal connection f 
Commissioner Loe HREN. Oh, very little. No, sir. He can not, of course, give it 
his personn,l attention. 
Mr. SAYERS. The matter is left to the assistant secretary, Mr. Reynolds! 
Com rni ssioner LocmmN. As far as the disposition of appeal cases is concerned. 
Mr. SAYERS. Now, in regard to the repeal of Order _164- by the Secretary of the 
Interior, <lid the action of the Secretary of the Interior in repealing that order meet 
with yonr approbation f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Oh, certainly; undoubtedly. 
Mr. SAYE us. Was Assistant Secretary Reynolds in the office at that time f 
Commissioner LoCHRF.N. Yes, ~;ir, 
Mr. SAYERS. Do you know whether it met with his approbation or noU 
Mr. LOCHREN. I know very well it did. In fact I do not know anybody whose 
approbation it did not meet with who has examined the matter. 
Mr. CANNOX. Then you can look at one now, and I think you will find a good 
m:1,ny others who do not agree with you. 
Uommissioner LOCHREN. I have never heard any one express that opinion liefore, 
arnl I have heard a good many of all po]itical parties. 
Mr. CANNON. You spokeoftbeAssistantSecretary givinghisattentiontoappeals. 
Commis8ioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. The Secretary of the Interior under the law has charge of appealsf 
Mr. LOCHRJtN. Yes; he has charge of pensions. 
Mr. CANNON. Anu h as charge of t,he pensions alsof 
Commissioner LOCHREN. He has charge of all .the bureaus in the Department, I 
snppose. 
Mr. CANNON. Precisely; so that he, in fact, is the official under the law cba!·ged 
with it, and the Assistant Secretary and the Commi"ss ioner of P@sions auu the ..>,000 
~mployes of that Bureau from first to last are merely assistants or aids to the ec-
retary of the Interior. 
Commissioner LoCHREN. Oh, I do not think that he is expected to give his per-
sonal attention to it. I do not think tha t as a matter of fact they do give their per-
• sou:1,l attention to those m:1,tters. 
Mr. CA:';'NON. I do not suppose tl1at they sit and examine every case; you can not 
as Commissioner of Pensiorn1 do that, even, 
Commissioner LoCHREN. No, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. Yet on the one hand you shape pdma.Ti1Y the policy of the Bureau 
of Pensions, subject to ·his directiou, and he sl.ia.pes -th"e general policy of the whole 
Department f . 
Commissioner LOCHREN. He has that pO'wQr. . 
Mr. CANNON. But in fact he exercises that powed 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I think he would if there was any occasion to do so .. 
Mr. CANNON. Now in regaru. to this Bennett case, is it a case, from your examma-
tion or information, that is exceptional in its uatnre in the B1aeau, Is it an excep-
tional case or is it a fair type of the three hurnlred auu seventy and oclll thousand of 
cases that have been allowed under the act of June, 1890~ 
Com,uissioner LOCHREN. My opinion would be that it is not a fair type, although 
I think that there are several such cases; quite a large number. 
Mr. CA NOT. What do you mean by quite a large numbed 
om.mi sioner LocHREN. Well, thousands. 
Mr. ANNON. How many thousands f 
'ommissfoner LOCHREN. Well, that would be a mere conjecture. 
Mr. CANNO . In aJJ.y event under Order No.164- the Bennett case ought to be rated 
in January 29, 1891, at $6 a, month, instead of $12 a month 
Co1:111ni . ioner Locmm . If a pen ion was grant d after th~tt date I sliould think 
that it ought to be rated under that order. I think that under the law it ought not 
t be rated at all. 
Mr. 'A 'rT • Being brought to the notice of the Commissioner of Pensions it was 
eutitl d t b rat d at $6 a month. 
Couunis ionei· Loc1IR.EN. Under that 6rder it would be, I should think; the pre-
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sumption, therefore, is that it must have been granted before that. That I do not 
kno"'v about. 
Mr. CANN0N. I go now ~o the number of cases in your answer to the Dockery 
letter. In answer to question No. 8 you put <l.own the number of cases suspended 
on page 11 from Mav 27, 1893, to November 1, 1893, at 12,822, other than foreign cases. 
Then you put down the number of cases resumed, of similar cases during the same 
period, at 9,128. 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Yes, sir; I see it. 
Mr. CANNON. After what investigation were 9,128 resumed of the 12,000 sus-
pended¥ 
Mr. LOCHREN. There was a change in the order made in relation to the suspen-
sion of payments. It has always been the practice when there was a serious ques-
tion as to the right of a pensioner to receive a pension at the rate he was gettiug, to 
suspend a pension until the matter was inquired into and ascertained, and that pmc-
tice was continued in these earlier suspensions. Later the practice was changed by 
an order, and when it appeared upon the face of the papers that a party was prob-
ably entitled to some pension, although not as high a rate as he was getting, it was 
directed that the payment of the pension be not suspended pending investigation, 
or pending sixty days, and therefore a great many of those suspended were resu,ne<l.. 
Mr. CANNON. Now that resumption was, as I understand, under Order No. 240 
issued August 26, 1893 f 
Mr. LOCHREN. I think that that is the order. I think that you are correct. 
Mr. CANNON. So that these cases in the main were resumed without further exam-
ination after having been madef 
Mr. LocHREN. Yes, sir; quite a good many of them. 
Mr. CANNON. You are under the belief that a good many of those cases which 
were resumed when :finally examined will be rated at a less rate than they Ol'iginally 
were and at a less rate than the resumed rate f 
Mr. LOCHREN. Unless there is some change in the testimony. The party has a 
right to give further testimony or have a new medical examination. Doubtless a 
great many of those cases will be able to introduce such testimony or medical 
examination_ such as will show that they are entitled to the rates they have. Of 
course, these men are getting older and their disabilities are growing greater and 
greater, and they are getting worse than they were at the time when the pension 
was granted. 
Mr. CANNON. So, if on a casual examination of the papers of these 377,000 cases, · 
between 30,000 and 40,000 of which you have already examined, it appears that a 
man is entitled to some rating under the law of 1890, you let him stand and continue 
to pay his pension until the final disposition or rerating, although he may be rated 
at the highest rate, while you absolutely drop a man, without notice to him, if on 
the face of the papers it seems to you that he is not entitled to any rating under the 
act uf June, 1890 , · 
Commissioner LOCHREN. No, sir; there is no man dropped in any possible case 
without notice. The law is speciific in that respect. We can not withdraw a pen-
sion or reduce it without giving notice and an opportunity of a hearing, and I pre-
sume that it would not be done if there were no provisions of law; but in this ease 
the pension is withhel<l.. In the meantime where it appears that he is entit}ed to 
no pension, it is withheld. 
Mr. CANNON. Where, on the face of the papers, it seems to you he is not entitled 
to any rating you stop paying pensions, so you substantially drop him pending an 
investigation f 
Commissioner LoCHREN. Well, it is not dropped; it is simply withheld. 
Mr. CANNON. He does not get any more money1 
Commissioner LOCHREN. There is no use wrestling over words, the pension is with-
held; during investigation payment is suspended; and you can not use any term 
clearer than that. It is not dropped. We use the word'' droppoo" in a technical 
sense different from that-
Mr. CANNON. That is exactly what I want to get at; the man stops getting any 
moneyf 
. Co~I!llssioner LocHREN. The man stops getting any money pending an investiga-
tion 1flt appears on the face o~the papers he was not entitled to any. 
Mr. CANNON. Now, then, pnor to the order of August 26, 1893, after the revoca-
tion of order 164, were cases suspended and payments stopped f 
Commissioner LOCHRBN. Yes, sir; that is the practice that has always existed in 
the Departrnent from the beginning. 
Mr. CANNON. And you fortified that practice by the order of August 26 as to the 
class of cases indicated f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. I did. 
Mr. CANNON. So there are many cases on fi~al examination, which you are now 
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paying at the rating as ori_r;ina,lly made, that will have their rating reducod bclo 
the rates you arn now pay rng, 
Commissioner Locmm.N. That is very possible. 
Mr. CANNON. Yon say it is po~sible, 
Commissioner L0CHREN. Well, ver,v probable then, 
l\fr. CA:.\1N"0N. Is not it so, in your judgmenU 
Commissioner LocHRE:\'. Yes, sir. 
l\fr. CA~NON. How dicl it happen that you delayed issuing this order from the 
tim0. you revoked order 161 up to August :26, 1893, 
Commissioner L0CI-IHEN. Well, I did not see any occasion to issue tha,t order. I 
think the most pertinent question would be why I ever issued it. 
Ur. CAN.NON. That is exactly why I am asking you, and that is one way of a~kiu" 
yon. Vvliy did you issne iH 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Well , there was a good deal of complaint that thee 
pe11sionerH were harclly dealt with by withholding the pension when it wa~ clear 
on the face of the papers that they were entitled to some pension, and that in case 
where thc_y might possiuly establish their right by additional testimony t.hat it was 
a great hardship to have it withheld from them pending the investigation. 
Mr. CANNON. Was not that same thing true as to those you suspended the pay-
ments of entirely on the face of the papers when they did not seem to be cutitled 
to :1 rating, 
Commissioner LOCHREN. No; I think there is quite a plain difference between 
tbem. 
Mr. CANNON. Are there not a number of cases where a party might obtain proof, 
so as to restore the payment, 
Commissioner L0CHREN. There are likely some of those cases, but the presump-
tion is not in favor of it. 
Mr. CANNON. In your judgment, a,re there not many of such cases f 
ComrniRsioner LOCH.REN. Well, I have not examined that matter; but I think 
very likely there will be some such cases. 
Mr. CANNON. Have some such cases been restored 1 
Commiflsioner LOCI-IREN. Yes, sir; I presume likely that may be true. 
Mr. CANNON. Is that not true, to your knowledge and belief Y 
Commissioner LocHRI~N. I think there are some such cases. There may be, under 
the June act, cases where a party wbo was not disabled n.t the time the pension was 
granted may have been disabled since by accident or disease that has followed or 
bJ increasing infirmities. 
Mr. CANNON. Oh, yes. Did this modification of your order of August 26, 1893, 
known as Order No. 240, originate of your own motion, or were you directed to issue 
it by some superior ofncerf 
Commisflioner LOCHREN. It did not originate with me and I was not directed by 
any superior official to promulgateit. 
Mr. CANNON. Well, then, how did it originatei 
Commissioner L0CHREN. From discussion among the different pecple in tbe Bureau 
and in the Department ancl between myself and the Deputy Commissioners, the Sec-
retar_y, and Assistant Secretary, and I guess, perhaps, that includes all. It is made 
after full and careful discussion, an<l while I can say it did not originate from me, 
I can say further tbat I was not directed to make it. I did make it afterthediscns-
sion . When I say it did not originate from me I mean the idea did not originate from 
me; the or<ler did. 
Mr. CAN ' ON. The Order 164 was issued when f 
Commissioner LOCHREN. Octol.Jer 15, 1890, if I remember correctly, and that is my 
recollection. 
Mr. CA, NON. And under that construction of the law these 377,000 cases have 
been grant cl 
Commi sioner Locnmrn. They have been granted, most of them, since that order 
was promul ·ated. 
Mr. Al o T • .A.nd approprin.terl for by Congress for many yearsY 
Ir. Liv 'G, TO . pecifi ca ll,r, you meant 
fr. CA • ·o . Y s · and 11otwi tbstancling that _you thought it wise and to be your 
duty tor Yerse the constrn tion given to that actY 
'ommi iouer Locnm:,.". I thought it to be my duty, and it is always wi e to do 
on duty. 
Ir. A • ·oN. Ye . Can you give me, after examination the number of claims on 
tl1c r j t cl fil of your offic ' 
'ornmi ion r L rrr.F. , •. I am having that prepared for you now. I Lelieve we can. 
1r. A-· • nd w b ther th y are invalid or wi<lows t 
ornmi ion r L CHRE,·. , ir. 
Ir. ' . nd under wba,t a tat 
oIIlJ.ll.is ioner L0CHREN. Yea, sir. 
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Mr. SAYERS. In connection with that statement will you alrn furnish a statement 
showing tlie number of rejected claims which were on tile on the 1st day of May¥ 
Commissioner LOCHUEH. Yes, sir; the number of rejected claims prior to the 
1st day of May¥ 
Mr. CANNON. He is preparing a table in connection with the others, and that, pos-
sibly, may give you the information you want (to Mr. Sayers). 
Mr. SAYERS. And I also want the number of suspended claims on the 1st day of 
Mayf 
Commissioner LocHREN. That have been suspended during past years! 
Mr. SAY1rns. I want, in the first place, the number of rejecteu claims and then the 
number of suspended claims prior to the 1st day of May. 
Commissioner L0CHHEN. I think that would be very difficult to get. 
Mr. SAYERS. If you can get it please do so, and if you can not, let us know. 
Commissioner LoCHREN. A suspension is a sort of interlocutory proceeding, and 
perhaps tliere would be no record kept of it. 
The CnArnMAN. On page 8 of your answer to the Dockery letter you say: "From 
a statement submitted by the special examiners, based upon the reports, in 231 cases; 
tlie followjng information is obtained." Then there is given a table of the 231 cases, 
from which it appears that there was admitted 27; continuance and resumption, 44; 
reduction, 1; and others are ment~oned which were rejected on legal and medical 
grounds, or dropped. Now, you state the amount of actual savings in these 231 
cases, which ar e in cluded in the above statement, at $1,130,259.06. That is in the 
neighborhood of $5,000 for each case. What do you mean by thaU Do you mean 
that the first payment would have averaged $5,000 per case, if these cases had been 
allowed, taking the expectancy of these parties as your basis¥ . 
Mr. LOCHREN. This estimate was made by Capt. Fritts, who is present, and per-
haps can answer that question. 
Mr. PRITTS. I have never figured on the amount per case; but these amounts have 
been furnished by the board of review, were returned by the board of review with 
the date when the pension would be commenced, if allowed, and the rate of pension 
which would have been paid to the pensioners, if allowed; and the rejection slip 
shows the amount of money saved to the Government, or the amount not paid. 
Mr. CANNON. Is that the first payment, or a calculation of what the claimants 
would have received if they had gone upon the rolls and lived¥ 
Mr. FRITTS. It is the first payment. I have my doubt about the number of cases. 
The number of cases is more than 231. This number 231 refers, I think, to the Nor-
folk cases, for that was the number of reports in those cases; but the number of 
cases rejected b y the board of review has amounted to three or four thousand. That 
does not refer to all the cases embraced in the estimated saving of $1,130,259.06. 
Mr. CANNON. So that the amount of actual savings in the 231 cases is included in 
the above total saving of $1,130,259.06f 
Mr. l!.,RITTS. The note above shows that the amount in these 231 cases is included 
in the statement. The amount of saving does not refer to just that many cases. 
Mr. LoCHREN. That is the footing at the bottom of the- page. It is a:wkwardly 
worded. 
Mr. FRITTS. We just took that many cases on which to make the estimate. 
Mr. CANNON. How many cases are covered by your estimate of $1,130,259.06 as 
saved to the Government because they were not allowed f 
Mr. FRITTS. I can not tell you exactly; but I can get it from the books. 
Mr. CANNON. About how many f 
Mr. FRn TS. Probably between three and four thousand. Each case is made up 
separately.. 
Mr. CANNON. Those cases were investigated through the special examination 
division~ 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir; we commenced keeping this about the 1st of May. It was 
kept. for three or four years nrnler Gen. Black's administration. I got slips printed 
which we used when we sent them to the board of review. 
Mr. CANNON. Now, I understand what you mean by this estimated savino-• and 
the reason I ask this question is to make the point clear; so that the claims f'i they 
Lad not be~n examined by your division, would have been allowed, and after they 
were exammed they were not allowed; what you call a saving really might be 
stated as the amonut that the Government did not have to pay, because the claimts 
were not allowed f 
Mr. FRITTS. If thEJse cases had not been examined they would have remained in 
the office, _either in th~ adJud~cating divisi_o1_1s or in the files, unsettled. They had 
been c~:mtrnued from time to time, and subJect to be reopened at any time any evi-
dence 1s :filed or a letter asks any information; but after investigation if rejected 
it takes much more evidence to reopen them. ' ' 
Mr. CANNON. You have stated the saving to the Government to be over $1,000,000; 
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they :vould have been allowed if they had not been examined, and after they were 
examrned they were not allowed f 
Mr. FRITTS. Some might be allowed. 
Mr. CANNON. How can that be a saving to the Governmentf 
Mr. FRIT~S. They _might all be allowed, if the~ had continued to file ex parte evi-
dence, and 1£ the evidence was not true, as was fouucl in a great many cases there 
was no otber way to prevent it, except by special examination. ' 
Mr. LoCHREN. A great many cases of forged testimony have been shown by 
special examination. 
Mr. CANNON. Is that rare, or the exception, 
Mr. LOCHREN. I trust it is the exception. There were many in Norfolk, and a 
great many in New Mexico. Perhaps the practice of some of the attorneys, and the 
claims coming from particular claim agents, may be honeycombed with fraud. 
Mr. CANNON. In your judgment what percentage of claims is fraudulenU 
Mr. LoCHREN. I could not give you any percentage. 
Mr. CANNON. Is it not exceedingly small compared with the wholef 
Mr. LOCHREN, It is not large, I trust. 
Mr. CANNON'. We all trust it is not large. 
Mr. LOCHREN. I think where it does occur it is more often the result of the dis-
honesty of claim agents than from any other cause. 
Mr. CANNON. Once in a while dishonesty creeps into the courts and into all human 
affairs. 
Mr. LOCHREN. In all transactions which are human. 
Mr. CANNON. And yet, in the main, human kansactions are honesU 
Mr. LOCHREN. That is true, I think. 
Mr. CA~NON. In connection with this Bureau, considering that the amount of 
money involved is $150,000,000 to $160,000,000 a year, is it not true, in your judg-
ment, that honesty averages quite as well in that Bureau as it does in the ordinary 
adjudications throughout the country, or the world f 
Mr. LOCHREN. I think the old soldier is ns honest as other men-quite as much so. 
Mr. CANNON. And r eally, .dishonesty is the exception~ 
Mr. LocRREN. I think that is true in all human transactions. 
Mr. CANNON. When a claim goes upon the rejected files, with or without special 
examination, the claimant is at liberty to have his case reopened on evidencef 
Mr. FRITTS. Oh, yes. 
Mr. CANNON. It is not :finally disposed oH 
Mr. FRITTS. It is not :finally disposed of, but it takes more evidence to reopen a 
case after it has been specially examined. 
Mr. CANNON. The claimant has to make out his case before a pension is allowed f 
Mr. LOCHREN. A pension claim is never :finally disposed of until the pensioner, or 
any person who can acquire the right from him, dies. 
Mr. CANNON. Am I correct in my information that there are about 5,000 employes 
in connection with your Bureau f 
Mr. LOCRREN. There are somewhere about 2,000 employes in the . Bureau and the 
special examination division. There are about 2,000 clerks; I suppose your ques-
tion comprehends the medical boards throughout the country, but they a,re not 
employ es . 
Mr. CANNON. About how many of them are there-about 3,000t 
Mr. LOCHREN. I think a little more than that. 
Mr. CANNON. They are entitled to pay for all the work they dot . 
Mr. LOCHREN. They are entitled to pay for all the work they do. They are desig-
nated to examine claimants who are ordered before them, ancl are paid so much for 
each case they examine. · 
Mr. CANNON. The force in'the Bureau is quite as large as it ever wast 
Mr. LOCHREN. It is about the same. 
Mr. CANNON. And this application which you now make is for an increase of 
force'/ 
Mr. LOCHREN. It is not an increase of force. It is an increase of force in one 
particular branch. 
Mr. CANNON. The special examination division f 
Mr. LOCHR~N. Yes, sir. It will necessarily deplete the other force to the same 
extent; that 1s, we can not employ any more force than we are authorized to employ. 
, e will end clerks into the :field to perform the duties of pecial examiners· and 
when w do that we have to pay this additional expen e, 11er diem and expense of 
tran portation. It is to cover that expense that this additional appropriation is 
ask d for; that is all. . 
fr. NO . Did you ever p rsonally examine the files in the Bennett case! 
fr. L CHREN. I do not think I have. 
Ir. NO • Do you know what tho ag of Mr. Bennett is 
1r. L CHRE • I ha.Te never examined that, and I do not remember his age. 
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Mr. CANNON. It has been stated to me as being 78. 
Mr. LOCIIR,EN. I do not know; I cannotspeakfromanexamination. I know that 
in the revision of cases where the age is found to be above 75, it is the rule to allow 
the full rate, without fnrther examination. 
Mr. CAN:KON. I would be glad to have a copy of the papers in the Bennett case. 
Mr. LrvrnGSTON. Please furnish two copies, as I woulJ. like to have one. 
Mr. LOCHREN. Do you, mean the entire files f 
Mr. CANNON. I mean the record in the case. 
Mr. SAYERS to Mr. Fritts. How long have you been in the service! 
Mr. FRITTS. Since AugustJ 1885. 
Mr. SAYERS. That was during Gen. Black's administration Y 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. . 
Mr. SAYERS. Which one of the Assistant Secretaries gave his attention to the busi-
ness of the Pension Bureau during Gen. Black's administration f 
Mr. FRITTS. Judge Hawkins, Second Assistant Secretary. 
Mr. SAYERS. The Secretary was Mr. Lamar f 
Mr. 1<.,RITTS. And Mr. Vilas. 
Mr. SAYERS. They gave no attention to the administration of the Pension Bureau, 
except in special circumstances where their attention was called to iU 
Mr. FRITTS I could not state what particular attention they gave to it. Judge 
Hawkins seemed to have supervision of all field cases. 
Mr. SAYERS. When Mr. Noble was Secretary of the Interior who had general 
charge of the pension business f 
Mr. FRITTS. Gen. Bussey. 
Mr. SAYERS. Who is the present Assistant Secretary having charge of the pension 
business! 
Mr. FRITTS. Judge Reynolds. 
Mr. SAYERS. He simply performs the same duties that other Assistant Secretaries 
performed under other administrations f 
Mr. FRITTS. He seems to be occupying the same position and performing the same 
duties as the other gentlemen under other administrations, so far as we can see. 
Mr. SAYERS. In the r eports relative to your Bureau, before Judge Lochren became 
CommissionerJ were similar credits claimed because of the action of the Bureau f 
Mr. FRITTS. During the administration of Gen. Black this same character of table 
was kept by him. 
Mr. SAYERS. How was it as to his successor! 
Mr. FRITTS. I do not know of any record of it. 
Mr. SHAW. It was discontinued by the direction of Gen. Raum. The books were 
turned over to me, and I was directed to discontinue that, as being of no use. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON (after reading Order No. 164). If I understand Order No. 164, it 
had no regard to any rating of pensioners as to the degree of disabHity to earn a sup-
port. For instance, if one :finger were gone, or one arm, you add a lesser disability 
to the larger under that order in rating it, without any reference to the degree of 
inability tu make a supportf 
Mr. LOCHREN. That was the statement of the medical referee in his report. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you think the loss of a finger or the loss of one eye has any-
thing to do with a man's ability to earn a supporU 
Mr. LOCHREN. No; I do not. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Is it the intention that whenever a man is unable to a degree by 
reason of wounds to earn his support, the Government intends to help him, which 
Order 164 contravenes, and for that reason it is set aside f 
Mr. LOCHREN. Yes, sir. 
Mr. FRITTS. I would like to say that there are more cases in the special exam-
ination division now than there ever has been at any time. 
Mr. SAYERS. Why is thatf 
Mr. FRITTS. Because they have accumulated for years. 
Mr. SAYERS. For how many years f . 
Mr. FRITTS. They have been hung up. For the last few years of Gen. Raum's 
administration the Bureau kept but few people in the field. When the examiners 
saw they could not pass upon a case they laid it aside. 
Mr. SAYERS. Under the law prior to June, 1890 1 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir; we get a great many June-act cases. In the South some-
times we find three or four widows each claiming the same soldier for her husband. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You have found some sisters claiming a pension as a wffe of the 
soldierf 
Mr. FRITTS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. How many cases were there pending in the special examination 
division when Gen. Raum came into office! 
Mr. FRITTS. I am unable to tell you, 
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Mr. CANNON. Begin back in 1885 and give us the number of claims at the clo of 
each fiscal year. 
Mr. FRITTS. I can do that by looking at the record. 
Mr. CANNON. And also state how many ':er~ disposed of each year, the size of th 
force at work on t~em each year, commencmg rn 188~, and also the amount expcndtd. 
Mr. FRITTS. I thmk we have that statement showmg the amount expemled. 
Mr. CANNON. I want the amount expended for each year, so that what I would 
get when this question is answered would be the number of cases pending at th 
close of the :fiscal years from 1885 to 1893, inclusive, and the number of cases exaru-
ined by your division -each year, as well as the cost to the Government of that 
division each year. 
Mr. LOCHREN. We will endeavor to furnish the information. 
DECEMBER 5, 1893. 
Sm: I have the honor to request that you will, at your earliest convenience, fur· 
nish the following jnformation for the use of the subcommittee in charge of the 
legislative, etc., appropriation bill, namely: 
(1) The number of special examiners in the field March 1, 1893, June 30, 1893, 
and November 1, 1893; also the average number between July 30, 1893, anclNovem-
ber 1, 1893, and during the same period in L892, specifying for each elate or period 
the number specially appointed for this work and the number detailed from the 
regular office force. 
(2) The aggregate compensation and allowances to all special examiners in the 
field between June 30, 1893, and November 1, 1893, and for the same periou in 1 92. 
(3) The names of special examiners in field between March 4, 1893, ancl ovember 
1, 1893; the dates of appointrp.ent and (where this has taken place) the ~ates of 
removal, r esignation or death, and the location in which each performed service. . 
(4) .The number of cases investigated and reported on by speci al examiners m 
the field between June 30, 1892, and March 4, 1893; the number between March 4, 
1893, and June 30, 1893, and the number between June 30, 1893, and November 1, 1 9~ 
specjfying for each period, (a) the number of original cases, (b) the number ofm-
crease cases, (c) the number of cases in which pensions were alleged to have been 
obtained by fraud, (d) the number of cases in which pensions were suspected to 
have been obtained by fraud, (c) the number of cases in which it wa~ be~ieved the 
pensions were not authorized by law, (f) the number of cases in which 1t was be-
lieved the rates of pension were larger than the law authorized, and (g) the number 
of all other cases. 
(5) The number of cases in each of the periods stated in interrogatory nu.mb~red 
4, in which, on report of the special examiners, the Pension Offi ce finally decided 
pensions had been granted through fraud; the amount saved to the Go~ernment by 
the withdrawal of pensions in such cases; the number of cases in which, o~ such 
reports, it was held by the P ension Office that pensions had been granted without 
authority of law; the amount saved to the Government by the withdrawal of pen-
sions in such cases; the number in which the rates of pension were reduced on such 
r eports, and the amount saved to the Government by such reductions. 
(6) The number of cases in the hands of special examiners in the field March 4, 
1893, June 30, 1893, and November 1, 1893, specifying the nnm ber at each elate under 
each of the seven classes designated a, b, c, d, e, f, and gin interrogatory numbered 4. 
(7) The number of pension certificates issued between June 30, 1893, and ~ovem-
ber 1, 1893, and during the same period in 1892, specifying also for each penod th_e 
number of these that were original, increase, additional, reissue, restoration, dupli-
cates, etc. -
(8) The number of cases in which pensions were suspended between May 27, 1 93, 
and r ovember 1, 1893, and also during the corresponding period in 1892; the number 
of cas s in each p eriod in which the suspensions were withdrawn or revoked; the 
number of cases in each period in which the pensions were reduced: and the amount 
saved to the Government thereby; the number in which the pen ions were revoked 
or <leclar d void, and the amount saved to the Government thereby; and the number 
in whlch the suspensions were in force on November 1, 1893, pending :final action by 
the P n ion Office. 
Yours re pectfully, 
.A.LEX. M. DOCKERY, 
Chairman Sub-committee on Legi8lative Approp1-iation Bill, 
Committee o-n Appropriations, House of .Representative,. 
Hon. WILLIAM LOCHREN, 
Com11iissioner of Pension.. • 
URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL. 21 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
, BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., December, l1, 1899. 
Srn: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 




Hon. A. M DOCKERY, 
Chairman Sub-committee on Legislative Approp1·iation Bill; 
Cornrnittee on Appropriat·ions, House of Representatives. 
(1) The number of special examiners in the field March -1, 1893, June 30, 1893, and 
November 1, 1893, also the average number between July 30, 1893, and November 1, 
1893,. and during th~ same period in 18U2-specifying for each .. date or period the 
number specially appointed for this work and the -number detailed from the regular 
office force: 
Special examiners in field March 1, .1893 ................................. . 
Special examiner11 in field June 30, 1893 .. ... ............................ . 
Special examiners in field November 1, 1893 ............................. . 
.A. verage number in field between .July 30, .1892, and November 1, 1893 .. . 
.A. verage number in field between: July 30, 1893, and November 1, .1893 ... . 
Special Detailed 
















(2) The aggregate compensation and allowances to all special examiners in the 
field between June 30, 1893, and November 1, 1893, and for the same -period in 1892. 
1892. 1893. 
July ..•••••••••........••••. $19; 629. 34 
August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 19, 161. 55 





September ................. ~ 18, ,045. 34 September ................ .. 
October. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . 20, 524. 07 October .. ~ ......•.••..•.••.. 
Total ...•••..•••...... 77,360.30 Total . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 101, 236. 24 
(3) The names of special examiners in the :field between March 4, 1893, and N ovem-
ber 1, 1893, the dates of appointment, and (where this has taken place) the dates of 
removal, resignation, or death, and the location in .which each performed service. 
[Expl~a~ion of marks o~ r_eferences: a, recalled_; b, died; _c, resig1;1,e~ ;_ d, term e~pire<l, ~o.t !eappointed; 
e, dismissed; J, superv1srng exammer; g, assistant ch10f of d1vis10n; h, chief of rhvis10n; i, trans-
ferred from other departments; j, relieved from duty; k, special detail as criminal examiner· 
L, chief finance division. ] ' 
Name. When appointed. 
When 
removed. 
A~ler, Leon (a} ............................. July 2, 1887 Aug. 21, 1893 
Aiken, C . .A.. (e) ............................. Aug. 21, 1889 .A.pr. 15, 1893 
.Albert, .A.. D. (J) ..... . ..... ................ Oct. :~5, 1886 ............. . 
Albright, J.B .... .................. -........ .A.ug.18, 1884 . ............ . 
.Alex:ancler, D.R. (il ........................ Jan. 28,1886 ............. . 
.Allison, J. F. (d) ........................... .A.ug. 29, 1884 June 30, 1893 
Anderson, C. B ............................ May 23, 1881 ............. . 
Anderson, G. C .. ... _ ................... _.. Aug. 8, 1882 ............. . 
i~]trH\\\\\U\\\\\H/\\'. li:t)ffl ?/t: 
Barrett, C. F.......... ...................... Sept. 20, 1876 ............. . 
i:E:}g~~: ::::::::::: :: : : :::: ::: :::::::: ~~ }i, m} : ::::::::::::: 
Bec~ett, G. M .... .......... . ............... Sept. 18, 1886 ............. . 
Bedinger, D. L .. ............................ Oct. 18, 1887 .•....• 
B~ll, Frank, (_a) ............................. Mar. 9, 1877 Aug.28:i°soo· 
Biller, U.J. (,) .............................. Sept. 27, 1893 ............. . 
Where stationed. 
Saginaw, Mich. 
St. Louis, Mo . 
Washington, D. O. 
Dayton; Ohio . 
Rochester, N. Y . 
Dubuque, Iowa. 
Kansas City, Mo. 




Buffalo; N. Y. 
St. PauJ, Minn. 






Des Moines, Iowa.. 
Bloomington, Ill. 
Bath, N. Y. 
New York City, N. Y. 
22 
Name. 





:Blazer, P . W. (g) •••••••••••••••••••••••••.. Nov.17, 1888 ............. . 
Bonorden, H. F ............................ Aug.10, 1887 ............. . 
Boorom, U. R. (a) .•••••..••..••......••.•••. Aug. 8, 1882 Apr. 25, 1893 
Booth, J. F .. ... .. . ... . ..................... Out. 31, 1890 ... . .. . ...... . 
Bostick, J. H. (e) ........................... Sept. 21, 1882 Sept. 29, 1893 
Boushee, F. P . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . Sept. 7, 1882 ....•...•..... 
Boykin, B. M ........ - ...................... Oct. 31, 1890 ............. . 
Brackett, S. B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . Aug. 29, 1884 .. ........... . 
Bradley, L. (a) .............................. June 4, 1885 Sept. 9, 1893 
Britton, W. ( d) • .. • • .. • • • . • • . • • .. • • • • . • • • • . . July 1, 1889 June 30, 189B 
Brooks, W . J . (a) ........................... July 3, 1879 Mar. 27, 1893 
Brown, E. C . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . Sep. 23, 1889 ...•.•..•..... 
Brown, G. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nov. 19, 1890 .....•........ 
Brown, H. I3. (e) . .......................... . Aug. 8, 188~ Apr. 15, 1893 
Brownell, F. E . (a) .......................... June 2, 1881 Mar. 29, 1893 
Brumblay, G. R . ..... • ..•...•..•......••••.. Dec. 24, 1887 ........•..... 
Buchanan, J . .A.. (d) ......... .. .............. Aug. 21, 1889 June 30,1893 
Buckin&1:tarn, D. E. (a) .••••.••••••••.••.•••. Sept. 123, 1889 July 8, 1893 
Bundy, .M.. L.jr. (d) • ........................ F eb. 11, 1882 June 30, 1893 
Burfield, H. M ......••••... - . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . Dec. 30, l 891 .....•.•...... 
Bnrnley, A. F . . . . • . • . . . • .• . . • • . • • . . • . . . . • . . Mar. 25, 1887 ............. . 
Burton, 1V. S. (i) .............. . ............. Apr. 7, 1881 ............ .. 
Cannon, C. W . • • .. • . . . . • . . . . • • . • • .. .. • • • • . . Oct. 28, 1890 ............. . 
Chipp, Rodney . • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Jan. 5, 1883 ... .... .•.•... 
Clark, E. E ...•....•••..........•.......... Oct. 26, 1885 ........•..... 
Clayton, R. .A. ••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Apr. 17, 1883 ............. . 
Clement, A . B. C ..•.•••.......•••........... May 7, 1889 ............. . 
Clemen ts, J. H . .. . .......... . .............. May 2, 1876 ............. . 
Clements, J . T . . .. . ......................... May 10, 1877 ..••••........ 
Coleman, R . S .............................. Aug. 6, 1885 ............ .. 
Cowles, F . L •••...• -- ....................... Oct. 3, 1882 ............. . 
8;:~tl .i· :: :: : ::: :::::::: :: : : :: : : : :::: :: "fJit ii: mi~ : : : : :::::::::: 
Crawford , J. A . ........•..............•.... Oct. 31, 1890 . ............. . 
Crutchfield, G . .A. . .......................... July 12, 1877 1 ........... .. -
Culber tson, J . N. (a) ........................ Oct. 7, 1887 July 19, 1893 
8:;~~J o\~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~f 1~; m: I:::::::::::::: 
Carver, E . H.............................. . . Sept.. 8, 1882 1 ...•. •. • • • -- --
g~:;1!e~~\t ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : ~i;t. 3i:mi :::::::::::::: 
Colby, N . T. (d) . ............................ May 11, 1882
1 
June 30, 1893 
Connolly, J ere (d ) .......................... 1 Aug. 2, 1889 .... do ..... . . 
Corlies, Jacob (d ) .. ....... . ................ . .A.ug. 8, 1882 .... do ..... .. 
Davis, J. A . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . June 5, 1880 ............•. 
D e Put ron, E. C ............................ Sept. 23, 1889 . ••..•...•••.. 
Douglaas, H. L . . ....... . .. . ... . ............ .A.ng. 7, 1891 ...•••..•••••. 
Dudley, A. S . . ... . .......................... Sept. 19, 1888 .••..••....... 
Duncan , H . C ...... . ... . .................... :Feb. 17, 1886 ............. . 
Dash iell, J'. M. , jr. (i) .••..••..••.•.•...•.... June 13, 1887 ............. . 
Davidson, J . A ......... . ................... Nov. 19, 1890 ........ ... .. . 
Denn is , T. F. (a ) .. ........... . .....•..... . .. J nly 29, 1884 Sept. 13, 1893 
Dawkins, M. L. (a) ........................ . Oct. 18, 1890 July 19, 189B 
Downing, .A.. (d} .. ...... . ... . ..... . ......... Apr. 7, 1881 I June 30, 1893 
Dodge,J'. H . (e) • •• . ................... .. .... Aug. 8, 1882 Apr. 15, 1803 
Dunn, I . B. (b) . . ... .... . .... . ..... . ... . ... .. A pr. 1, 1874 I M ar. 12, 1893 
E lliot, J. H. (a} . . . ....• . ......... . .. . .. ... .. A ug. 29, 1884 M ar. 31 , 1893 
Elliott, E . P . (c) ....• •.... .. ...•..... . .. . .... Aug. 8, 1882 June 30, 1893 
Erly, J a11. S. (a) . ... . . ..... .. ................ A pr. 7, 1881 I Apr. 6, 1893 
i~~/HHH/iHiHt !Hi UHH 
Fairbanks, Chas. (e) ...... ... ......... . ... .. Jan. 13, 1~82 Apr. 15, 1893 
Farden, J. D. (d} . . . . . . .. . .... .. .......... . .. A ng.11, 1882 June 30, 1893 
Fernald, G. W. \d) ...• ...... .. ... .. . . ...... A p r . 2, 1880 . ... do ...•... 
Fitzeatrick, J . F ..... .. ... .. . .• . ..... . .. . . . F eb. 15, 18S:l •••••••••••••• 
~te· i :. : .- .·::: .· .- .-: .-: : : _. _.:: :::::::: _. ::: :: i ~g~ 2~: mg -· · · · · -· · · · · · -
Fox, J. c. (a) . . ......... . ...... .. .. .... .... Aug. 21,1889 ·M;;: 22: isoa· 
Frazee, amuel (d} . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'opt . 22, i:·s2 J une 30, 1893 
Foller, E. E ... • . . . .. . •. ... . .. .. .. . .• ••• .. . . [
1 
lfay 8, 1871 . . .. ... . ... . . . 
Fritt , J. R. (h) ........ .. .•... . . . . . .. . .• .. .. Ang. 12, 1885 .. ...•..•.••• . 
t:!L!,'~a~;~ei:::::::::::::::::::::~:::::: t~f 2t ig9i : :: ::::::::::: 
~Nr. ~?il~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::1 t~l 1g:is~ /:::::::::::::: 
Fleming, . B .. . .. ... . ... . . . ..• .• . ..• • . ... . July 5, 1 03 ... ........ . .. 
Fl t h r , R. P ..... . .. .•. •. . ..... .•. ... •.. .. Ju1i 1, 1 11 ............ . -
afbr;aHh, . . (e) . .. . .. . .. •• .... .. . . ... .. 
1 
ug. 29, 1 !i pr . 15, 1803 
Ge k, . A. (d). ..... . ..... . ....... . . . . . . Dec. 21, 1881 .rune 30, 1893 
Where stationed. 
Washington, D. C. 
Galesburg, ill. 
Worcester, Mass. 
London , K y. 
Altoona, Pa. 
Fort Gibson, I nd. T. 
Cart.ha11e, Mo. 
Marsh~ ltown, Iowa. 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Springfield, Mo. 
Washington, D. C. 
Council m uff~. Iowa. 
Morri8town, Tenn. 
Providence, R. I. 
Washington, D. C. 
Cin <iinn rtti, Ohio. 






St . Louis. Mo. 
DenvC'r , Colo. 




New York City, N. Y. 
Bowling Green, Ky. 
Rutfa1111, Vt. 
J eft'erson City, Mo. 
Olney, Ill. 
Ashlaml, Ky. 




Fairmont, W. Va. 
Fort Scott , Kans. 
Terre Haute, Ind. 
NewYork, N. Y. 
Bal timore, Md. 
Mansfield, Ohio. 
J ackso11villo, Fla. 
Las Vega~, N. MeL 
Madison, Ind. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Ironton , Oh.io. 
Hannibal, Mo. 
Parkersb urg, W. Va. 
Topeka, K ans. 
P arkersbm g, W. Va. 
Topeka, Kan~s. 
Wichita, Kans. 
Asheville, N. C. 
·w asbington, D. C. 
Duquoin , Ill. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Fond d n Lac, Wis. 
:Milwaukee, Wis. 
F rank lin , Pa. 
Albany, N . Y. 
Binghamp ton, N. Y. 
F ort Gibson, Ind. T. 
Og11ensburg, N. Y. 
Concord, N. H. 
I nclia.napolis, Ind. 
Toledo, Ohio. 
Chattanoo~a., Tenn. 
Fort Wor t n, Tex. 
B uffalo, N. Y. 
L ouisYiile, Ky. 
Jfatchez, Mi3B. 
H arrisburg, Pa. 
W aahil.1gton , D. C. 
Boston, Mass. Kokomo, Ind. 
L as Veuas; N. MeL 
. Do. 
Boston, Maas. 








removed. Where stationed. 
Getchell, R . C. (b) .••...••••••••.•••••• • ..... Mar. 12, 1880 .Apr. 30, 1893 Harrisburi, Pa: 
~~~~1f~.i.~--~~>.:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~- ~i: m~ -~~~:~~'.~~~~- :e~ro~ie~n~\a. 
Greenawalt, J. G. (c) .••••••••••..••••••••••• Aug. 8, 1882 Apr. 3, 1893 Washington, D. C. 
Green, J.M. (a) .......•••..•••...•.•••.•••...... do ....... July 12,1893 Johnson City, Tenn. 
Greene, D. M. (e) ................................ do ...... . Apr. 151 1893 Incliauapolis, Ind. 
Gooc1lett, J.B ............................... Nov. 19, 1890 . ............. Columbia, Tenn. 
Galiher, S. S... ............................. Sept. 18, 1886 . . . . . . . . . . • • • . St. Louis. Mo. 
Goethe, T. H ............................... Nov. 19, 1890 · - ············ Carmi , ill. 
Garrison, E. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dec. 2, 1886 . . . . . . . • • . . • • . Danville, 111. 
Greenstreet, .A.. G .....................•.... Nov. 19, 1890 . .. . •• • • • . .•• . St.Joseph, Mo. 
Greene, D. W... ............................ Aug. 9, 1892 . . . . • • • . . . • • . . Sioux City, Iowa. 
Gib bes, J. G.,j r ............... •............ Oct. 31, 1890 ... .••..•..•.. . Charleston, S. C. 
Gilpin, C. M . .. ..•...•....•..•.•.•.••..•• • .• Nov. 21, 1891 .............. . .Newbern, N. C. 
Hall, Joseph .... .......... · ........•..•..... Aug. 21, 1889 . . . .. ... . .. ... Cleveland, Ohio. 
Hall, J. T . H . (a) ........................... Feb. 3, 1885 Oct . . 28,1893 Den ver, Colo. 
Halstead, B . (d) .... ........................ Aug. 8, 1882 June 30, 1893 N ew Albany, Ind. 
Halst,cacl, E. P. (e) .......................... Feb. 21, 1882 .Apr. 15,.1893 Kansas CitM: Mo. 
Hamlet, G. B. (a) ....................... .... Oct. 3, 1882 Apr . .. 6,.189.2 Baltimore, d. 
Hrmson, L. F. (a) ...................... , • • • . Sept-,. 21, 188'~ Mar. 22,.18!!3 Bos.ton, Mass. 
Hart, E. W. ( e) . . • • • • • . • . . • • • . . • . .••• , • • • • • Rep t. 15, 18SG A pr . . 15, 18.9.3. .N.ew. Orleans, La. 
Hawes, J . J. (e) ............................. Sept. 21, 1882 .. ___ do. ...... B.rooklyn, N. Y. 
Hill, C. 1<'. (d) .' .............................. Mar. 9, 1883 June 30,189.3 Williamsport, Pa. 
Holmes, .A.. A.. (c) •..•..•.•.••••....•••••••.. Aug. 8, 1887 Apr. 10, 1893 Olney, Ill. 
Horton, C. C. (c) ............................ June 13, 1881 .A.pr. 29.,1893 Quincy, 111. 
:~;~\¥~:k~ ·< ~i::::::::::::::::::: : : .: : : :: : : : : -~-~!~ ~'. ~~~~- ·xv~: i5;.isgs· ~~fr~lt~\1r~:. · 
I~~t::: r~~~~·:::.·::.·.·.·_·:::.·:.~.·-------------::: -N~~-014;is1ii : : : : : : : ~:::::: ~:~::!~:rta!t 
Hursh, E. G . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ang. 2, 1880 . . .. . • . . . . . . . .. San Francisco, Cal. 
Huss, Thomas (a) ..... . .................... Aug. 8, 1882 Mar. 22, 1893 Louisville, Ky. 
H amner, E. D ........••......•.............. Sept.18, 1886 .....••....... Nashville, Tenn. 
Hayward, C. E ..................... : . ...... May 28, 1886 .....••....••. P.hiladelphia, Pa. 
H alley, N. W ............................... Feb. 2, 1887 ....••.....•.. Washington. D. C. 
Halley, C . .A... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . J u11e 5, 1888 . . . . . • • . . . • • • . Baltimore, Md. 
Hmn1)ton, S. F .............................. Dec. 24, 1887 . . . . . . • • • . . . . . Beaufort, S. C. 
Helman, E . E .... . .......... . ............... Oct. 9, 1890 . . . ..... •• • ••. Pittsburg, Pa. 
Horab , J . H . ............................... Ang. 29, 1884 . . . .. • • • . . •• • . Williamsport, Pa. 
Helpbrinier, W .H ......................... June 20, 1893 ... . ••••.••... Eva11sville,Ind. 
~fi%~'s~.lii : :: : ::::::::: :::::: :: : : ::: : ::: : : g~f~ gJiit : :: :: :::: ::::: . ~!~~{!,~b? H.' Ohio 
Holford, C. N . .. . ................. . ......... June 7, 1890 .............. Las Ve~as, N. Mex. 
Hallam, 0 . P ................................ J nne 29, 1891 . . . . • • • • • . . • . . Cape Girardeau, Mo. 
Harns berger, W. H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oct. 21, 1890 . . . • • • . . • . . . . . Cadillac, Mich. 
Hanback, Charles .. . ....................... Aug. 29, 1884 ...•••••••••.. . Pittsburg, Pa. 
Horrigan, J. J .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 6, 1891 . . . • • • • • • • • • . . Osceola, .Lowa. 
Himebaugh , C. L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Oct. 28, 1890 . . . . • • . . • . . . . . India11apolis, Ind. 
Harnit, J.M. ......................... . . .. .. Sept. 2:J, 1889 . . . . • . . . • • .. .. Ka-nsas City, Kans. 
Hughes, C. A . .......................•...... July 12, 1887 .....•.•••.... Springfield, Ill. 
Hope, Leighton ............................ Nov. 19, 1890 .....•••.•.... . Gallatin, Mo. 
Harper, D. W . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. Oct. 18, 1890 . . • . •• . • • • • • .. Vicksburg, Miss. 
Hodgkins, W. L. (e) ........................ Nov. 8, 1890 . ....•••.•••.. Jackson, Miss. 
I ves, N . E . .. . .............................. Dec. 24, 1887 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Chicago, Ill. . 
Jamison, J. H . (a) .......................... Oct. 18, 1890 Mar. 22, 1893 Kirlrnville, Mo, 
i:~!1~:·s?lv= ::::::::::::::·::::::::::::::: t~t u:~t :::::~:::::::: ~~~a!:~i~J-J· 
Johnston, W. M. (b) ......................... A..ug. 8, 1882 Sept.16, 1893 Hastings, N ebr. 
Johnson, V . M ....... .... . .................. July 12, 1887 .............. Mem.phi.i, Tenn. 
Jonas, C.H.,jr .......................... , .. Apr. 28, 1887 .....••....... N ew Haven, Conn. 
l~l:~8}~::::::::::):::; :::L:::: f{i- :!:!llf ::::::::):: 5!:t::~. 
Kennecly, J . M ............................. Dec. 10, 1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Indiana.polis, Ind. 
Ketcham, M.. (j) ............................ June 30, 1870 Apr. 17, 1893 Washington, D. C. 
Kearney,, James ............................ June 5, 1879 ....••..•..... Harrisburg, Pa. 
Kennel y, James . ......................... . Aug.14, 1884 .............. Baltimore,Md. 
Kelso, Paul .. .............................. Mar. 26, 1891. ....•••••..... W est P lains, Mo. 
Kin_gsley, H . A ............................. July 3, L879 ...•••......•. . mtstin1s, Nebr. ~~~kHEtHH:E\: ±JAli,~ I,/1118:88!7 :~i~:;;::i: t~tfc;f.J;.;~. 
.. .. . . . .. . . . .. Green Bay, Wis. 
Lowry, N. A . (d) .. .......................... Mar. 8, 1888 June 30, 1893 Grand Rapids, Mich. 
t~:i!!.i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~!!: i1~1,' !:8i9l0 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : - ~~~~~\I~. ~~Ji:i.. L £ .. • . • • • . • • • • . . Natchez, Miss. 
a er,, I. D ............................... Aug. 1, 1884 .......•...... Las Vegas, N. Mex. 
Lacy, . B ................................. A..ug .12, 18()2 .........•.... Kirksville, Mo. 
Little, I. S · .. _. .................•.....•..... ·1 Sept. 21, 1882 . . . • . . • • . . . . . . Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Love, W . D.,Jr ..... ......... . ....... . . . .... Nov, 19, 1890 ......••••..... . F ayetteville, Ark. 
Lowe. Richard ....••......••............... Oct . 31, 1890 ............•••. . Emporia, K ans. 








remo,·ed. Where stationed. 
-----------------1---·--1-------1----------
Marble, F. E. (e) ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.. .A.ug. 18, 1882 .A.ug.15, 1893 Lynn, Mass. 
Mason, E . F................................ Mar. 15, 1883 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Rochester, N. Y. 
Maxwell,H.P ..•.......•.........••••...•.. F eb. 2, 1883 ..•........... Norfolk, Va. 
Mays, C. P ....................••..•••••.•.. .A.llg. 11, 1882 ... . . . ........ . Vicksburg, Miss. 
McClain, Dow (e) ••.•••.•••••..•••••••..•.. July 14, 1884 .A.pr. 15, 1893 Indianapolis, Ind. 
McElderry, S. W. (d) ..•••••.•••••.•••••.•.. .A.pr. 7, 1881 June 30, 1893 La Crosse, Wis. 
McKuight, C. M ..••••........••••.••.••.... .A.ug. 8, 1882 ..•........... _Omaha, Ne.hr. 
McMorris, Robert ..•...•••...•.••.•.•••.•.. .A.pr. 28, 1881 ....•......... Citmclen, N. J. 
Myers, Abram (e) ..•••••••••••••••••••••••• Sept.15, 1886 A.pr. 15, 1893 Fairfield.Iowa. 
McCoy, J.M. (j) ....•••. : ..••..••••••••.... June 10, 1880 July 11, 1893 Washington, D. C. 
M cKiernan, J. S. (a) . • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .A.ug. 8, 1887 Oct. 21, 1893 Dayton, Ohio. 
McGinnis, .A. ......• . •...•..••..••••••••.•.. Oct. 26, 1885 ..••••..•..... Chicago, Ill. 
Montgomery, J. W ..•••••.••. ••••••.•••.••. Nov.14, 1887 ..•••••••••••. New Orleans,La. 
Melbourue, W. F •.•....•••••.••••.•••••.••. Feb. 25 , 1887 ..••••••• , •••. . Brooklyn,N. Y. 
l\foKahan, R .R ..•.•••..•..•.••••.••••.••... Sept.17, 1886 ..••••..•..... Columbus, N. Y, 
McGetrick, E. B ..........•....•••••••••.•.. .A.ug.10, 1882 .•••••••..••.. Philadelphia, Pa. 
Miller, F. C .••••••...•.•.•...•.•••.•••.•.... Oct. 18, 1890 ..••••.•..•••. Paducah, Ky. 
Miller, M. B ...•••..........••...•••.. : . .... June 9, 1893 .•••••..•...•. FreeJ)Ort, ru. 
~~~;ii/ ir:"c·::::: ::: : : : ::::::: :: : :: : : : ::::: i~f t mJ : :::::::::: :: : ~:1~:li;!0sp:~:s~N. Y. 
McIntosh, J. H............................. Oct. 25, 1886 . • . • • • • • • • • . . . Salisbury, Md. 
Moore, G.M ....••.•...••••.••••••••••.•.•.. Nov. 19, 1890 ..••••••••.... New .Albauy,Ind. 
Maxwell,E.H ..••••..•.••..•..••.•••...•.•. Jan. 23,1882 ...•••••...... Lanciug,Mich. 
Manier, J. 'l' ...••••........••.......•....... Oct. 18, 1890 . •• • ••• • • . . . . . Las VegaR, N. Mex. 
Morgan, J. D ..•••• •• •..•••.•...•••••••..••. July 12, 1878 .•••••••••.... Las Ve!ff8•N.Mex. 
Martin, W . .A. ••••.•.•••..•...•••.•••••••.... Juue 7, 1878 .•••••••.••... Montpe ·es, Vt. 
Morris, S. W . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . Sept. 23, 1889 . . . • • • . • • •• . . . Salina, Kans. 
Morse, G. "'W •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .A.ug.10, 1382 .•••••••••••.. Leavenworth, Kans. 
Mackey, Crandal .•.......•..•..•••••.•••••. .A.ug. 16, 1886 . . . • • • . • • . • . . . Mansfield, Ohio. 
Martin. E. N ...•••.•.•...•.........•...•.... Nov. 30, 1892 ...••••••••... Clinton,Mo. 
McCall,R.S .....•.••.............••..••.... .A.11g. 1,1884 .•.•••••...... Wichita,Kans. 
Moriarity, J. T ..•...........•..•••......... Dec. 9, 1890 ...•.......... "Billgbamton, N. Y. 
Neas, W. H. (c) .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .A.ug.10, 1882 Mar. 15, 1893 London, Ky. 
Neely, W. S. (e) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .A.ug. 8, 1882 .A.pr. 15, 1893 Madison,Ind. 
Noble, P. S. (e) .••..•••.....•....•.•••••••••• June 22, 1883 .... do ....... Webster City,Iowa. 
Nearpass. G. B .••..•••••......••..•••.••.... Sept.18, 1886 ....••........ Portland, Me. 
Nichols, J. C ...............•.•..•••.•••.••.. Oct. 5, 1880 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Helena, .A.rk. 
:Nichols,C.F.(a) .•...•.........•••••••..•.. .A.ug. 8,1882 Oct. 20,1893 Concord,N.H. 
OjYster, E.W ..••••......••...•••••••....... July 10, 1893 .....•........ Washington,D. C, 
0 Connell., J. C .....•....•••••••.•••••••.•.. Mar. 1, 1866 .•..••........ ]'ifewark, N. J. 
Page, W. R (a) ...............••••••.••.••.. Aug.18, 1884 Mar. 22, 11193 Philadelphia, Pa. 
Parkinson, E. C. (a) ......•...•.••••••..•.•.. July 8, 1889 Oct. 21, 1893 Newark, N. J. 
Patton, H. N .... . ...... . ............••..... .A.ug. 29, 1884 . . • • • • . . . . . . . . Fort Smith, .A.rk. 
Payne, E. B................................ Feb. 1, 1887 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Chillicothe, Mo. 
Peck, F. C. (j) ........••..............•.... .A.pr. 21, 1882 May 15, 1893 Wa~hingto:n, D. C. 
Perley, E. E. (e).............. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 11, 1889 Mar. 31, 1893. Indianapolis, Ind. 
Powell, R. '.r. (a) ....••..••...••.••..••...•. Aug. 8, 1882 Oct. 25, 1893
1 
.A.thens, Ohio. 
Pittman,J.F .....••....•••.•••.••..••..•.. June. 10,1893 ...•••.•...••. La-Porte,Ind. 
Pennebaker, S. B .......................... June 10, 1880 . . . . . • . . . . • • . . Springfield, Ma.as. 
Phillips, L. C . . . . . • • . . • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . Aug. 18, 1884 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Fairfield, Iowa. 
Pierson, W. T. (k) ............ ..... ....••.. .A.ug.17,1870 July 18,1893 Wasbingt~n, O.C. 
Pierce, E. \V .....••..••...•.•••••...••..••. Jan. 28, 188G •...••.•...... Toledo, Ohio. 
Perham, .A.. S ..• •.. ...........•....•..•.... .A.pr. 20,J8G9 •..•.•••..••.. Minneapolis, Min.D. 
Parkey, .A.. B ... ...............•....•....... Oct. 18, 1890 ...•••••••••.. Atlanta, Ga. 
P erkins, H. E.............................. .A.ug. 4, 1886 . . . . • • . . • . • • . . Ban~or, Me. 
Peters, D. W............................... Nov. 13, 1880 . • • • • • . • • . . • • . Bal ti more, Md. 
Potter, Z. H ....••••..•..•......••••••••.... Oct. 2, 1893 ••.••••.•..•.. Bethlehem, Pa. 
Potts, F. E ......•••........................ Oct. 18, 1890 ••. • •• • . • . • • . . Winfield, Kans. 
Pulliam,J.W .•••••...•.•....••.•••••...•.. Sept. i7,1886 ••....•. .• .... E~iz~bethC~, N.O. 
Rawles, F. W .••..•.••............•••... ... July o, 18~9 ..... .... . .... V1cl,sburg, ss. 
Rice, J. H . (e) .•..••••••.•••••••••.••••..••.. .A.ug. 29, ]884 .A.pr. 15, 1893 H nr tford, Uonn. 
Ricbarcl.son, E. J. (e) ••••••••••••••••••• ••• •• .Aug. 29, 1884 .... do .. . . . . . Osceola, Iowa. 
Riggs, Homer (d) .. ••.•••.•••••••••••••••••. June 20, 1866 June 30, 1893 Middlebury, Vt. 
Rogerson , J.E. (a) ........•.•.•...•.••••.... Sept. 21, 1882 .A.ug. 8, 1893 Philadelphia, Pa. 
Roome, A. W. (a) . .......••..••.•....•. ..... Nov. 29, 1880 Sept.12, 1893 Rockville, Md . 
Roudebush , W. S ..••......•...•...••.••.•.. July lJ, 1887 ...•••........ St. Louis, Mo. 
Reppert, F. H ............••••..•........... July 19, 1887 . . . . . • • . . .• . . . Ciucilmati, Ohio, 
Ros1s, Euge:?e (a) ................ .. .... _.... Oct. 2J, 189~ . • . . • • . . . . . • . . Sp·acnse, N. Y. 
Ra1!dolpb, 'I. P ..........•••.•...........•.. Dec. 22, 1886 . • • . • • • . .•••.. :New Y.ork, N. Y. 
Rus ell, .A. . .A. .•••• ••••••••••••••••••• • ••••. Nov. 30, 1885 .............. Meadville, Pa. 
Russ ll, G-eo. M ... ......................... . June 21, 1889 Minneapolis, Minn. 
Rob rts. J. O'C. (k) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . F eb. 15, 1887 ·sept: is~ isoa· '..V ashington, D. C. 
Roethe, H. L . . • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • Oct. 25, 1886 . . • . . • • • . . . . . . Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Ramey, H.B .. ..•••.•......•..••...•...•.... Oct. 9, 1890 . • • • • • • •• . . • . . Warren, Ohio. 
adler,J. T ................................. June 2, 1879 ........ .•.... Ogdensbnr(7, N. Y. 
Sawyer, . C. (e) •• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••• Aug. 8, 1882 Apr.15, 1893 North .A.darns, Masa. 
eaber, .A.._ . (c) .••• •••••••••••••••••• •••••..••. do ....... Oct. 31, 1893 Jeffer son 'ity, Mo. 
baC r,Eha (a) ...• •••••••••.••••••••••••••. Oct. 25, 1886 July 1, 1893 Milwaukee, Wis. 
Shannon, T. J. (J) •. •••••••••••••••••••••••• • Aug. 8, 1?82 1 .A.pr.12, 1893 Washington, D. C. 
i~~1/cFr;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I~ei3,.i ~ 1:::::::::::::: i~cJ:~~;;'::l':· 
lay n , bas......... ................ ...... ov. 14,1 5 ... ...... .. ... Warren, Ohio. 
m1tb, E. B. (e) ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Jan. 20, 1 O A.pr.15, 1893 Saratoga Springs, N. Y. 
Smith, G. lr:!. (a) .••••••••••••••• •••••· •••••• June 24,1 9 Oct. 18, }Bg3 Jac~:u, Mica. 
Name. 





Sprague, F. H .........•.•.•..••••.•........ . Feb. 15, 1872 ... ~· ........ . 
Stanton, Clark ...•.. . . _ ...................... .A.ug.29,1884 ............. . 
Stibbs, J. H .....................•.......... .A.ug.10,1882 ............. . 
Stillwell, John (e) ...... .. ... •.. ........ . ... .A.ug.26,1882 June15,1893 
Stiles, James ......•.........•...••••..•.... July 7, 1882 ............. . 
Spangler, W . .A.............................. Sept.15,1886 ............. . 
Stahl, S. D ....................•..•.......•.. May 28, 1886 ............. . 
Schuckers,-W. F ...................•..•.... May 25, 1885 ............. . 
!i:l~f !t:::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: :: : : : : xl~\t, lttt : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Stockslager, T . .A. .......................... Julie 14, 1893 .. ........... . 
Seawell, C.W. (a) ........................... Feb. 13, 1893 Aug. 4, 189ll 
Sims, F. G .................•...........•.... Feb. 13, 1891 ............. . 
Shockley, W. T ............. , ............... Oct. 28, 1890 ............. . 
Schaffer, M. R . . . . . . . .. . . . • .. • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Oct. 24, 1887 ............. . 
Schmidt,J.H. W ........................... Oct. 25,1886 ... .......... . 
Shipman, S . .A. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . June 12, 1883 ............. . 
Shaw, ·w. B., jr. (1) ..........•.....•........ June 29, 1889 Oct. 20, 1893 
Sloan, C. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . • . . • . . . . . . Aug. 29, 1884 ............. . 
Stewart., J . McD ...... ...................... July 18, 1879 ............. . 
Taylor, C. W. (a) ........................ · ... July 6, 1889 May 18, 1893 
Taylor, J . E . (c) ............................ Jan. 8, 1886 .A.pr. 20, 1893 
Tyler, Grafton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . Jan. 6, 1883 ............. . 
Taylor, F . M .. . ............................. June 9, 1893 ............. . 
~fJt~e.s:. t ~.:: :::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::: : : : N:~: ~~: m: ; :: : :: ::: :: : : : 
Thompson, W. E ........................... Nov. 14, 1890 ......•....... 
Townsend, C. G .•.............•............ Oct. 18, 1890 ............. . 
Tegethoff, .A...... ....... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Sept. 21, 1882 ............. . 
Taber, E . M ..... .. ......................... Oct. 1, 1877 ............. . 
VanBuren,G.M. (e) .......•......•••....... July 14,1884 .A.pr.15,1893 
VanDerlip, W.D ........................... Aug.29,1884 ..... ........ . 
Vangueder , .A.lex. (a) ...................... .. Nov. 24, 1871 June 23, 1893 
Vowles, J. S ................................ ..A.ug.12, 1885 .......... ... . 
Vail, H. W ................................. .A.11g. 1, 1885 ............. . 
Van Dyke, W. M. (a) ..........•...•..•••... Feli. 2, 1882 Oct. 9, 1893 
Waite, E. F ............................... ·. June 1, 1880 ......... . ... . 
Ward, W. E. (a) . ..................•.•...... Aug. 8, 1882 Mar. 22, 1893 
Warner, J.R ........................•.•.... Jnnel7,187D ............. . 
Watson, J. A. ( e)....... . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . Sept. 15, 1886 June 20, 1893 
West, Geo. W ....................•......•.. Nov.17, 1882 ............. . 
Wolston, J. R .........••. ..... : ...•.• ...... Aug. 8, 1882 ............. . 
Woods, Samnel (d) .. : .....•.•.......•...... Sept,.21, 1882 June30,1893 
Whitehead, .1-L .... .... .. ...........•...... .A.pr. 28, 1887 . ...••..•..... 
Welborn, J. W .. ........•••................ Dec. 24, 1887 ......••••.... 
Walsh, L. C. (f) . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Aug. 1, 1885 .....•••...... 
Wifigenhorn E. C .. ........................ Se~t. 23, 1889 ..•.••••..•... 
i~i~;,~t~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 11J Hit\ :::::::::::::: 
;rri1~:~~~j ~A:::: :::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : ~~t ~I tii~ i: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 




Fort Wavne, Ind. 
Chicago, Ill. 
La Porte, Ind. 
Rushville, Incl. 
Kausas City, Mo, 
Terre Haute, Ind. 
Wilkesbarre, Pa. 
New Haven, Conn. 
Manchester, N. H. 
Lima, Ohio. 
Fort Gibson, Ind. Ter. 




Fort Dodae, Iowa. 
Fayetteville, Ark. 
Washington, D. C. 





.Albany, N. Y. 
Providence, R. I. 
Las Vegas, N. Mex. 
Arkadelphia, .Ark. 
Fort Wayne, Ind. 
Steubenville, Ohio. 
.Altoona, Pa. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. · 
H arrisburg, Pa. 
Guthrie, Okla. 
Wilmington , Del. 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 




Pakersburg, W. Va,. 
Brooklyn, N . Y. 
Quincy, 111. 
Ashland, Ky. 
New Orleans, La. 
Cumberland, Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
La Cross, Wis. 
Joh'nson City, Tenn. 
Worcester, Mass. 
San Antonio, Tex. 







Fort Gibson, Ind. T. 
(4) The number of cases investigated and reported on by special examiners in 
the field between June 30, 1892, and March 4, 1893; the nnmber between March 4, 
1893, and Jnne 30, 1893, and the number between June 30, 1893, and November 1, 
1893, specifying for each period, (a) the number of original cases, (b) the nnmber 
of increase cases, (c ) the number of cases in which pensions were alleged to h:we 
been obtained by fraud, (d) the number of cases in which pensions were suspected 
to have been obtained by fraud, (e) the number of cases in whieh it was believed 
the pensions were not authorized by law, (f) the n umber of casns in which it was 
believed the rates of pension were larger than the law authorized, a1icl (g) the 
number of all other cases. 
26 URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL. 
Nu1nber of cases investigated and finally 1·eportecl. 
From June 30, 1892, to March 4, 1893 ...••••••••••• ; . . • • . • . • • . • . • • • • . • . . . . . . 5, 856 
From March 4, 1893, to June 30.,.1893 . . . . •. ••• • •.. • .. ... . ..•. .. .. .... 3 231 
From June 30, 1893, to November 1, 1893 ••.•••••• ~ ................... 3;477 
(a) Data not obtainable. 
(b) Data not obtainable. 
(c and d) June 30, 1892, to March .4, 1893 •.••••••.•.•. ~ ..••••..•.• ~......... 375 
March 4, 1893, to June 30, 1893 . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • . . 606 
June 30, 1893, to November 1, 1893.... •••. ...• .... ...• ..... 954 
1,560 
(e) Data nQt obtainable, the number being included in the above gross amounts, viz: 
5,856; 6,708; 375; 1,560. · · 
(f) Data not obtainable, the number being included in the following gross amounts, 
viz: 5,117; 4,352. 
(g) June 30, 1892, to March ·4; ·1893 ....•••••.••••...••• ·; · .. · ................ .. 5,117 
March 4, 1893, to June 30; 1893., .....•..•.......... ~... ... ..•. .. . 2,121 
June 30, 1893, to November 1, 1893... •••• .•.• .... ••.. ..•• ....... 2,231 
4,352 
Number of 1·eports of all characters subrnitted by special examiners. 
FROM JUNE 301 1892, '.l'O MARCH 4, 1893. 
July, 1892 ..•••••.•••....•.........••..........................•..•.....•.. 1,496 
August, 1892 ...................................... ~ ...............•....... . 1,550 
Septern ber, 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 305 
October, 1892 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1; 493 
November, 1892 ................•......................... ; .•............... 1,416 
December, 1882 .......... .. ................... ................... .......... 1,319 
January, 1893 . ...................... . ............ ··· - ................ ...... 1,892 
l:<'ebruary, 1893 ...... ····-· .................•.....•................ ........ 1, 639 
March, 1893 ..•••.............••...•.••..•.....•••......... ·. .... .... .... .... 283 
Total ...•.•••..••••................•••.•.............. ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • . . 12, 393 
'Total ....•.......•...•.....•...•.......••......•........••....•..•••.. 7, 187 
FROM JUNE 30, 1893, TO NOVEMBER 1, 1893. 
July, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• • 1, 915 
August, 1893 .... ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 413 
eptember, 1893.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 078 
October, 1893 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 2, 595 
Total ...... .............................. __ .. __ .. _. __ .. .. _ .. __ .•. . . . . 9, 001 
June 30, 1 92, to March 4, 1893 . ............................................ 12,393 
March 4, 1 93, to Juue 30, 1893... ... ...••. ... . .... .... .. .•.. ...... ..•... .... 7, 1 7 
Total • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 28, 581 
URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL. 27 
Statement of wot·k 1·eceived and disposed of by the special examiner's division from 
March 1 to December 1, 1893. 
Number of cases disposed of. 
Number . I 
of cases Sent to Sent to Sent to 
received. board of other adm. 













































Cases on hand March 1, 1893 ....• • •s- •••••••••••••••••••••••• 9,054 Total number 
disposed of .••..... 7,900 
25,781 
7,900 
Number of cases in division................................. 17,881 
Credi.bility Iriquiries. 
[Disposed of from August 20, 1893, to December 1, 1893.) 
Received .... ~ ...•... , , • . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . 3, 976 
Returned. . ................................... , ................... , . . . . . . . . . . 1, 882 
Balance awaiting action ........................•......•.....•........ 2, 091! 
(5) The number of cases in each of the periods stated in interrogatory nnmbered 
4, in which, on report of the special examiners, the Pension Office :finally <l.ecided 
pensions bad been granted tbrongb fraud; the amount saved to the Government by 
the withdrawal of pensions in such cases; the number of cases in which, on sueh 
reports, it was held by the Pension Office that pensions had been granted without 
authority of law; the amount saved to the Government, by the withdrawal of pen-
sions in such cases; the number in which the rates of pension were reduced on such 
reports, and the amount saved to the Government by such reductions: 
Staternent of actual savings resulting froni special investigation 
May, 1893, to December 1, 1893. 
of pens-ion claims from 
Amount of first payment on claims rejected: 
May ................................ : ........•..... 
June .........•.................................... 
July ......... ............. ...... _ ... _ . _ .. , ........ . 
t~lt~~i;~;::::::::::::::::::::: :·::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~: 
October ........... ... . ................ ........... . 
November ........................................ . 
Annual payments to pensioners droppe<l. or reduced: 
$18,553.27 






May (no record) ...................... : . . : ·:: ....... . : .~.: ....•. : 
June (uo recoru.) ... . ...................... ..... · .......... _ ...... . 
July (a) .....•.•••• •..•• ·....•.•....•.......••••...• $16,656.00 
Augnst ............................................ · 1· 296; 00 
Septe1nber .......•.. ... ....... ... ···-~~ -· ......•. ··.~ .. '888. 00 
g~~~~t;;:::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t~~: gg 
Amounts of illegal payments recovered in cash by special examiners 
from March 4, 1893, to December 1, 1893 ....................... . 




1, 130, 259. 06 
(a) Large amount due to result of Norfolk investigation. 
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The record of savings was discontinued early in the last administration, and w 
not revived until May 1, 1893. It will not be possible, therefore, to furnish a com. 
parative statement for the period from .June 30, 1892, to March 4, 1893. 
It is not possible to furnish a complete statement covering the stated period as t-0 
the amount of savings resulting from criminal examinations, as tbe work is still in 
progress in particular lo<'alities, is in a large measure incomplete, and no specific 
data is obtainable. 
As au object lesson, however, it is deemed advisable to submit such information 
as is at hand in reference to one particular investigation of alleged fraudulent claim . 
The following data has reference to the ·investigation of alleged fraudulent claim 
in New Mexico: 
Cases sent to examiners from June 1 to December 1, 1893 ............. ....... 2,104 
Cases reporte(l by examiners to December 1, 189~_...... . . . . . • . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 656 
Cases pending investigation ..••...•••..••• : ..•••••.. --·· ........ ..... . 1,448 
From a statement submitted by the special examiners, based npon reports in 231 
cases, the following information is obtained: 
Submitted for-
Admission . __ •............•••..•.•...••......•........ -........ --. . . . . . . . . 'l1 
Rejection on l egal grounds ...... ____ .... ______ ......................... ... 104 
Rejection on medical grounds ............. _ ................... . -. .. ..... .. 27 
Continuance and resumption of payment ................................ .. 44 
Reduction .... _ .............................. _ .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Dropping on legal grounds. __ .... _ ............................. ...... - . .. . 6 
Dropping on medical grounds .................................... ......... 12 
Miscellaneous-criminal ................................................. ..... 11 
Total .. - ••....••••• - - •••••••••• - . -...•••..... - -.... - -..... -• . . . . . . . . . . . . 231 
The amount of actual savings in these 231 caseo is included in the above state-
ment of total savings: $1,130,259.06. . 
The amount of future savings to the United States is worthy of attention, and 
a computation, based on the American tables of mortality, in 67 of these case, 
indicates a fnture saving to the Government of $113,995. 
Tho number of cases reported to date is 656 (nearly ten times the number on 
which the above estimate is based), and for that number the amount of future sav-
ings should reach $1,139,950. To this amount should also be added the amount of 
actual savings included in statement of actual savings from May to December 1, 
1893. 
It shoul<l be remembered, too, that there are 1,448 claims of this character still 
pending investigation. 
In these cases not only was the evidence forged, but the checks and vouchers 
came into the possession of the attorney, who forged the pensioners' signatures _and 
indorsements and converted the money to his own use. The offender plead guilty, 
and is now serving a sentence of seven years in the penitentiary. 
The following additional information is also submitted: 
Nurnber of cases pending investigation December 1, 1893, in which fraiid is alleged or 
suspected. 
Location. 
ow Mexico ................................................................................ . 
Iowa .. .................. .... . ... ... .............. ... .......... .. .... . .............. ........ . 
!/.~~~~'l;:1?'i~~?.:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ew York (a) .......... . ............................................. . ... . .. ..... ...... .... . 








(a) Thi inv Rtigation is only in its preliminary stage. It will, no doubt, exc.eed in extent the New 
Mexico investigation. 
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(6) The number of cases in the hands of special examiners in the field March 4, 
1893; June 30, 1893; and November· 1, 1893-specifying the number at each date 






1.Iar<lh 4, 1893 ____ ••••••••• _ •••.. .•..•••••.. .••.• .... •••••..••••..•.•..••.•..• ..•.•• • • • • • • • • 
J uue 30, 1893 ...••.•••...•••.•......••..••... _ •.....•......•••••.•...•••..••••••••.• • • • • • • • -




The records of the Bureau fail to disclose the specific information as to classes of 
claims de ignated in a, b, c, cl, e, f, and g, in interrogatory numLered 4. 
(7) The nnmber of pension certificates issued between June 30, 1893, and Novem• 
ber 1, 189'3, and during the same period in 1892, specifying also for each period the 
number of these that were original, increa.se, a·dditional, reissue, restoration, dupli-
cates, etc. 
Repo1·t of certificates issued frorn, July 1 to Octobm· 31, 1892 . 
. 
.A.deli- Re• Restora- Dupli- .Accrued.\ Total. Months. Original. Increase. tion and tional. issue. r enewal. cates. 
---------- -------
July: 
General law ......... 1,739 2,116 ---·--·· 523 89 69 715 5,251 
.A.ct June 27, 1890 .••. 13,081 8 2,516 166 85 42 ---------- 15, 898 
August: 
General law ......... 1,554 1,774 -- ------ 680 110 11 712 4,841 
.A.ct June 27, 1890 .... 9,066 12 3,798 165 151 13 ............. 13,205 
September: 
Geueral law ......... 1,281 1, 496 ····· · -- 543 113 89 654 4,176 
Act June 27, 1890 .••• 6,629 6 2,948 
October: 
153 107 30 ------ -·-· 0, 873 
Generallaw . . - . ... .. 1,817 1,636 -------- 842 128 99 702 5,224 
.A.ct JU1Je 27, 1890 . _ .. 9,807 28 5,309 236 122 59 ---------- 15,501 
----------- --- ----
Total .. ............ 44,974 7,076 14, 571 3,308 905 412 2,783 74,029 
SUMMARY. 
1~~~r~~n~ 21; isiio:::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::: ~t tii~ 
Report of certificates issiied from July 1 to October 31, 1893. 
Jn. Addi• Re- Restora- Dupli• Months. Orig:irn1l. crease. tional. issue. tion and cates. Accrued. Total. renewal. 
-------------
July: 
General law ......... 945 579 1 233 28 104 743 2,632 
.A.ct June 27, 1890 .••. 1,522 40 9 30 17 80 ··--·----· 1,698 August: 
Generallaw . ..... _ . . 1, 096 1,304 ---- ·-- - 299 68 186 661 3,614 
.Act June 27, 1890 .... 1,273 16 39 27 18 186 ·--------· 1,559 September: 
General law . . . ...... 1, 125 2,407 ---·---- 569 124 81 580 4, 886 
.A.ct June 27, 1890 .••. 1, 646 10 54 57 18 59 ........... .... l, 844 
October: 
General law·····--·· 1,415 1,492 -------- 614 111 141 673 4,446 
.A.ct June 27, 1890 .•.. 2,153 50 128 73 17 189 -----·---- 2,610 
--------------------- - --
Total .•.••••••..... 11,175 5,898 230 1,902 401 1,026 2,657 23,289 
SUMMARY. 
1~~0.r~;a;; isiici :::::: ::::::: ::: : : ::::::: :: :: : :: : : : : ::: : : : : ::::: :::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: :::::: 1~: ~if 
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(8) The number of cases in which pensions were suspended between May 27 1893 
and November 1, 1893, and also during the corresponding period in 1892; the n~mbe~ 
of cases in each period in which the suspensions were withdrawn or revoked· the 
number of cases in each period in which the pensions were reduced, and the am'ount 
saved to the Government thereby; the number in which the pensions were revoked 
or declared void and the amount saved to the Government thereby, and the number 
in which the suspensions were in force on November 1, 1893, pending final action by 
the Pension Office: 
Number of cases suspended from May 27, 1893, to November 1, 1893. {~ti;~ 
--15,394 
Number of cases suspended from May 27, 1892, to November 1, 1892... ....... 30! 
{ 
9 128 Number of cases resumed from May 27, 1893, to November 1, 1893.... ;.500 
Number of cases resumed from May 27, 1892, to November 1, 1892 ...•.•••• •. 
Number of cases reduced from May 27, 1893, to November 1, 1893 ....•...•••. 
Number of cases reduced from May 27, 1892, to November 1, 1892 ....... .... . 





suspended) . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. 388 
Number of cases dropped from May 27, 1892, to November 1, 1892, (of those 
suspended) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 345 
Number of cases in which suspension of payment was in force November 1, 1893, 8,871 
This Bureau is unable to furnish data showing the amount of savings to the Gov-
ernment by reason of reductions and droppings, as this data is only kept by pension 
agents and supplied at the close of each fiscal year, and is computed by fiscal years. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF PENSIONS, 
Washington, D. C., December 12, 1893. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith certain information relative to special 
examiners, and the number of cases allowed and increased, as requested by the 
Hon. J. G. Cannon. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. W. C. P. BRECKINRIDGE, 
Chairman Subcommittee on Urgent Deficiency Bill, 
Committee on Appropriations, House of Representative,. 
WM. LOCHREN, 
Comm,issioner. 
I will thank you to state how many of the special examiners in the service of the 
Bureau, as indicated in your special report, or in this calendar year, or since you 
came into office, have been engaged upon fraudulent cases where the certificates 
have been issued, or upon cases that you conceive were not authorized by law where 
certificates have been issued. How many have been issued upon what might be 
regarded as legitimate work, namely, investigations, touching cases which never 
have been allowed t 
It will not be possible to reply to the first part of the above interrogatory, as the 
records of the Bureau do not afford the information desired. 
The last part of the interrogatory can not be answered ful1y nor with accuracy. 
The following information from a record kept since June 1, 1893, shows the recom-
mendation made by the special examination division in merit cases, "legi timate 
work," submitted to the board of review for final action after investigation; but 
whether the board of review concurred in the recommendations can not be stated, 
nor do th records of the Bureau show. It is probable, however, that the number 
of cases in which the 'recommendations of the special examination division were 
not followed is very small. 
+, These ca es are uspended and resumed by reason of the provisions contained in 
the :1ct of Mar_ch 1, 1893, relative to the payment of pensions to persons residing in 
foreign conntries. 
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RECOMMENDATION. 
Admission. Rejection. 
June ... . . .................... . ...................................... •······ 
July .... ................................................................... . 
Augnst . ... __ .. . ... . . ···-- - -······-· ........... ..... .. ..................... . 
Seµteinber .............................. ..... . ..... . ....... . ............... . 
Octouer ................. _ ... _ ....•............ _ ........ ............. .. . ... . . 

















1. Report of certificates issned, by rnonths, classes, and laws, f1·01n November 1, 1892, to 
February 28, 1893. 
Original. 






ro ; ii i ii Q Q ~ +> ~ 'al 0 cl 0 ~ <I) I> ,::j ai ai ai ... ,i, t ri, ; .s -~ I> ~ ... ~ .,; ,,; ... ~ ... u5 d ~ ~ .s ii= 0 'C ~ 0 0 I:: A h I>, I> ~ -~ I> I>, ~ 0 ts 0 I>, I>, '> 0 0 0 '> 0 ro ro s s ~ ~ ro oil ~ 
I> ro -0 s I> i I> i ... .;J c;il ~ i > ~ i 
... 
i ... A A <11 ~ ?-'i A ., <11 H H r:JJ. H r:JJ. r:JJ. 
- - - -------- - - - - - -· - - - - - --
1892. 
November .... 1,022 751 24 17 6, 946 3,785 341 62 _ ... 1 2 1 27 65 3 ··•••• 3 December _. _. 1,044 656 11 11 8, 638 3,704 400 57 l .... 1 1 16 27 23 .••••. 31 
1893. 
January ...... 826 ::I 9 4 6,818 2, 450 162 94 ---- 1 2 2 15 621 664 90 5 February .... 752 20 5 3, 771 3, 142 492 133 1 2 1 22 41 634 94 18 
3, 644 2,525 64 37 26, 173 13, 081\i, 395 346 1 -31-7\-5 80 19511, 324 184 57 
~ Under act of-
. . 
<I) 
§ ; ·-~ 
+> 
<I) 
Months. ~g i l · Total. 00 .i (N ~r-i <C 00 0 0, ii 0 00 00 0, 00 A 
~ A ~ 
00 ~ 00 .... <I) <I) ,d ~ .... s +> ] .... j c;il c;il ; .... ..; .,: ..; <I) .s <I) <I) ;fl ~ bil <I) A d ... ~ h A ... <:,) 'dl A P< <:,) -0 <I) 




A <11 H t-:, f-:, r:JJ. ---- - - - - - - -------
1892. 
November . .............•••••..•... 1, 101 3,547 763 92 __ •. 2 3 13 36 177 661 ·rn, 385 
December . .... ... .....•........... 1, 388 4, 299 614 95 1 .... 1 13 31 132 793 21,988 
1893. 
1!t~~~ ·:: :: :: :: :: : : : ::: : : ::: :: : : 1,233 3, 063 512 72 3 2 .... 14 25 100 4991 17, 222 1, 145 1, 771 424 49 21 1 1 5 31 67 826 14,073 --- --
-2, 3131308 4,867 12,680 61 5 5 45 123 476 
--i--
2, 7791 72, 668 
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2. Rep01·t of certificates issued, by rnonths, classes and laws, from March 1 to Notemb 
30J 1893. 
Original. 
Army. Navy. .A.ct of June 27, 1890. War of Old Mexi• Indian - 1812. wars. can war. wars. 
0 0 
~ .;,;, 




~ ; ~ ;.=: .;,;, .;,;, ol 0 '; 0 a) a) ~ '"O ~ ~ 00 00 ,;, ~ en t rt) t .s ·~ .s ~ ; 00 ; k ~ ~ i, C ~ '"O I::= ~ 
0 
~ A 




~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ ,<tj ~ ~ ::; ~ lo< H w. H w. rn <l 
- - ---- - - - - - - I 
1893. 
March ........ 782 620 16 8 4,657 3,145 210 77 ...• 1 .. . , 2 22 31 535 ~1 31 April ......... 806 712 24 15 1,591 3,657 268 298 .... 1 2 3 37 54 432 361 
May . ...•.•••. 593 522 7 4 229 2,841 8 71 .••. 3 ... , -- -- 14 23 161 247 52 
June .......... 477 419 9 5 383 2,066 19 110 ---- ---- 1 1 6 19 147 203 55 
July .......... 515 309 10 8 264 1,221 7 30 ..•. 1 .... 2 4 9 32 48 7 
.August ....... 522 320 8 .... 276 984 2 11 ..•. 10 .... ---- 10 40 52 120 14 
September ..•. 477 245 19 6 421 1,206 3 16 . ••. ---- -- -· ] 11 55 126 174 11 
October ....... 552 319 22 9 749 1,379 9 16 .... .... l, ... 24 65 111 
ml 
11 
November .... 418 284 22 14 536 1,230 16 25 .. .. 3 2 2 25 96 147 277 u 
---
111 153 5, 1421 3, 750 137 69 9,106 17, 729 542 654 .. ... 19 6 392 1,743 2,081 283 




~ .... al 
0 k 
Months. 
_..,. ! Total. ~~ co 00 C\1 ~ _ .... i:l 00 0 ~ .,j -; .s 00 ~ 0, 00 00 al l ,d a5 l'l a5 ~ ,--i ,--i @ I 0 ..; r:-:- .; al ~ j r-. 
..; ,--i C) = 0 bn al ~ h 'i5. ;!:l k r-. ~ 
~ §' g 
0 
Q '"O ·;p 
~ ~ 
el ~ 0 
~ -1j ~ ~ ~ w. ~ 
-
1893. 
March ............................. 1,499 2,688 587 105 -- - · .... 1 17 55 73 851 16,364 
ff::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1 1,702 1,521 953 100 ---- ---- --- -
17 83 146 1,173 14, 04( 
1,221 634 629 82 2 .... ..... 36 63 151 1, 148 8, 74! 
539 217 363 48 .. :. 1 .•.. 14 27 116 1, 086 6, 331 
ti{~it;::::::::::::::::::::::::: 559 77 211 28 1 4 .... 10 10 184 743 4,294 1,304 9 273 68 .... 1 .•.. 22 5 372 661 5,084 2,407 132 533 124 .... -·-- ---- 28 15 140 580 6,730 
October ............................ 1,492 251 534 111 ....... 1 1 22 56 330 673 7, O:i7 
November . ........................ 1,122 277 483 88 .... 1 4 17 44 266 724 6, 137 --------- - · 
11,845 5,806 4,566 754 8 8 6 183 358 1,778 7, 639 74,763 
3. Report of increase certificates issued from Novernber 1, 1892, to Februa·,y 28, 1899. 
Under act of-
Months. General Total. 
law. .Aislii.4' .June 7, Mar. 4, .July 14, .June 27, 1888. 1890. 1892. 1890. 
1892. 
ovember .................. .... 1, JOI ... .......... 2 3 13 3, 547 4,666 
December ............ . ..... .... 1,388 1 ............ 1 13 4,299 5, 702 
1893. 
i!b~%·: ::::::::::::::::::::: 1,233 3 2 .............. 14 3,063 4,315 1, 145 2 1 1 5 1,771 2,925 
4,867 6 5 6 ii> 12,680 I 17,608 
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4. Repo1·t of increase certificates isrned froni March 1 to Nuvember 30, 1893. 
Under act of-
Months. 0 eneral l------------,-----,-----1 T tal law. Aug. 4, June 7, Mar. 4, July 14., Juno 27, 0 · 
1886. 1888. 1890. 1892. 1890. 
------------·1---- -----,~---1---- - ------- - - --
1893. 
Mar ch ..••••..••.•••.•••.•...... 
April ..••••••••.....•..•.....•.. 
May ...•••.•.....•......... .•••. 
June ..••.••.................... 
















1 4 ·••••····• 






















11,835 4 9 6 183 5,806 17,843 
6. Report of certificates issued from May 1 to Sovember 30, 1893 . . 
Original. 
Army. Navy. Act of June 27, 1890. War of Old war. Mexican Indian 1812. war. war. 
--------
Months. c:5 .s ~ 'd ~ 'd ~ ~ p- ·;s •,-( 0 ai ,;, ci ai t ai t -~~ .; ~~ k t ai t k ai ~ '.Sl ~ ~ 0 'O 0 ~ 0 i ~-~ p-,rn a:r p- i t t ce 0 0 I>, ~·~ -~ 0 0 0 0 ~ 'd ! !~ ~ 'O ~ I>- 'O ~ 'O t ~ p- ~ ceO ~ ~ ] k ~ ~ A ~ ~ ~ p H H w. w. :fl 
- - ------ ---- - - - - -- - - --
May .•••••••. 593 522 7 4 229 2,841 8 71 ---· 3 14 23 161 248 J une .••••... 474 419 9 5 383 2,066 19 110 ..... .... 1 1 6 19 147 203 
J uly ...•••... 515 309 10 8 264 1,221 7 30 .... 1 ..... 2 4 9 32 l 48 
Aug . ........ 522 320 8 ·--- 276 984 2 11 .... 10 ---- 10 40 ·2 I 120 
Sept ..••••... 477 245 19 6 421 1,206 3 16 ---- ---· ---- 1 11 55 1~6 174 Oct .....••••. 552 319 22 9 749 1,379 9 16 ---- ---· 1 .... 24 65 111 299 Nov .. . ...... 418 284 22 14 536 1,230 16 25 ---· 3 2 2 25 96 147 277 ----- - --
2, 858 110, 927 64 1 279 5 I 94 I 307 I 776 --Total .. 3,554 2,428 97 46 .... 17 4 1,369 
I-< Under act of-~ 
'd 
§g 
a, 00 _ .... al 
~~ ~ 
Months. .,; ~ 
~ ~ i 0 C\l ~ TotaL ~ -§ er, ""' 00 00 er, ~ A a, IC< 4) ]t. ~ ~ 00 ~ ~ ~ ;::l i ~ g ~ 
,-d A a, Oc+-; ..; ..; 
I>, ce +3 0 IC< ~ ""'. .... .;:l ~ ~ .,.... ""' ~ b» 'A 
p .. a I-< "O 0 ~ ~ .t, 'A k 0 'd ce ·s p A ::i. 0 
<11 ~ <q 
~ 
,<tj p ~ 
p p p 0 
~ p:; ._ ._ w. A <q 
-- - - - -------· ----
~le:::::::::::::::::: r,2 1,221 634 629 82 2 ---- 36 63 151 1, 148 8,742 55 539 217 363 48 .... 1 ---- ]4 27 116 ] , 086 6,3:n J u ly . ................. 7 559 77 211 28 1 4 ..... 10 10 184 743 4, B30 
Aug . ................. 14 1,304 98 273 68 ··-· 1 ---· 22 5 372 661 5 1n Sept ... ......•........ 11 2,407 132 533 124 ---· ..... .... 28 ]5 140 580 6,730 Oct ......••........... 11 1,492 251 534 111 ..... 1 1 22 56 330 673 7, O/i4 
Nov . . ......•••........ 14 1,122 277 483 88 ---- 1 4 17 44 266 724 6,137 
Total . .•.•.•.... 164 8, 664 11, 686 I 3, 026 s I ··-- ---569 3 5 149 220 1,559 5,615 ' M,4'J7 
H. Rep. 215-3 
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6. Report of certificates issued, by months, classes, and laws, from November 1, 1891 to 
October 31, 1892. ' 
Original. 
... 
Navy._ I Army. . .A.ct of.June 27, 1890. 
War Old "MexitaD 
of 1812. wars. \ war. 
Months. 
..,; 
I t riJ ai -l i I .s 'O 0 ;.q "O I::: <l) +:> Ol 0 ;!:1 0 <l) " '"O Ol 'O riJ riJ ,,; "' ri UJ .;:1 -~ .s p, -~~ I-< ; ~ "O I::: ] I::: -~ 0 OJ O C i :,., :,.,<ll p, .E ~ l ~ ~ 0 0 ~ I ..... 0 'O "' I "O ,., s p, "O 'O .. ~ p, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ ~ l ~ A ~ H ~ 
--------------
1891. 
Nov .. ......... j 1,063 599 50 16 9,426 3,150 350 82 .... . 6 3 2 17 ll8 
Dec ........••. I 914 638 44 7 6,798 2,535 326 122 1 4 3 3 !7 30 
1892. 
Jan ............ 1,444 532 27 13 15,326 2,089 255 110 ... . 1 3 . ... 30 H 
F1,l1 .. ......••. · 2,182 6£3 42 25 20,088 2,957 531 183 -· ·· 9 4 2 25 47 
:Mar ........... 1,287 5-!9 15 10 13 , 114 2,612 392 69 .... 2 4 1 50 46 
Apr ............ 1,245 492 3J 11 10,458 2, 117 424 176 .... 7 2 2 25 M 
May .... ....... 1,214 : 414 8 9 13,228 2,100 504 191 .... 1 --·· 2 rs I 66 ,f1111e .... ..•... J,311 . 424 7 6 12, 677 2,176 257 83 1 3 1 1 17 
July ........... 1,260 43,1 5 7 10,575 2, 258 137 111 ---- 1 1 .... ~I 26 llng ........... 910 597 12 9 5,851 2,872 220 123 --- - 5 1 . .. . 17 
Sept . ... ....•.. 598 54!) 21 6 4, 251 , . 180 1,1 I " 1 13 8 3: I 52 Oct ............ 962 798 12 7 5,746 3,547 437 77 .... 2 8 2 23 
14, 390 /6,7ov-m ----- 30, 593 1 3, 974 1, 184 2s I 219 1467 126 127,538 3 41 43 
c,:-:- Under act of- i::l 
.B C"l -~ 
<ll<l) g 00 ~ A ..... § -i C\l 00 .,,; g +:> Cl) 0) 00 • 00 A A 
Months. ~'- 0 ~ ~ Hf ~ 00 <l) <l5 Total. g ~ ..-< s ~ -0 ,;, O'H i ..; ..; i:.:-~ <l) ~ "' :c oa ~ 
I-< ..-< .... ...; ~ 0 e 0 ...... ~o::i ~ b» <l)M ,.; ~ A ~ Cl) I-< '"O Ooo ~ §E_ §' c:.> ~ 0 'OC\l..-< ·a5 ::3 c:i! ::; c:.> A <1 P:l <l) ::: <1 ~ ~ A <1 H P:l ~ ~ rn - ------------------ - ---· - ------ - --
1891. 
Nov ..... ....... 4,552 2,065 634 103 ·--· 1 1 ---· 2 52 114 546 ·-·· 
22,902 
Dec ...... ......• 1, 685 2,446 640 60 ·-- - ..... 2 -- -- 42 84 633 17,064 
21 .... ----- ----- ---- --- 15 36 
1892. 
.Jan ............ . 1,905 836 344 44 ---- 2 ---- 9 28 510 ---- 23, 5!0 
Feb .... · .. •...•.. 
3. ~~~ i 2,394 606 81 . .. . ---- 1 ----
2 47 106 544 ---- 31,5;)2 
Mar ........... . 3, 746 / 965 147 --·· 1 1 ---· 2 55 82 527 --·· 27,015 
Apr .....•...... 3,552 3,764 I 806 159 ---- 1 2 ---- 3 60 7g 701 ---· 24,153 
May .. .......... 2,879 3,227 I 677 128 ..... .... 1 ---- 4 41 112 645 --·· 25,474 
.June .•.•••. ..••. 2,821 4,489 , 624 I 103 ---- 7 ..... .... . ... 53 42 420 --·· 25,539 
.July ......•. .••. 2,116 2,817 1 487 I 89 . .... 2 ---- 2 32 69 715 ---- 21,149 
te~i::::::: ::::: 1,774 4, 139 1 643 I 110 ---- 1 1 .... 6 29 .n 712 .... 18,046 1,496 ,. ,.. , "' I ,1, ---- ---- ----- ---- 1 45 89 654 ---- 14, 0t9 Oct ..••••....... 1,636 5, 753 : 783 128 9 2 1 ---- 3 44 09 702 ---- 20, 7 
28,697 38, 920 , 7, 706 1, 265 9 17 10 21 25 509 914 7, 309 115 1 271, 264 
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1 . .Report of certificates issued, by months, classes, and laws, from November 1, 1892, to 
October 31, 1893. 
Original. 
Army, Navy. Act of June 27, 1890. Warof Old Mexi- Indian 1812. wars. can war. wars. 
Months. 
-----l---1- -1---------------- - -----1---r---1--
1892. 
Nov .••• ••• 1,022 751 24 17 6,946 3,785 341 62.... 1 2 1 27 65 
Dec . . . • • • • 1, 044 656 11 11 8, 638 3, 704 400, 57 1 1 1 16 27 I ··--
1893. 








Sept .... . . 
Oct ...•.... 
826 4.95 9 4 6, 818 2, 450 1d 94 . • • . 1 2 2 15 62 
752 623 20 5 3, 771 3, 142 492i 133 1 2 1 22i 41 
782 620 16 8 4, 657 3,145 21J' 77 . . • • 1 . . . . 2 22 31 
806 712 24 15 1,591 3,657 268 298 . . • . 1 2 3 37 54 
593 522 7 4 229 2, 841 8 71 . . • . 3 . . . . . . . . 14 23 
477 419 9 5 3831 2,066 19 110 . • • . • • • . 1 1 6 19 
515 309 10 8 264! 1, 221 7 30 . • • . 1 . . . . 2 4 9 
477 24.5 19 6 421 1,206 3 16 1 11 55 

























522 320 8 . . . . 27611 984. 2 11 . • . . 10 . • • • 10 40 




Nov............. ..... ..... .... .. ~. 101 3,547 763 92.. •. 2 3 13 36 177 661 19,445 
Dec • • • • • • • • •• • • • . . . . • . . . • • . • • • . . . 1, 388 4, 299 614 95 1 . • • • 1 13 31 132 793 21, 988 
1893. 
Jan •••••••••.•.••••.••••..•••••.. 1,233 3,063 512 72 3 2 .••. 14 25 100 499 17,222 
Feb ..•.••••••.................... 1,145 1, 771 424 49 2 1 1 5 31 67 826 14,073 
Mar ..•..•••••..•.. 1,499 2, 688 587 105 .... .... 1 17 55 73 851 16, 36! 
~ie"·:·~·~·~·~·: ::::·:::: ::::: :: : :: : : ::: 
1,702 1,521 953 100 .. .. ---· ...... 17 83 146 1,173 14,044 
1,221 634 629 82 2 .... --·· 36 63 151 1,148 8, 742 
53!) 2]7 363 48 .... 1 .••• 14 27 116 1,086 6,331 
July . ..••.........•........••••.. 559 77 211 28 1 4 .••. 10 10 184 743 4,294 
te;i:: ::::::::: ·.-.::: ::: : : :::::: :: 1, 304 9 273 68 .... 1 .••. 22 5 372 661 5,084 2,407 132 533 124 .... .... .... 28 15 140 580 6,730 
Oct ..••.•• •••.............••.••.. 1,41\2 251 ~ jm . ... 1 1 22 56 330 673 7,037 
15,590 18,209 6. 3961974 9 12 7 211 437 1,988 9,694 141,354 
H.Rep.1-H 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, BUREAU OF PENSIONS 
Washington, D. C., December 14, 1898. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith the additional information called for 
by your comm~ttee. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. w. C. P. BRECKINRIDGE, 
WM. LOCHREN, 
Cornmissiontr, 
Chairman Subcommittee on Urgent Deficiency Bill, 
Cornmittee on Appropriations, House of .Representativea. 
MEMORANDUM. 
On May 1, 1893, there were 897 cases that had been suspended and in which no 
:final action appears to have been taken prior to that date . 
.Repo1·t of certificates issued, by months, classes, and laws, from May 1 to Novembe1' SO, 1892. 
Original. 
Army. Navy. Act of June 27, 1890. War of Old 
Mexican Indian [ 
1812. wars. war. wars.
1 --------- 1- 1 . 
Months. ~ 0 ~ rd ~ t i j 8 -+" p. -~~ p. - I ., <P 0 112 
-~ l1i 
'O r1} ~ i • I~ rr, ri, rr, .:: . k ri, ri, .; k ID 
•r-(~ -~ .8 0 0 ; o rn A 'O Ii: 'O I;:: p,,o:, 'O Ii: 'O Ii: p. -~ ~ >, ~ 0 i 0 p,,;.:: ~::1 I:'> <P -~ 0 ~ 0 -~ 0 
~ 
'O 8 8~ 'O ~ I~ ~ s::: e ~ ~ ~ k 0 d k p. k k ol ::l ~ ~ rs: ::, ~ ~ <I H <!j ~ iZi iZi w rn 




May •••••.••••• 1,214 414 8 9 13,228 2,100 504 191 .... 1 2 --·· ----·· 
June···-······ 1, 311 424 7 6 12, 677 2,176 257 83 1 3 1 1 16 17 .... ·····-
July. ..•• .• . _ .. 1,260 434 5 7 10,575 2,258 137 I 111 ..... 1 1 .... 5 I 26 .... -----· 
August ....... 910 597 12 9 5,851 2,872 220 I 123 .... 5 1 .... 3 , 17 ---· ---· ·· 
September .... 598 549 21 6 4, 251 2,180 141 57 1 13 8 33 52 -··· 
October ....••. 959 798 12 7 5,746 3,547 , 437 77 -- ·· 2 8 2 5 23 ... 3 
November ..... 1,022 751 24 17 6,946 3,785 / 341 62 · --· 1 2 1 ..:'._1~ 3 ... 3 ar~ -Total .•.. 7,274 3,967 89 61 59,274 18, 91812, 037 704 2 1312614 112 266 6 I 
4) Under acts of-§ 
t--:, 
00 .... 
~ 0 ..,o <P 
o"" i ~ Total, Months. ce~ g c<i ci',,.: i:l 00 g ~ 
.., 
cLi ::I 
i ~ 00 <P ct> ,d $ i:1"" a5 ~ ~ s ~ 0 ..; i:-: ;£ <P Q ct> ct! '.,3 ;; k ..; ::, <P ;f3 ~ biJ <P ~ ~ P< ;.:: tl k ID § P< P< Q 'C ~ ~ ::, Q ~ <!j <P ~ ~ rE A ..q ~ t--:, 
1892. I 
r~::::::::::: 2,879 3,227 677 128 1 4 --·· 41 112 645 25,474 2,821 4,489 624 103 7 ·----- .... 53 42 420 25. 539 .Tuly ... ..•••.. . 2, 116 2,817 4S: 89 2 2 ---- 32 69 715 21,149 
An~st ....•••. 1,774 4,139 643 1 110 1 1 6 ...... 29 11 712 
]8, 046 
Sep mber .•••. 1,496 3,244 497 113 ------ ------ 1 ---· 45 89 654 14,049 October ........ 1,636 5,753 783 128 2 1 3 9 44 99 702 20, 7 6 
November ..... 1,101 3,547 103 I 92 ------ 2 3 13 36 177 661 19,385 
Total .... 13,823 27,216 4,414 1 763 12 5 1 19 22 280 599 4,509 
144,428 
Tbe following tables show the number of claims rejected from November 1, 1 91, 
to October 31, 1892, and from ovember 1 1892, to October 31, 1893, with table 
howing the rejections fl ' rn ovemuer 1, 1892, to February 28, 1893, from March 1, 
1 93 to December 1, 1893, from May 1, 1893, to December 1, 1893, and from May 1, 
1 92, to T ov mber 30, 1892. 
Tbi information is gleaned from the weekly reports made to the Department by 
t '1.e Bur au and is arranged by month , or as nearly so as weekly reports will per• 
uut by cla ·es and by law . 
The r port for the we k ending :far ·ii 12 1 !)2, h ws that there are there incor-
porated 2,402 caae8 under the head of'' Additional to prior applications under former 
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acts," to correct reports made for the weeks ending October 31, November 7, and 
November 14 (1891). In this r eport are also added to the number of increase rejected 
6,695 cases, "erroneously r eported as reopened cases since October last." (Octo-
ber, 1891.) 
For the sake of convenience these figures have been placed at the close of the 
year's w ork reported. 
1891. 1~ 
Novem• Decem• .January. 
ber. ber. 










Service since Mar ch 4, 1861: 
Original invalid.................................... . ............... 3,041 2, 202 3,993 
Original widow ...•..•..•••.•. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 967 923 1, 017 
-----1----'----
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . • . . . • • • . . . . 4, 008 3, 125 5, 010 
Act of .June 27, 1890: - . !I== = = :!==== 
2~11~~ ~:t;::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I 2• ~~~ 2• m 5• ~i~ 
1----1----11----
Total ••••••••••••••... • ..•••••.•......•.................•••••.... . j 3, 483 3, 293 6, 040 
i====l====::J==== 
Additional to pr ior applications on fi le under former acts: 1 
Pending original invalicL . ... . . ...... . ... ... . . . . ... . . ...... .••..... 134 422 i 375 
Rejected original invalid . ......••••... . ..... . . . ... . ......•••...••... •.•... . ...••. .. .... . ••••..... 
Certified invalid pending . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 210 138 188 
~:~~!ef ~~a~~~~ ~~~.~~~~~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: · ·· · ·· · 20· ······ · io· ·········s 
~=~ri:~ :lii;: ~~t p~; a.i~g : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Total •• • ••••.••••••••••.••••.. •......•...••.........•..• . .••...... 364 570 571 
Total............................................................. 13,841 1 9,682 15,293 
I 
1892. 
February, March. April. 
----------------------------1---- ---- ----
Old wars: 
g~i~~:} ~id~d::: ::: ::::: ::: : : ::: : : : :::: :: ::::: ::::: :::::::: :::::: 1~ 10 14 9 5 
----1-----l--
Total. .................................. •••••. .••.••• •••••••••••.. 18 19 19 
- ----
Service since March 4, 1861: 
8gf:~ ~d~~~ : :::: :: : :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: :: : : ::::::: :::::: t gi~ 3,877 812 
Total . ... . ............. . ................................. ~ ........ 
1
--5-, -544--1------i-4,689 
Act of .June 27, 1890: 
8~~~ ~X~~~:: :: ::::::: :::::::: ::: : : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : :::: :: : : ::: : : : 













Additional to pr ior apl)lic:ttfons on file u nder former acts : 
Pendingoriginalinvalid . . ........ . ...... . .. . ....... . ............... 856 822 967 
Rejticted original invalid ........................... . ..•....••.••.• . ..... _ ........ . ......•••••.... 
Certified invalid pending. . . ....... . . . .. . ............. . ............ 372 227 246 
E~~~!: :;;::t:::: :: ;; :;;; ~~:::::;~~:::::;::;;;;;;; ;;; : :;; 1~: :;;;::; \~: ;;;;;;; ;~ 
Total ••• •••••••••.••..•••. •••..... . •••.•..•.....•....•••••.••••.. · 1, 244 1, 111 1,262 
Increase. - -· - - . . . . . . • ..•... .. . . . . ..• . . ..•••.. .. . . . . . . . .. . 1,772 4,912 6,925 
Increase and accrued widows •• • • · · 
Increase act of J une 27, 1800 .. : :: : : : : :: : :: : : :::: :: :::: :: : : : ::::: : : : : · •· • · · ' i ,i." · · · · · · · · 3 · ········ii 
Total . . • . . ••••...•......•...••••••........•••••••• • .••• . •••. 16,403 15,560 20,477 
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1892. 
. May. June. July • 
Old wars: 
8~1~i~~ ~:~t;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 9 16 u 6 19 u 
·Total ............ · .......•.•..••.•.•..••.......•••.•.............. 15 35 
Service since March 4, 1861 : 
2~if l~!l ~r:i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:::: 4,430 2, 839 (.:n. 734 514 ~s 
Total ..........•• ··••.·· .•....••.•..................•............. 5,164 3,353 6, ~ 
l====l===:l=== 
Act of.June 27, 1890: . 
g~~ff~!l :td~1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ! 3,803 3,567 4, 258 306 6.).1 
~----1---- 1---
Total ...•......••.•.......•..........................• ············1 4,061 3,Bi3 4,6i9 
I====!====!=== 
Additional to prior applications on :file under former acts: 
tJ~~rei ~~!1ri~~/t1n~:~1fa.:::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : ::::: :: ...... ~~~ ..... ~.~~ ...... ~.~ 
Certified invalid pending . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 221 110 210 
~:~~y:; ~i~1~~ ~~~ .~~~~.i~~: :: : : : :: : ::: : : :: : : :: :: :: :::: ::::::::: :: ·· ·· ·· ·i2· · ······ii" ··· ···· ··i 
~!itfi:i ;f~i;: ~~t j_;~r"ia.i~g·: :: : ::: :::: ::::: ::: :: :: : ::: :::: ::::::: :::::: :: :: :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Total .... ........................................................ . 931 1,546 
~~~::::-~r"ia." ~~~;;~d -~i.io·~~·: :: ::: : : : :: :: :: : : : : : : :: :: :: :: :: : :::: :: :: :: .... ~~ ~~3 ·I· ... ~•.'.~~ ...... ~•.~~ 
Increase act of .June 27, 1890... •• • • •• • • •• • ••• • • •• •• •• ••••••.•• •••• •• •• •• 68 26 35 
Total.. . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . . • • . . . • • • . • • • • • . . . • . • • • . • • . . 15, 882 12,537 15,569 
1892. 
August. 80EJ:~· October. 
Old wars: 
8~}ff~!~ ~X~~~::: ::::::::: ::::::: ::: : : : :: ::::::::::::: :::::::::::: 3~ 5~ ~~ 
1-----l----+----
Total......... ••••••• •• .•••• •. ...... •••• •• ••• . .. •••• •• • •. •• •• ••. .. 36 65 69 
'===1===1-=== 
Service since March 4, 1861 : 
8~!~i~:1 i:id~~:: :: :::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: gi~ 1·i:r u~ 
1-----j'----+----
T o t al ............................................................. ==3,=1=41= !:==2=, 4=1=8=l===4,=4=U 
Act of .June 27, 1890: · 
8~}fl~:l i:r:~~:: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :::: :: :: :::::::: :: :: 2, :~~ 1,243 689 2,405 ~ 
1-----l----+---
T o t al ..................... ....•. .... . ......... ......••.....••.•. ··1==3=, 1=4=0=1==1=, 9=3=2=!===3,=230= 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: 1 
644 
[ iit\~tr~:HHUiiH\H!/HiHt::;;J: ::::5 , 
---- -------
Total . . . • • • . .. .. .. • .. .. .. . • • • .. • • • • . .. • • . .. . . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • .. 1, 246 633 1, 
~c~:!:!·~;1 ~i~~ci" ~a.~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ~: ~~~ ..... ~: ~~ ...... ~'. ~~~ 
Increase, act of June 27, 1890. . . .. . . ••• •• ............ .......... •••••••• 30 16 502 
Army nurses .................. .. ... .... ................................................... .......... • 
Total ................... . . 11,425 13,547 
I 
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Service since March 4, 1861: 
g~ii:.:i ~1tJ:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: fi: ;~~ 
Total . . . . . • . • • • ••••••. •• . . . ••• • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•• • •• • . ••• • . . 53, 495 
Act of June 27, 1890: 
8~tfi~:t ~id:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~ 
Total .•••.••.••••••.•••••..•....................................... ;...................... 51,346 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: 
~f § [~f ilf ~}.;(\(/i))/\fo\[[[[[![[[![!!(\(((ii!i\ ::~ 
Certified widows not pending ....•......................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67 
Total................... . ................................................................ 12, 718 
Increase ......................•.....................................................•....•..... 
i~~~=:. 3:c1 ~1c§':i;~ ;;1i~~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Army nurse11 ....................................................................... -...... • • • • 






Total .....•................................ -···· ........................................ 177,360 
Old wars: 
Original invalid .....••..•.•••.•........•.....•.•.••.•.•••.......... 















8~ti:~ ~Td~~::: :: : ::::: :::::::::: :: :: : ::::::::::: :::::: ::::: :: : : :: :: :: :: : : 18 123 3 45 
Total .............•.•.•. , .................................................. . 21 168 
Service since March 4, 1861: 
g~i~~ ~id.~1::::::: :: :: ::::::: :: : : : : : : :: : : : : :: ::: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Total ........................................................... . 
Act of June 27, 1890: 
g~ii:~ ~id.~1::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :: : 
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1893. 
February March. April. 
Old wars: 
8~i~f~!i :w~1t~:::: :: :::::: ::::::: ::::: :: ::: : : ::::::: :: : : :: :: ::·:: :: 
Total. ........•..•................................ .. ....... ...... . 
Indian wars: 
g;tff~:i ~id~~d:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

















Servi<-e since March 4, 1861: 
g;iit~:} ~td~~l_-_-_-_-_-.-.·.·.·_-_-_-::::::: :: :::::::: :: :: : ::::::::: ::::::::: l, ~ii~ l,~: t: 
Total. ...........•...•................ : .......... . ............... . ~ 2,1921~ 
======== = === 
Act 8~1;~;}' 1!~~::.::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2, ~~~ 2, ~~~ I 2,: 
Total....................................... .. .................... 2,902 2,670 I 3,496 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: = = = = 
ll1~iJES\E;~/\/!;/!!!!!!!•;;;;•••::~;: ....•. ~ .... J. ,~ 
2, 585 Total............................................................. 2, 446 
= = =l=== =I= 
Increase.................... . ........................ ... ................ 4,681 
Increase and accrued widows ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
4., 167 
25 
4 Army nurses . ......................................................... •l= ==4~====1= 
Total. ........•.. . ............................................... . 13, 232 11,814 
1893. 
May. .Tune. 
Old wars : 
6 
14 8~!f}~!i ~M~1~1::: :: : : : : ::::::::: :::::: ::::::: :::::::: :: : : : : ::::::: i~ 
----1- ---'1-
Total.......................................................... ... 43 20 
Indian wars : 
32 
20 8~If!~!} ~id~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: !~ 
----- '·----I-
52 Total. .................. . .............. .. ........................ . 
1 
___ 85='-===='= 
Service since Mnrcl1 4, 1861: 
8~!fi~~l ~~;~1~: ::: :: : :: :::: :: ::: ::: : :::::::: ::::: :: : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : 
Total ...... . .... . . . ..... . ....... . . . ........... . ...... .. . . .... . .. ·. 
Act of .rune 27, 18!)0 : 
8~l~;l ;~i~;~~d:::::: :::: :: :::: :: : :: : ::: :: :: : : : : :: : : : :: : : : :: : : : : : : : 
Total ....•••............... .. .... ....... . .... .. . .... .. ............ 
AddHional to prior appli cations on file un clcr former acts : 
~E1l~\\llt~f :I%\/// UH/\ 
Total .................... . . . ....... . .... .. .. . ... .. ... ... ......... . 
~::::~:l ~~ ~~~1:• ~~l'. :~~~:~~: ::: :: : : : : :: :::: :: : : ::: : : : :::::: :: : : : :::::: 
Total . . . .................. . ...................... . ............... . 
1,089 
870 
] , !15!) 
) , 156 
763 
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1893. 
August. Se?::~- October. 
170 64 28 
45 58 35 
Total. ....•.••••••••••••••.••••••........••....•..••..••••••••••.. 215 122 63 
Indian wars : 
8~if{~j ~~\"a.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 13 18 23 5 25 31 
Total .•••••.•••.••••••••••••.••••.••... ; .•......•....••••.•••••.. 18 43 54 
1,316 887 878 
727 622 596 
------------
TotaJ ...•....•.••••••..•••.....•...•....•••.••.•.•••......•••••.•. 2,043 1,500 1,474 
---~-----
A.ct of June 27, 1890: 
8~~}~:l :hl~1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10,397 2,931 1,425 581 322 246 
TotaJ ....•••...••...••...••......•...••..•....•....•.•...•••••••.. 10,978 3,253 1,671 
Additional to prior application,;; on file umler former acts: 
i:~d~~l ~:\~i{~!\ \!;~tt: ::::: ::: :: : : : : : : : : :: :: : :::: ::::::: ::~:::: 
Cert~f).ed ~vaJ~d pending : __ .--·· ...•........ --·- __ __ ............. . 
Certified m valid not pendmg ....••.•.•••...•.......•....•......... 
i:f e~irei ~i~~~~: ::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Certified widows not pending ........• ••..........• .•.......•••... _. 
1,276 877 484 
249 247 101 
69 689 453 
99 780 325 
31 95 130 
12 17 25 
0 192 79 
------------
Total ...••••.••••••••.....••.•.•...•••. ••·······•··••····•••······ 
Increase _ ..... _ .................•...•......•••••... -............•.... • • 
Increased and accrued widows .. ....... •..•..••....... ..•.......•• • ..... 
.Army nurses ...•••••••..••.••...•..•...••...... ...............•.. ...•. 













g~i~:t ~[ci;;~: ::: : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : ::::::: :: : : :: :: :: ::::::::::: 520 381 
Total ....••••••••••••••.•••••..••.•...............•...•.•.•••••.•••.••••••.•••••••.•..... 
Indian wars: 
8~1::l ~~a~~~:-.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 657 367 
Total. ....................• ~ ......................•..••....•..••.•.••...••.••••.......... 
Service since March 4, 1861: 







.A.ct J~i:a~i, ·isoci; ...•..... ·- .................................................•........ =~ 32• 660 
g~~~~:l ~ii~:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3!; m 





Decem- 1 93. 
Old wars: 
Original invalid .......................................•...•........ 
Original widow ...••............................•...............•.. 
Total ..•••••.•••••..•... .. .............•.......................... 
Total .•••.••........... . .. . .........•...•........•..••...•....... 
.A.ct of .June 27, 1890: 
g~~~~~:t ~a.~1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
Total .•••.•..•••..•••.• • ...•....•••.............................. 
















!~![~if ~ f it\W\!!!tti\\ii\U ~l ;1 
Certified widows not pending .. , ..•................................................. -.. 
Total. .•..•••••.••.....•.•••••.......•...•..•........ •··········· 1, 283 
Total. • • . • • • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 13, 065 





'.l'otal .....•..... . .••...... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . ..•..........•....... 
I ndian wars: 
8~f f]~:f ~va~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·::: ·.:::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : . : : : : : : 175 41 

























URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL. 
Noi,mnbm·, 1892, to Felirnary, 1893. 
182 
169 
Total .•••••.•••••••.•••••.•••....•...... . .••.••• . .••...••••. ······· · ·•··••••••····••·••·· 
Indian wars : 
8~1fi~!i ~Y'c1~:. :::::::: :::::: :: :::::: :: : : : : : : :::: :: :: :::::: :: :: : : :: :::: :::::::: :::. 316 89 
Total ...... . ......••••••.••••.••...••..•..•• . .•.••••.• • ·· ·•·····•···•··•···•···········•· 
Servic~ ~ince. '.Mar: 4, 1861: , 




Total. . . • • • • . • . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • . . • • . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 16, 929 
Act of June 27, 1890 : 








Total ... • •• • •• ..••..•• . .•... .• •...... . .............. . . . . . . . .. • ... . · ······· • • · ······•····· 
Increase ...... .. . . . . . , . . . . . ......•....... .. ................. . ..... . ............. - ...........••. 
Increase and accrued, widows . ............. . ........ . .. .. ..................... . ...........• • .. 
Incr ease, act of June 27, 1890 ... . ...•.......... .. . . ...... . ...... . .........•.•..... •............. 







Total . • . .• •• • •• • • • • • • • •• • . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . •• •• • • . . . . . . . . . •. • • . . ••• • • .•••.•... .. • . . 50, 045 
Old war: 
8~ifl~~ ~w~:.:::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Total .•.••••••••••••••••..••••.••.••.•••.••..•••••.••••••••..•.••. 
Indian wars: 












Original invalid . . • • • • . • • • . . . . • • . . . • . • . • . • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 84 103 43 
Original willow . ...•.•..••. . . ; • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . 53 66 42 
Total . . .......... . ................................................ ~ l~ j--85 
Service since March 4, 1861 : . 
8~!fl~!i ~id~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total ...................................................... . 
Act June 27, 1890: 
gg~!i ~a.~~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Total ... • . •.. ...•••.••••• •••.••.••....•.....••........•••••••••.. 
Addlion:i,I to ~ri_or a1;>plic~tions on file under former acts: 
!~!~i~55\tf:!HHHHUHHl/\\ 
Total . . ... . ....... . .............................................. . 
~~:ii~~~~~~~:~~~:~ ~::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
































































44 URGENT DEPICIENCY BILL. 
1893. 
June. July. Aururt 
Old wars: 
g~~Fm~ ~M~; :::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1: 9 r u ~ 
Total .••••••••••••••. ••••••••••••••...•..•••••••••••.••••••••••••• 1---20-+----I-23 21.S 
Indian wars: 
8~if~!l ~d~:: :::::: ::: ::::::: ::: : : ::: :::::: :: : ::::::::::::::: ::: ~ 25 n 31 5 
1----1-----1..._.._ 
Total. . ........................................................... 52 56 18 
Servic': ~ince _Mar~h 4, 1861 : 
g;ifi~~ ~X~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1• m 1,238 1, 318 600 727 
-----1-----+--
Total . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • . • . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 1, 919 1,838 2, 0U 
====:I===!=== 
Act of June 27, 1890: 
8~fff~~ ~d~1:.·.·.: ·. :·.·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.: ·.: ·. ·. ·. ·.·. ·. ·.·.::: ·.·. ·. ·. ·.·.:::::::::::::::: 3,732 342 3,111 10,WI 216 681 
1----1----1----
Total ••••••..••••........••.................................•.•... 4,074 3,327 10,m 










Total . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 242 1,164 1,738 
l===±===I=== 
Increase .••....••..... a •••••••••••••••••• : .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2, 767 
Increase and accrued widows. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 347 






Total . • • • • • • . • • . • . • . • . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 481 7,802 21,399 
1893. 
Septem• October. Novem• 
ber. ber. 
Old wars: 
g~~t~:i ~M~:: :::::::::: ::: :: ::::: :: ::: ::::::: ::: :: : ::::::::::: :: ~ 28 22 35 
1----l----+-




31 ggr~ !~xf~d. :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : i: 
1----1---~1--
54 T o tal............................................................. 43 
Service since March 4, 1861: l===='====I=== 
8:!~~:} ~d~1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~i 878 596 
1-----11----+--
1,474 Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 509 
Act of June 27, 1890: '====ii====r-== 












1,671 Total. .........•. . .......... .. . ... .. ...... ..•... ....•... •.•••..••. 3, 253 
.Additional t.o prior applications on file under former acts: 1====1====1== 








Total. .••••• • ••••••...•••............................•............ '--2,-8-97--1----1---,597 
~y ne~:m!~~.;~~:~~~~:~::: :: : ::::::: ::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :: 



















URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL. 
TotaJ. •••.••••.•••••••••••••••••• ••••..•••..•••.•••••••••.••••.....•.••••.•••••••••••••••. 
Indian wars: 
Original jn,·alicl ...••.••........••••••....••........••.••.•...................••..••..••••• 







Service since March 4, 1861: 
g~ii::i ~tJ:.-.-.-.-: ::::: _-:::::::::: :::::: :: :: : : : ::: : : ::: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :: ::: :: ::::::::::: 1~: t~~ 
Total. ....•••••••••••••••••••••••...••.•••••.•. -········ ••..•...•••.•• ··-···............... 17,406 
Act of June 27, 1890: 
8~til~:1 i:rt~~: ::: :: ::::: :::: :: : :.· :::::::: :::: :.: : :::::.: :.::: :: : : .-: :: : : : : : : : : : : ::: :: ::::: :: 3~: ~ib 
'.rota!.... . • . • . • • • • • • • . • . • . . . . . . . • • . • . ... . . . . • • • . • • . . • . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • •• • • . • • • . . . . 34, 987 
Additional to prior applications on file under form er acts: : 
IEl~f ~~~~j.;.+://HC\HH\/?+:+// 







349 Cer tified widows not pending .•.•...•.•..............•.............•.•.•......•..••..•••... 
TotaJ.................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 18, 287 
Increase . .•.••••••.........•.••.••••••...•..•.....•.......••...•...............••.••••••••••• ".. 40, 770 
Increase and accrued widows.. . . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 1, 242 
Army nur1,es .....•.•.•.•......•......•... ·:............ .• • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • .. . • • . • . . • • . . • . . . . . 77 
Total .................................................................................... 114, 044 
1893. 
May. June. July. 
Old wars: 
8~!!~!1 ~id~~~::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 25 6 9 18 14 14 
Total ..••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••......••••••.••••.••.•• ~ ..... ·· 43 20 23 
Indian wars : 
8~1~~ ~X~~::::::::: :: : :·:::::::: :: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : :·::::::: :·::::: 43 32 25 42 20 31 
Total. ...••.•••••••...••..•......••..•..•......•.••..........•.... 85 52 56 
Servic~ ~ince. Mar: 4, 1861: . 
g~~i~:1 ~id~:.·.-.·.-.·_-_-_.::.·.-.-:.-_._.::.-_._._._._._.:::::::::_._._.:::::::::::::: 1, 089 1,156 1,238 870 763 600 
----------
Total ..••••..••••.•••••..• : ..•.... ; ...... · ...• · · . · · · · • • • • • : · · · · · ·. 1, 959 1,919 1,838 
A.ct of. J_une.27, 1~90: . _ ... 
g~~fl~!i1:itJ:_-_-:: :: :: :::: :: :: :::::: :: :: : : : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ·.:·.::·. 
========= ---
2,606 3,732 3,111 
376 342 216 
Total ........................ :~ .... ·.- .................. ·~·••,•.·.~· 2,982 4, O,~ 3,327 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: 
l~lt~;!(?¥.\,.(}:t)\\li/Yi\}) 
Certified widows not pen cling ..................................... . 
===:==:::. -======= ----
639 662 677 
163 233 187 
464 197 90 
81 44 98 
137 95 64 
21 10 8 
5 1 40 
•rota! .. ······ ....................................... ~ ....... ·:· .. . 1,510 1,242 1,164 
~F~L~!f~c~~~~~~i~.~~~s:::::::: :: :: ::: : : : : : : : : : : : :: :: : : :: : :: : :: : : : 
6,514 2,767 1,176 
206 . 347 216 
6 10 2 
Total •...••..•••.•...••...................•.....••••••.••••••••••• ============ --13,305 10,431 7,802 




g~}ff~!~ ~i:i:.: :: : :: : : ::: ::: :: : : ::::::::::::::::::::: :: 
Total ..••.••.••••••..•...•••..••..••..••..••.••••••.••. 

























Service since Mar. 4, 1861: 
8~ifi~!i ~ia~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1•;~; :~ m ~: 
1----1----i----t---
Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . • • . . • . . 2, 043 1, 509 1,474 1,675 
l===l=====l====I=== 
Act of June 27, 1890: 
8;f :f~!t ~d~:::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10• m 2,931 322 1,425 246 2,279 256 
Total .................•.•.•. · ................•......... . 
1
--1-0-, -97-8-1---3-, 2-5-3+--1-,-6-71-+---2,-5-35 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: 
484 580 ~:fi~~ ~r;ifi~~/l:i"v~t~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1•:g m 101 151 
Certified invalid.pending................................ 69 6B9 453 ~~ 
~er~~ed i~dalid not pending............................ ~~ 7~g i~~ 89 
R!je;~~ ~itl~~~-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 12 17 25 15 
Certified widows not pending.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 192 79 23 
l----l----+----+---
2, 168 Total ...•••.......••..••..••..••....•...••........••... 1,.736 2, 897 1,597 
Increase. ............ . .. . .................................... 6, 145 6, 235 3,473 2, ~ 
Increase and accrued, widows . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 263 31 23 
7 Army nurses .........•..................................... ·l====l=l====l=O=i======!==:====:== 
Total . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . • . • . • • • • • • • . . . . 21, 399 14, 100 8, 355 8, 7M 
May, 1893, to November, 1899. 
324 
2ll 






Total ... ...... ........••• • •.•••••••••••••••.•••••.....•••••.•••••••••••••••••• •.......... 365 = 
Service since March 4, 1861: 
8;fI::f ~d~:::.::: ::: : : ::::::: ::: : : : : :: : : :: : : : : : : : : : :: : :: ::: : : : : : :: : : :: : :: :::::::::: :::::: I:= 
Total . . • • • • • • • • . ••••• •••••••••••••• ••••• •• • • . • ••• • • • •• • •• ••• • • • •••• •• • •••••• ••• •• •• •••••• 12,417 = 
Act of J nne 27, 1890: 
8~lru!i ~d~:.::: ::: : :: : : : : : ::::: ::: ::::::: :: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ::: : : :: : : : : : : : :::::: ::: : : 2g; ::~ 
Total . . . . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • •• • • • • • • . 28, 820 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: = 
~llt~t~E1iEJJ!J!iiii)U)!!H!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!H!!!iii!t!i!!!!! i m 
Total . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • . . . . • • . . . • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 12, 314 
~E!~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~: :: :::::: :: : : :: : :: : : : : : : : :: :: : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : ::::::: ::::::: 2t ~~i 
row ........................................ ············ .... ······························ 86. 16.1 
URGENT DE~~rcrnNCY BILL. 47 
1892. 
May. June. July. 
--------
Old wars: 




Total.. .. . ..•.•• ..•••. ....•. .......... ....•.... . .•.••• ...• .• ...... 15 35 29 
Service since March 4, 1861 : 





5,287 Total ...........•..•.•.•....••...•......•............•............ 
I====!::===:!= 




306 653 8~lil!~ ~d~~d:: ::: :: :: : ::: :::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: : : :: :: : : : 
1--- --1----l-
Total ............•........•.......................• •· .....•...... 4,061 3,873 4,679 
- ----= ========= 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: 
Pending original invalid........................................... 693 1, 419 1, 128 
Rej ecteu originalinvalid ............. . ... .. ........ ........ ............ . ..... . ................... . 
Cer tified invalid pencling...................................... . . . . 221 110 210 
~:~~r:; ~1x~~d-~~~.~~~.~i-~~.: :::: :: :: ::: : : ·:: : : : : : :: : : :: :: :: :: :: : : -- -- -- ·i2 · --·· · -·i1· · -·· ·· ·· ·6 
Rejected widow ................................. .. ..........................................••.••. 
Certified widow not pending ...............•••................................................... 
Total. ..•.••.••.•••.....•....•................................... 931 1,546 1,344 
Increase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 643 3, 705 4, 195 
Incrrase aml accrncd, widows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -. 
Incrnase, act of June 27, 1890 . • • • • • . • • . . . • . • • • . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • 68 25 35 
Total . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 882 12, 537 15,569 
1892. 
August. Seiit1• October. 
Old wars: 
g;ff~!i ~\1~1:: :::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::::: :: : : : :: : : : ::: : : :::::: 3t 6~ ~i 
----t-----1-----
Total ...•..•.•••.•..••••••.••..•.•..•••..•......•..••.•••••••• ,... 36 65 69 
Service since Mar. 4, 1861: 
8~11~~ ~d~~d:::: :: : : :: : : : :: : : :::::::: :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : :::::: :::::: 
Total. .••....•.•••••.•••••••.••••••••..............•••...•...•.... 
Act t J_une ~7, 18~0: 









, 3, 141 2,418 4, 474 








3,140 1,932 3,230 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - , -1, 2!6 - .- ,-633 - --1, 896 
i~~~:::: ~~ci ·a:cc~~d ~idows ....................... . ..........••...... --3-, 832 --2-, W4 - .--3~ 
fcrease, act of June 27, 1890:: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: : : ... - -- -so· -------i5" ... -. -0 502 
rmy nurses ...... . ... .....•.........•...... . ......••••..•••..•...•.... ... ...... _ ...... _ _ _ _ 1 
Total 








Service since March 4, 1861: 
Originnl invalid. ................................................................... 6,058 
OrigiBal widow ....••..•.......•.............. .,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 704 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 6, 762 
Act of .June 27, 1890: 
Original invalid .. ......•.. .•.......... .... .. ...... ...... ....... .... ............... 1,432 
Original widow. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 395 
Total.................................................................................... 1,827 
Additional to prior applications on file under former acts: 
Pending original invalid. . ......................................................... 347 
Re_iected original invalid . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ....• l31 
Certified invalid pending.......................................................... 451 
~:r1ifr:i ~l~t\ ~t ~·~~~~~::::: :: : : ::: :·:·:: :: : ::::::: ::: : ::: : ::·:: ::::::: ::: :: :: ::: ill 
Certified widows not pending .......................... _ ............................ .. . .. . 
Total ................... _..................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,283 
Increase. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 92"2 
Increase and accrued widows.................................................................. 13 
:increase act of .June 27, 1890 ..........•... ............•.................•••..........••........ ...... . . 
Army nurses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... . . . . . ..... 8 
Total .........•••..................................... _...... . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ... 13, 065 





Original invalid ........................................................................... . 
Original widow ... .................................•.. ............................... ...... 
Total ........................... · .•...................................................... .. ....••• 
Service since March 4, 1861: 
gji~!t ~i1~~d.: ·.·.: ::: : : : ::: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : : : :::::: ::::: :::::::::: ~ : ~~~ 
TotaJ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,599 
Act of .June 27, 1890: 
~~!~ ~hl~1:.·:::::::::::::::.·.·: :: : : :.· .· :.·.· :::::::: :::::::: :: ::::::::: ::: :: : :::::: 1: : J!t 
Total ................................................................•......•.......... · 
.additional to prior applications on file under former aots: 
f il ~!ii!~~ +Wtf tt\-;himi!Wii!Wii\ii\I 









Tot&!...... .... ........................................................................ 8,879 
i~f[:E:. ~c1~~f~f ~1it~::: :: :: :::::::: :: :: :::: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : :: : : : ::: :: :: :::: :: :::::::::: 2! :ti 
.c urses.... .. . . .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .• ...• •• .. ..•••... ...•.. .• .... .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .. .. ......... . 9 
TGW. •••• ·-······················ .. •••• .................................. ··- •••• ........ 88,072 
URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL. 49 
Comparative statement showing mtmber of cases pending special investigation on July 1, 
1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, and 1893; the average riu1nher of 
special examine1·s employed, the number of reports made, the average cost per report, 
and the total cost of expenses of the special examination division fo1· each fiscal year. 
Year. 
Average Number of Number of Average 
n;unber cases pend- reports sub- cost per Total cost. 
\:!r~~- ing July 1. mitted. report. 
1884 ..•• •••••••••••••••••••••.••••• ••••••• ••• 
1885 .•• •••.••••••••• •••••••· ••••••••••••••••• 
1886 .••• ••. ••••••••••·••••• ••·••••••••••••••• 
1887 ........................................ . 
1888. ·•••••••••••••· •••·••••••••• .•••••.••••• 
1889 .•••••••••••.•••.•••.••••••••••••••••.••. 
1890 .••••••••••••.••••• ··•·••·•••••·•••••· ••. 
1891 •••••••••.•••.•••••.. .•• •. ••••• •• •••••••. 
1892 •.••• ••.•••••••••••..••••.••••••••••••••. 









































$34-2, 646. 58 
514,269.18 
466,467.93 
4-27, 404. 20 
409,762.29 
412,374.32 




The above data was obtained from the annual reports of the Commissioner of 
Pensions, which failed to show the average cost per case of each completed investi-
gatioa. 
DECEMBER 11, 1893. 
SILVER COIN, TRANSPORTATION OF. 
Statement of E. B. DASKAM, Chief of Division of Public Moneys. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are chief of the division of public moneys in the Treasury 
Departmentf 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir; in the office of the Secretary 0f the Treasury. 
The CHAIRMAN. In the document which comes to us to-day there is an item for 
transportation of silver coin a deficiency of $40,000; will you please state to the 
committee what is the necessity for that additional sum f 
Mr. DASKAM. 'fhe bills average about $5,000 a month, and they have done that for 
several years; but this year they have run a little heavier, perhaps as high as $7,000, 
and we have but $7,500 left, which is just about enough to pay the November bill. 
The express company renders bills monthly and the November bills are not paid. 
The CHAIRMAN, You mean the bills of the express company for the transportation 
of silver! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir; they are properly payable from that appropriation .. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the necessity for the transportation Y 
Mr. D.ASKAM. Congress authorized and directed the Secretary to ship this silver 
coin to any person who asked for it. That is a requirement of law. 
The CHAIRMAN. It authorized you to do whaU 
Mr. DASKAM. To sen<l to every person who asked for it free of expense of trans• 
portation. It authorizes and directs the Secretary. 
Th6 CHAIRMAN. And you send that under this law by the express company! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Under a contract! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. This contract is the lowest you are able to make! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. It is thereforeamerematterofmathematicalcalculation to ascer-
tain the amount you absolutely need T 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir; we can only judge from the previous month what it is going 
to be. 
The CHAIRMAN. What have. you expended for the year from the 1st of July, 1893, 
up to this time f · 
Mr. DASKAM. It is a eontinnous appropriation, and the balance unexpended is 
$7,000, but we have ~ot paid the November bill. That is the way we figure it down 
there, that we have Just enough to pay the November bill, provided it is no heavier 
than last year, a.nd we have nothing to pay for the remainder of the year up to Juoo 
3U, 1894. 
The CHAIRMAN. And your estimate is it will take something--
Mr. DASKAM . .A. little more than $5,000 a. month, because the last two or three 
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months they have been rll'D.ning as high as $7,000, so I said $40,000 instead of j 
the $35,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. And your judgment is that it will take the entire $40,000 to com-
ply with the law. 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir; the demand has been a little greater sometimes ilian ii 
has been heretofore. 
Mr. SAYERS. What was your estimate for the present fiscal yearf 
Mr. DASKAM. $60,000. 
Mr. SAYERS. So that your expenditures were $20,000 more than your estimates! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. What was your expenditure for the last fiscal yearT 
Mr. DASKAM. It is down in the estimate book. From November 16 to Novem 
1~, 1892, it was $56,215.97; from November 16 to November 15, 1893, itwas$65,501.1:!, 
Mr. SAYERS. So your expenditure for the same time in--
Mr. DASKAM. Shows an increase of $11,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you regard this appropriation as absolutely necessary, 
Mr. DASKAM. If you are going to keep up the practice; yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Can not you get the silver out ifwe withhold this appropriation! 
Would not these parties get the silver at their own expensef 
Mr. DASKAM. They would have to do it at their own expense if you did not 
make this appropriation, as we have no other money to pay it from. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. This silver goes to banks' 
Mr. DASKAM. To banks and bankers, and to individuals all over the UniteJ 
States. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Chiefly to the banksf 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir; business men . 
. Mr. LIVINGSTON. And the Government bears the expense of transportation! 
Mr. DASKAM. The Government pays the transportation. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you think that is just to the taxpayerf . 
Mr. DASKAM. It was originally started by Congress without any estunatefrom 
the Department. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. It was done upon the idea that nobody wanted silver unless you 
hired them to take itf 
Mr. DASKAM. You have got to offer some little inducement; yes, sir. 
INDEPENDENT TREASURY, CONTINGENT EXPENSES. 
Mr. CANNON. There is an item there for contingent expenses of the Independent 
Treasury, where they ask for $100,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is for the current year! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. th 
The CHAIRMAN. Tell us about that. The item is: "Contingent expenses under e 
requirement of section 3653 of the Revised St atutes of the United States for the col-
lection, safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement of the public money, an_d for tran -
portation of notes, bonds, and other securities of the United States, berng for the 
service of the current fiscal year." Is that necessary nowf 
Mr. DASKAM. We have not any money; the appropriation is exhausted now. 
The CHAIRMAN. You say in your letter that is now practically exhausted an~ tha 
all the bills for October payable from said appropriation have not yet been recetVed ! 
Mr. DASKAM. So we have got to go eight months without any money, and we can 
not stop the transfers f 
The CHAIRMAN. This is the item under which is paid the expenses for the trans-
fer of money from one subtreasury to anothed 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CH.AIRMAN. For instance, if you have more money in San Francisco than you 
w~nt. and it is wanted in New York you transfer it and pay for it under thii! appro-
pr1at10n f 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CilAIRMAN. If you do not obtain this appropriation you have to stop the 
transfers! 
Mr. DASKAM:. We have to owe the express company for it, and we had a de:6.cien~, 
for la t year of $49,000, and the nited States Expre13s Company has not been paid 
for that year. They have trusted us for that length of time. 
Th_e HAIR f • If I under tand you now the appropriation for the trans(er of 
pubh money f!om one subtrea nry to another and for the redemption of mutilat d 
paper currency 1s exhau ted, and when the October bills are paid you will have no 
mon 1 ft and yon need $100,0001 
Mr. A KA r. For the balance of the :fiscal year endinO' June 30, 1894. 
Th ITAin~rAN. How do yon cal alate you will need that much t How much pe:r 
month 
Mr. DASKAM. It has been abnormal during the la t few months on account of the 
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currency famine and we have transferred a great deal more than usual. It has run 
from $70,000 to $75,000 a year for the last ten years, and this last year it has about 
doubled. , 
The CHAIRMAN. Within the last few months f 
Mr. DASKAl'\f. Well, over a year now; for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, it 
co~t $125,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. And if this abnormal condition continues you need the $100,000~ 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. If it does not, could not you do with less 1 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. The deficiency last year was $49,000; that is, there was that much 
more expended than your appropriation, 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. That same abnormal condition has continued nearly six months 
of this year, and so you have exhausted the appropriation, 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Would not $50,000, if we gave it to you, be sufficient to run you 
long enough to see whether this abnormal condition of affairs would continue ornoU 
Mr. DASKAM. Oh, yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. How many months would that run you~ 
Mr. DASKAM. Not more than three months. 
The CHAIRMAN. That would run you up to the 1st of March Y 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. It ought to run you to the middle of March f 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. I want you to. furnish us wi.th a statement of your expenditure per 
month, under this item, for the last six months. 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. Send it up to-dayf 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You will give the cost of transportation in thaU 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir; it is nearly all tram,portation. 
Mr. SAYERS. Well, put it for twelve months. 
Mr. DASKAM. It is all printed in the Book of Estimates; we are obliged to report 
it to Congress every year. 
Mr. SAYERS. You send us a statement of expenditures for each month for the 
last twelve months! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Does that cover the item of the cost of transportation f I want 
the amount you pay these parties-the contract parties. I want to know how much 
you pay the express company for transferring this money, because it seems to me 
you are paying an awful amount of money for transportation. 
Mr. DASKAM. We are paying a large amount, but we have got the best contract we 
ever had. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. In whose interest are these transfers generally made-in the 
interests of the banks Y 
Mr. DASKAM. Oh, no; the transfers are in the interests of the Department 
entirely; they are subtreasury transfers between subtreasury offices. This trans-
portation of silver coin is in the interest of the banks and individuals. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. When you get scarce of money in New York and transfer from 
California to New York, or from Washington to New York, is. it no~ a demand upon 
the part of the banks or the clearing-house association there for it t . 
Mr. DASKAM. No, sir. It is the regular business of the subtreasury. . 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. What relation does the subtreasury in New York bear to the 
clearing-house association f . 
Mr. DASKAM, Well, it is a convenience in paying checks. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You are mixed up with that, are you notf 
Mr. DASKAM. The subtreasurv of New York is a member of the clearing-house 
association. • 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. And tlle banks are members! 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. And then really the transportation is in their interest and not 
in the interest of the Government specially t · 
Mr. DASKAM. Oh, no; no, sir. . 
Mr. LIVINGSTON . . Let us see how it is. If the subtreasury of New York is a mem-
ber of the clearing-house association and the banks of New York a.re members then 
yvheD; money is spent in New York by the subtreasury, and it is shipped fro~ Cal-
iforma to the subtreasury at New York, that is in the interest of the clearing-house 
association, is it nott 
Mr. DASKAM. It is only gold shipped from California there and not paper- the 
most of that is provided from the Washington office. ' ' 
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Mr. LIVINGSTON. I do not care what it is; it makes no difference whether i 
paper or gold; I am asking you the question. 
Mr. DASKAM. I do not know whether I understood it or not; but I do not ee ha 
the banks have anything to do with it. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I want to know who gets the benefit of it. I had a talk wi 
Mr. Carlisle about it, and I think I know something about it, and I want to ask 
that question direct! • 
Mr. DASKAM. I think the Government gets the benefit of it. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. How! 
Mr. DASKAM. It is a subtreasury office and subtreasury business. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. What advantage is it for the Government to ship money t-0: 
York when they are collecting more there than they expend for legitimate expen 
The report shows that the subtreasury of New York collects more than it pay ool 
Now, why ought you to transfer any money from Washington or California to .-t 
York when your collections amount to more than you pay out for legitimate purpo 
Mr. DASKAM. I think you are mistaken about that. The assistant trea urer in 
New York has over 500 disbursing officers' accounts. Money is placed there, 
requfred by law, to their official credit subject to their checks. They are scattere 
all over the United States. The disbursing officer may be in Minnesota or Montana. 
and he draws a check on New York and pays by check, and in the course of timr, 
these checks come to New York. They come in from the different banks, perhoI 
3,000 miles, and you have got to have the money there to meet the payment of tho t 
checks when they come in. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Let me see if I understand another part of this transportation 
question. Recently it was reported the New York national banks asked for an 
increase of the currency-about $500,000-and in ten or fourteen dayt:1 they returned 
$418,000 for cancellation. Now who paid the transportation f 
Mr. DASKAM. The Government. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Both waysf 
Mr. DASKAM. Yes, sir. Under the law all currency is redeemable at any snbtreas-
ury office wherever it happens to come in. They do .not pay except at subtreasury 
offices, and there are nine of those. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You are satisfied that these transfers are entirely in the intere t 
of the Government, 
Mr. DASKAM. Oh~ yes, sir; entirely. 
TREASURY DEPARTMlr.NT, 
December 11, 1893. 
SIR: In reply to your verbal request I have the honor to inform you that the 
expenditures, by months, from the appropriation for contingent expenses, Inde-
pendent Treasury, since November, 1892, were as follows: 
1892. 
November ....••••.................•.......•.. --·· .......•........ •··· 
December ...... , ...... _ ........................................•..... 
1893. 
January ......••....................................................•. 
February .......... ____ ........ ··-··· ________ .... ____ ...... ·----------
March . _ ......... _ . _ ....... _ . __ .................. _ ........ -... -...... -
April ...•....••.. ________ .......... -····· ............ -··· ...... --····· 
May ..........•...... ___ ... _ ...... _ .......... ___ ........... _ ..... . ... . 
June . . . . . . . •... _ .........••.............. - - • - - . - - - - . - - - . - • -• • - - - - · · · · 
Total .. _ . _ ....... __ ... __ . _ ... _ ............... _ ......... ........ . 
To which should be added the amount due the United States Express 
Company for transportation during the above months ...•...•.•...... 
1893. 
July . ................ _ .. _ .... _ .... _____ ... ___ ....... _ .. __ ............ . 
UIYQ t -----· ----·· ···-·· ··--·· ··---- ···-·· ·----- ------ -·--·· ---- ---·· 
1 eptem ber ........ ___ ... _ ............ __ ...... __ . __ ...... _ ... __ ....... . 
ctober ...••...•... ____ .... ··-· ............. ......... ·-··-· ......•.. . 






10, O'i5. 6. 








17 615 ... 6 
16 922. 72 
Total - . - ..... __ .... __ ....•• _ .•• _ •..••••••.•....•..•...... _. • . . . . 165, 963. 14 
Respectfully yours, 
Hon. J. . YER. 
S. WIKE 
Acting ecretary. 
Chairman Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 
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DECEMBER 12, 1893. 
BULLION .AND COIN, FREIGHT· ON. 
Statement of Mr. R. E. PRESTON, Director of the Mint. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the necessity for this :first item in page 2 under the head 
of Treasury Department, mints and assay offices, for freight on bullion and coin, by 
registered mail and otherwise, between mints and assay offices, $15,000' 
Mr. PRESTON. I want to make a preliminary explanation. At the time it was 
asked for we were just beginning to move gold bullion. It became necessary for the 
Treasury to have gold coin, and we began its transportation. . Under _the contract 
it would have req aired 50 cents per thousand. Afterwards, m lookmg over the 
statutes, I found that we could pay for transportation from the contingent fund of 
the Philadelphia mint, and we have paid $10,000. So I can cut that down to 
$5,000. We will require $5,000 to pay transportation from the assay offices to 
Philadelphia, and from Carson to San Francisco. We have spent, so far, out of 
this appropriation $7,766, leaving a balance of $1,224. We will not have enough 
left to move this month's deposits, and I may have to ask later for three or four 
thousand dollars to replenish the Philadelphia contingent fund; but I am going to 
get along without it ifI can. 
Mr. CANNON. Why can not you pay all of this from that fund t 
Mr. PRESTON. The law does not authorize it. 
Mr. CANNON. The law applies especially to the assay office in New York, and to 
none other, 
Mr. PRESTON. To none other. 
Mr. CANNON. You paid $10,000 transportation from the assay offices on gold to 
the Philadelphia mint, and this $5,000 is for that purpose f 
MR. PRESTON. It is to pay for transportation from the western offices to Phila-
delphia and from Carson to the San Francisco mint. When we· commeneed to move 
that gold bullion I found that it would cost 50 cents a thousand, so _I afterwards got 
from the express company the commercial rate of 24 cents a thousand. In that way 
we have saved a good deal of money. 
DECEMBER 12, 1893. 
CUSTOMS SERVICE. 
Statement of Mr. J'. M. COMSTOCK, Chief of Customs Division, Treasury 
Department. 
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been chief of division! 
Mr. Co111sTOCK. Two years. • 
The CHAIRMA.i.~. You were in the service how long before you were appointed chiefT 
Mr. COMSTOCK. I was in the service thirty years before that. · 
The CHAIRMAN. In what branch f 
Mr. COMSTOCK. The customs service. 
The CHAIRMAN. What was the appropriation for the current yearf 
Mr. COMSTOCK. The permanent appropriation is $5,500,000. The fees have been cut 
off. When that appropriation was establishe<l. there was an addition to the appro-
priation in fees, etc., amounting to one or two millions, which has been lost by the 
abolition of fees . 
The CHAIRMAN. How much has been expended? 
Mr. COMSTOCK. I can not tell what the expense will be. I think for some years 
there has been a deficiency regularly. There has been a standing application from 
the Secretary for an increase of the permanent appropriation for this purpose. 
Mr. SAYERS. The deficiency for 1890 was $439,000; for 1891, $500,000; for 1892, 
$450,000; and for 1893, $500,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. Why did you need a hundred thousand dollars more for the last 
year? 
. Mr. COMSTOCK. We aRked Congress for $250,000 to pay the special expensesresult-
mg from the W~rld's Columbian Exposition. We failed to get that, but it was nec-
essary to estabhsh the customs service there, and I have no doubt the expenses will 
be from $200,000 to $250,000 for that purpose. 
Mr. SA.YlJ:RS. $550,ooq was what :5:ou asked. You got $500,000, and in a note 
a~companY1:n~ your es~imate you said $100,000 would be required for the supervi-
sion of exhibits touching the revenue service on accouut of the World's Columbian 
Exhibition. 
Mr. COMSTOCK. The e~penses have exceeded that amount; but I will say at the 
same t1me that the receipts of the Government will be two or three times as much 
as _the expenses-:the direct receipts at Jackson Park. The expenses are not yet 
:finished, as we will keep a large force there during the year. 
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The CHAIRMAN. How much ?f ~his $?00,000 will you need just nowt 
Mr. COMSTOCK. The 3:ppropria~10n will run short before the encl of the fiscal ,e • 
The CHAIRMAN. It will be available on the 30th of June. How long will that per 
manent appropriation of $5,500,000 run f · 
. ~r. COMSTOCK. That I shall have to ascertain, as I do not know exactly the . 
d1t10ns. There was one year when that appropriation ran out in May, and no pa . 
ment was made to the customs force for a month or two after. They wereobli •ed 
go without pay expecting to get it, but they never have. Secretary Sherman tO<Jk 
10 per cent off the customs in one year, and several expedients have been practice 
with the funds. 
The CHAIRMAN. :For the present and'succeeding three or four months youh 
an unexpended balance f 
Mr. COMSTOCK. I think there is enough, if I am correctly informed, to run r 
three months. 
The CHAIRMAN. There must be more than that, for $5,500,000 and $600,000 woul 
be $6,100,000. 
Mr. COMSTOCK. The $5,500,000 is a deficiency in itself, for it is not enough M> 
carry the service through. 
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly you have enough to last you for three months. 
Mr. COMSTOCK. I was told that I was to come up on this question of compensation 
in lieu of moieties, and I have not informed mys~lf. 
Mr. SAYERS. I wish you would send to the committee a statement in writing 
ing how much of the $5,500,000 is unexpended; how long do you think the balance 
will last, and what the receipts have been from fines, penalties, and forfeitures; wha 
the receipts were for the last fiscal year, what they were for the year previous, and 
how much the receipts have been uptothelst day of December; then also I would 
like the receipts for the five previous fiscal years which will show first tbe per!W-
nent appropriation; and second, what the receipts have been from fine , pen_al~ie , 
and forfeitures, and then what the expenditures have been under each appropriation. 
Mr. COMSTOCK. I will have a statement made. 
The CHAIRMAN. For compensation rn lien of moieties, you ask $20,000f 
Mr. COMSTOCK. Yes; because we owe $20,000. This matter can not be estimated 
with the least degree of certainty. I had the honor to make the sugg~stion to t~e 
subcommittee considering the sundry civil bill, when I was before it !I-bout th1 
matter, that this money is paid out of the receipts of detected cases, and ~t see_m to 
me that since it is entirely uncertain, and as we never can predict what ~t will be. 
that it would be much more methodical to treat it the same as the unclaimed mer-
chandise is treated. If you could give the Secretary authority, to make such awar~l5 
to informers and seizers as he deems proper, not exceeding 50 per cent, or. $5,000 m 
any one case, that it would simplify the matter of treating each case by ~tself. I 
could be done by taking the money, depositing it in the Treasury, and making a.defi-
ciency appropriation. 
The CHAIRMAN. This committee has not power to effect legislation. 'l'ell us wha 
you need this year. . 
Mr. COMSTOCK. The main portion of this has been from the discovery of mu17rrlm~ 
in opium and tobacco. In one tobacco case the Government received $ 0,_000. ThE' 
opium smug-gling is tremendous and is becoming more prevalent. There 1s a ~a 
field for it m the Northwest. We can not do anything with it except ~y p~ymrr a 
man as an informer. He gets into the secret and comes and tells us what 1s gomg on. 
Mr. SAYERS. How much has been expendedf 
Mr. COMSTOCIL All of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. I<'rom seizures the Government has made how much f 
Mr. COMSTOCK. At least three times as much. It is not an expense to the Govern-
ment, but a profit. . 
The CHAIRMAN. Under the law the whole amount realized to tht, Government ts 
covered into the Treasury, nind then it requires an act of Congress to appropria 
~o_ney t~ auth?1ize the Secretary to pay for the services of tho e through who 
rnformation seizures are made; and the actual amoUllt you need is $20,000 
Mr. COMSTOCK. It is. 
TREASURY DEPARTME IT, 
December 1S, 189 . 
m: In reply to your request of yesterday, I in.close berewith a stat ment p r-
tainino- to the expens of collecting the revenue from customs for the current fi c 
ar. 
R spe tfnlly, yours, 
Hon . "\Y. . P. Bn~ Kr.~nmGE 
'lwirman ubcommiltee on D eficienci a 
0111mill e 011 Appropriations, Houfe of R preaentativu. 
C. s. HAMLIN 
Aasi8tant ecretary. 
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Expenses of collecting reven1ie from customs. 
Permit- Deft-Receipts 
nent appro- from fines, pen- ciency appro- Total. Expenditures. 
priation. alties, etc. priation. 
Fiscal year-
1889 ...•.•••.••••... $5, 500, 000. 00 $1, 120, 075. 99 $450, 000. 00 $7, 070, 075. 99 $6, 857, 052. 33 
1890 ...••••..•••.... 5, 500, 000. 00 1, 214, 776. 70 435,000.00 7, 140, 776. 70 6,844,507.47 
1891 ····••·••••••·•· 5, 500, 000. 00 879,102.08 500, 000.00 6,879, ]02. 98 6, 846, 066. 63 1892 .•.•..••.•••.••. 5, 500 000. 00 816,146.09 450,000.00 6, 766, 146. 09 6, 609, 525. 24 
1893 ..••••••.•••.... 5, 500, 000. 00 760,798.98 500,000.00 6, 760, 798. 98 6, 759, 191. 63 
Total expenditures.to De.cember 1, 1893, five months.... ....................... .. .......... $2,877,000 
Less expenditures, Chicago Exposition, five months ..... : ................................ 167, 000 
Ordinary expenditures fox five months ..... ... . . -• ....•• .•.• .•.• .•.•.•••.•...•••.•.•••.••• 
Orflinary expenditures for seven months, estima,ted ..............•.•.•••.•.......•.•••.••• 
Additional, Exposition at Chicago, seven montlls, to close .......•.•.•.•.•..........•..•.. 
Total estimated expenditures, 1894 •••••• , •••••••••.•.....•.•.•••.•••.•.•.••••••••... 
Appropriation...................................... ............. ............. $5, 500,000 
Miscellaneous receipts, estimated....... .................. .................... 575, 000 






DECEMBER 12, 1893. 
FUEL, LIGHTS, AND WATER FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS. 
Statement of W. H, HILLS, Assistant Superintendent Treasury Building, 
The CHAIRMAN. What is your position f 
Mr. HILLS. I am assistant superintendent of the Treasury building. 
The CHAIRl';;I,\.N. You had an appropriation this ye11r of $800,000f 
Mr. RILLS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Hpw much of that have you still on hanq. f 
Mr. HILLS. ·wen, we have not any, you might say. We have entered into con-
tracts-conditional contracts-which exceed the ::i,ppropriation by $20,000 up to the 
present time. In other wordl:l, if we 1:1et aside tp.clay the a.mount ip.volved in the 
contract for lighting buildings by gas and electricity it will exceed the appropria-
tion of $800,000 by $20,000, but these contracts were made conditionally. In other 
words, the Department in each iJ1~tance has reserved the right to revoke, because 
we saw when we starterl. in the b.eginning of the year to make contracts that the 
appropriatipn was not sufficient, and so we reserved thn,t right to keep within the 
law. 
The CHAIRMAN. Did you make that reserv~tion so as to be able to light and heat 
during the months l:!,fter yo"Q. revoke 1 
Mr. HILLS. No; we did that with this in view: If Congress failed to appropriate 
the deficiency at the present time we would notify these gu.s companies and electric 
light companies that we were without funds and that any expenditure subsequent 
to that period would be at their risk. 
J:'he CHAIRMAN. Then you 1;1,Jlotted the $800,000 in such a way, that inst{)a,d .of its 
covering the whole year as required by Congress in spirit if not in its letter, as to 
light for a certain number of months and then for the building to be left in darkness 
for the remainder of the yead 
Mr. HILLS. Well, you might take that view of it. Of course it is a matter that 
t?-e Departn:ien~ ca,n_ not control. _V( e do everythin¥ to_light it ai, economical as pos-
sible. We mv1te bids by advert1smg both electric light and gas by competition, 
and make more advantageous contracts as a rule than private partiee and companies 
do, a,nd we spread the appropriation out as far ll,S we can. 
The CHAIRMAN. The contracts are made br bidsT 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. To the lowest bidded 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; to the lowe1:1t responsible bidder. 
The CHAIRMAN. How do you decide as to the responsibility of the bid if you 
reject the lowest bid and accept the bid that is highed 
. Mr. HILLS. We are dependent upon the judgment of the custodians of the build• 
mgs. 
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Mr. LIVING~TON. Why are not 3:'0U dependent upon the bondofthatpartyin.,rt 
of--
Mr. HILLS. They do not execute a bond. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. How do you know a man is the bestf 
Mr. HILLS. I say we arrived at it by the statements of the custodians of th 
buildings, who are supposed to be representative men and well informed as to th 
standing of these men in the community. 
Mr. · LIVINGSTON. How can that custodian know anything about itif .A., B, or Cin 
my town makes a bid f 
Mr. HILLS. If he lives in your town he ought to know, being a man of ordinary 
intelligence. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You assume all of these custodians are honest men! 
Mr. HILLS. We have to assnme that they are, they having been appointed pot-
masters, collectors of internal reven'!1-e, and surveyors of customs. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON . .A.nd you take no bond f 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. You say $820,000 has been covered by contractsf 
Mr. HILLS. Conditional coutracts. 
Mr. SAYERS. Eight hundred and twenty thousand dollars would be enough t-0 
furnish fuel, light, and water for all the public buildings f 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. Why do you wish the $30,000 in addition! 
Mr. HILLS. That $30,000 is for new buildings. 
Mr. SAYERS. We want to know when these new buildings will be ready for occn• 
pancyf . . 
Mr. HILLS. I have a statement here which covers the whole subJect. Then, agam, 
we have electric light plants in six building-s for which we have to make provision. 
We have to buy all the lamps, oil, and everything of that sort. 
Mr. SAYERS. I want to see what you want with this $30,000; you say you have to 
furnish electricity for a certain number of buildings¥ 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir . 
• Mr. SAYERS. Is not that embraced in these contracts of $820,000f 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir; not the purchase of lamps. 
Mr. SAYERS. Have not these lamps been purchased already! . 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir; they are only purchased from time to time, as need reqrures 
them. 
Mr. SAYERS. How many buildings do you purchase lamps fort 
Mr. HILLS. We have six buildings in which we own plants. 
Mr. SAYERS. How many lamps in each buildingf 
Mr. HILLS. It will take $3,000 worth of lamps. 
Mr. SAYERS. Every year! . 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. SAYERS. You spend $3,000 for lamps every year on the same buildings! 
Mr. HILLS . .A.bout $3,000. For instance, if you take the Baltim'lre court-house 
and post-office we have no plant in that building, we merely buy the current and 
under the terms of the contract we have to supply the lamps. 
Mr. SAYERS. How long do these lamps run! 
Mr. HILLS. They are snpposed to last 600 burnfog hours. That is supposed to be 
the average life of the lamp. 
Mr. SAYERS. So you have to replenish these buildings with new lamps every 600 
hoursf 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. . . 
Mr. SAYERS . .And no contract in the $820,000 has yet been made for furmshing 
these lamps f 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir. I will explain to you why . If you remember it was claimed 
~y the Edison Company that the incandescent lamp, this little bulb lamp, was 
mvented by Mr. Edison, and all people who were in competition with the D?anufac-
ture of those lamps :vere infringing upon the pateut. That was carried rnto_ the 
courts ~1!-d was carried along for years, and about a year since the court_ n_s~a11;1ed 
the po 1t~on taken by the Edison Company that the other people were mfrmgmg 
U:POn theu patents, which you know is this little piece of carbon in the incancle c~nt 
light_. ~t has been appealed from ti.me to time, and I think now there are_sm~ 
pending m the courts, and that is the reason the Department did not feel JUSti· 
fied--
Mr. AYERS. How many buildings do you furnish with these lights! 
Mr. ILLS. Well, :fifteen or ixteen buildings. 
Mr. AYERS. And a?h building cost about $3,C00 a yearf 
Mr. HILL . h, no, u; we u e about $3,000 for all the buildings. 
r . YER . That i a yeart 
Mr. Hn.La. Yes, sir. 
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Mr. CANNON. That is for the lamps onlyf 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. That is $3,000 out of the $20,000; now, how do you use the other 
$17,000f 
Mr. HILLS. There is a list of the buildings [handing same]. . 
Mr. SAYERS. I Ull(lerstand you to say $3,000 will be sufficient to furnish lamps for 
these buildings in which you use electric lights f 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; the lamps. 
Mr. SAYERS. Is this the last listt 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. When will the Ashland, Wis., building be delivered to you f 
Mr. HILLS. In February. 
The CHAIRMAN. When will the Atchison, Kans., building be delivered to you f 
Mr. HILLS. It ought to be ready pretty soou; about the 1st of January. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now the Beatrice, Nebr., building! 
Mr. HILLS. That is not occupied. 
Mr. SAYERS. The next is Ba,y City, Mich. t 
Mr. HILLS. That is not occupied, but the janitor force has been appointed and they 
are merely waiting to arrange furniture, etc. 
Mr. SAYERS. The Canton, Ohio f 
Mr. HILLS. About the 1st of :February. 
Mr. SAYERS. Chicago, Ill. f 
Mr. HILLS. The extension is now being occupied. 
Mr. SAYERS. Dallas, Tex. t 
Mr. HILLS. That is being occupied; they are arranging furniture now. 
Mr. SAYERS. Lansing, Mich. f 
Mr. HILLS. The furniture is provided for that building and will be ready about 
the middle of February. 
Mr. SAYERS. This is only an extension of the bu.ilding at Dallas, Tex. t 
Mr. HILLS. The building has been doubled in she; there was $150, 000 appropri--
ated to extend that building. 
Mr. SAYERS. The next is at La Fayette, Indiana. 
Mr. HILLS. That building is being occupied and the furniture has been there 
three or four months . 
Mr. SAYERS. Reidsville, North Carolina. 
Mr. HILLS. We will put the furniture in the 1st of February. 
Mr. SAYERS. What will the lighting of that building cost, · 
Mr. HILLS. I am not able to state that. I wrote yesterday to ascertain whether 
they bad gas works there or not. This is a little bit of a town. 
Mr. SAYERS. And it is a very small buildingt 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir; it is a fairly good size building. 
Mr. SAYERS. The next is Sacramento, California. 
Mr. HILL.S. We are making arrangements to put the furniture in now. 
Mr. SAYERS. Scranton, Pennsylvania. 
Mr. HILLS. That'will be ready for occupancy the 15th of January. You see these 
buildings are all coming on together. 
Mr. SAYERS. How about Brooklyn, New Yorkf 
Mr. HILLS. That is completed. That is owing to the fact that the courts did not 
move into the building until last spring. 
Mr. SAYERS. Arc the courts in :there nowf 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; the building is completed now and fully equipped. 
Mr. SAYERS. So these buildings for which you ask $9,000 are equipped and occu-
pied f 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. SAYERS. And those buildings for which you ask $11,000 are not yet occupied f 
Mr. BILLS. No, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. What did you expend last yead 
Mr. HILLS. $827,000. 
Mr. CANNON . .And this, now, is for the same service with these additional build-
ings of which you speakt 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. Will this be sufficient to run you through t 
Mr. HILLS. Well, sir, that is a question I have considered. We will have to exer-
cise the utmost economy. 
Mr. SAYERS. 'fha~ is what you oug-ht to do; do not yon believe that is yonr duty t 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; we do that right along, but I mean we will have to cut off 
things and have to make things go which probably ought to be replaced. 
Mr. CANNON. Yet it is true, in view of the existing condition and depression of 
things for some months past--
Mr. HILLs. That is precisely the view the Department had in preparing the esti-
mate. 
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Mr_. Lrv:rn~STON. Do I understand yo_u t? say these contrncts for lightin()' tb 
public bmldmgs are made by the custodian m each locality f 0 
Mr. HILLS. They are made through him by the Department. 
MR. LIVINGSTON. I understand you to say that he is not under bond for the fa1tl;. 
ful performance of that duty to the Government f 
Mr. HILLS. As custodian; no, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I want to ask you this question, have you had any suspicion i 
. some localities these custodians have let these contracts to irresponsible partie au 
paid too much for them f 
Mr. HILLS. W,.e may have had suspicions. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Then would you suggest to the committee any additional lc,,.i. 
lation, say of putting these custodirtns under bond f 
Mr. HILLS. You see, they serve without compensation. They do not get any rom-
pensation. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you mean to say that men serve the Government of thP 
United States for nothingf 
Mr. HILLS. I mean to say that postmasters, collectors of' internn,l revenue, and 
surveyors of customs are acting as custodians without any arlditio11al compensation. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Who is the custodian of the public lrnilding at Atlanta~ 
Mr. HILLS. There has been a change there within the last three or fonr weeks. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I know there has, but , who was custodian for the four year 
priorf · 
Mr. HILLS. A colored man, I think, by the name of Wimbush. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you know anything about the contracts he madedown theret 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Did you ever look over the contracts f 
Mr. HILLS. I have looked over the contracts that have come to the Department. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you say to me that that man Wimbush is such a man 
ought to disbnrse this money without a bond f 
Mr. HILLS. Well, I am not prepared to pass an opinion upon that. He wa 
appointed a clerk of the United States. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I am noi blamino· you, but I want to know if' the Government 
would not be protected, to some ext;nt at least, if these men who represent you all;d 
disburse this fund in this way were under bond. forthe faithfulperforman ceofthm.r 
duty? 
Mr. HILLS. Then the question arises whether you could hold them under bond when 
they are not receiving compensation. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. That man gets a compensation in my town. 
Mr. HILLS. Not as custodian. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Where does he get itf 
Mr. HILLS. As surveyor of customs. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. He performs both dutiesf 
Mr. HILLS. But he is bon<led as surveyor of customs. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. But h e performs double duty? 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; he does. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. It is understood the salary covers both dutiesT . 
Mr. HILLS. I beg your panlon. He is designated to act as custodian long after 
he assumes the duties of surveyor, and he is bonded as surveyor. . 
The CHAIRMAN. It is true, is it not, that no person is appointed custodian of _a. 
public building except an officer under bond for the pcrforma.nce of the duties of hi 
office. He is either a postmaster or collector of internal rev13nue or a sur,eyor of 
customs when he is assigned to that duty by the Secretary of the Treasury f 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIR~AN. He is appointed by the President and the Secretary of the Trea. · 
nry selects him as the custodian of the building, always selecting an officer _who 1 
bonded and selecting an officer whose office is in the building of which he 1 to be 
custodian Y 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; he selects an officer subject to the order of the Secretar of 
the Treasury if h e can. 
The CHAIR _u~. The rule is always to select a,n offi cer subject to the Trea ury 
Department, 1f there be uch an officer; if not, a postnrn tcr, etc. 
Mr. LIVI 'G TO ' . That was not the case at Atlanta, for four years. 
Mr. HILLS. ,vimbush was surveyor of customs. 
Mr. LIVING TO.:'. Wa he under bond~ 
Mr. HILLS. As surv yor. 
Mr. LIVING TO ·. And the qu stion is, that bond doe not cover any lacbe in the 
othert 
Mr. HILL . o, ir . 
. r . L1v1.· · T x. Th n yon e it i mi. I aclino-. He an teal an money he has a 
md to, en todiau, an<l t the ' ov rnm •ut can not ue on the bond. 
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Mr. CANNON. Let me ask you if you are sufficiently familiar with the prices paid 
for lights and supplies under recommendations of custodians to know whether sub-
stantially the prices are reasonable compared with prices throughout the countryf 
Mr. HILLS. Yes, sir; We have a book that is published in New York city, I think, 
which gives the cost of gas and electric lights in every town and city in the United 
States, and the name of the company and officers. We consult that book whenever 
we make a contract. We not only consult that book in that respect but we take 
the different trade journals, coal-trade journals, • and consult these in making our 
contracts for coal as far as we can in the department so as to protect the interests of 
the department. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. One other question: We bad a deficiency bill recently and it is 
hung upon a hook between the House and the Senate now; are not some of those items 
from your department included here T 
Mr. HILLS. No, sir. 
Deficiency estimates appropriation, "fuel, lights, and wate1·, for public buildings, 1893." 
Amount required for old buildings ..... .. ·.· ........................... $830,000.00 
Additional amount required to supply wholly buildings occupied only 
in part during fiscal year 1893: Brooklyn, N. Y.; Birmingham, Ala.; 
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Eastport, Me.; Denver, Colo.; Hoboken, N. J.; 
Louisville, Ky.; Los Angeles, Cal.; New Bedford, Mass.; Ports·moufli, 
Ohio; Port Townsend, Wash........................................ 9,000. Ou 
Amount required to supply buildings occupied only in part during fiscal 
year 1894: Ashland, Wis.; Atchison, Kans.; Beatrice, Nebr.; Bay City, 
Mich.; Canton, Ohio; Chicago, Ill. ; extension, Dallas, Tex.; extension, 
Lansing, Mich.; Lafayette, Ind.; Reidsville, N. C.; Sacramento, Cal.; 
Scranton, Pa.... . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 000. 00 
Total........................................................... 850,000.00 
DECEMBER 12, 1893. 
MARINE HOSPITAL SERVICE. 
Statement of Dr. WALTER WYMAN, Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service. 
Mr. SAYERS. I see you ask for an additional appropriation of $50,000; you re-
ceived, I believe, $50,000 for the present fiscal year!. 
Dr. WYMAN. Yes, sir. • 
Mr. SAYERS. How much of that is on hand! 
Dr. WYMAN. It is all exhausted f 
Mr. SAYERS. How is it that your expenditures are so much larger now in this 
direction than they have been previously, 
Dr. WYMAN. I do not think they are particularly larger than last year. About 
this time last year we had to ask for a cle:ficiency appropriation also, and it was 
g~anted. The same amount, $50,000, bad been granted in the general appropriation 
bill. 
Mr. SAYERS. But how much did you expend the year pn,,·ious to thaU 
Dr. WYMAN. The expenditures have been pretty much the same . 
. Mr. SAYERS. All the time, 
Dr. WYMAN. Yes, sir. They have reached nearly $100,000 for several years. 
Mr. SAYERS. How did you expend this; did you expeud it in the construction of 
buildingsi 
Dr. WYMAN. No, sir; this is known as the "Quarantine maintenance fund·'' bnt 
o~t of it, however, we repair vessels; we pay for ship cbandlering; we ra.y for the 
officers and crews of vessels, and we pay for the subsistence, and pay hospital 
att endants. We have frequently to buy necessary furniture and other thino-s which 
are necessary for the_ comfort of people in the quarant:ne out of this fund. 
0 
Mr. SAY1ms. I believe I have asked you to furnish us with a statement of the 
amount of stores on hand at these stations; can you furnish thaM 
Dr. WYMAN. I can furnish such a statement. ' 
Mr. SAYERS. Have you any idea of how many stores you havef 
Dr. WYMAN. Subsistence, you mean f 
~- SAYERS. Yes, subsistence stores; the stores you purchase with this appropri-
ation. 
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Dr. WYMAN .. So far as s~bsistence material is con~erned, it is expended as fa t a 
bought;. practically there 1s none on hand, althougn at the Delaware Breakwatn 
quarantme,. and a~so at Cape Ch~,rles q~arantine, there is a quantity of subsistence 
on hand, with a view to the possible arrival at any time of 1,000 immigrants. 
Mr. SAYERS. How much 1 
Dr. WYMAN. We provided there, I should say, for two or three weeks' supply for 
1,000 people; I should _say a con_ple of we~h:s, not more than that. We have pur-
chased such stuff as will keep without spo1lmg. 
Mr. SAYERS. Have you any surplus stores at any of the other stations! 
Dr. WYMAN. At no other place; no. 
The CHAIRMAN. How many stations have you T 
Dr. WYMAN. We have eight. I gave Mr. Brookshire a map showing their location. 
Mr. SAYERS. You have got nothingonhand nowf 
Dr. WYMAN. No, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. What portion of this $50,000 which was appropriated have you 
unexpended f 
Dr. WYMAN. It is all exbauste.d. 
Mr. SAYERS. Have not you used a portion of the epidemic fund also Y 
Dr. WYMAN. Not for the maintenance· of these stations. We have used the 
epidemic fund for quarantine expenses that could not be paid out of the rnainte-
n:mce fund. If you will note the two last appropriations this is for the orJiuary 
maintenance of these stations. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you keep these people employed all the while, or do you 
only employ them as the emergency arises f 
Dr. WYMAN. We keep most of the stations open the year round, but we reduce the 
force in the winter time as much as we can, consistent with safety. Of course the 
greatest danger is in the summer and fall, but in winter time, as far as we can, we 
bring the number of attendants down to the smallest possible number. 
Mr. SAYERS. How much reduction have you made in the month of Decembed 
Dr. WYMAN. I could not answer that in dollars, Lut we have--
Mr. SAYERS. How many people have you discharged in the month of Decemberi 
Dr. WYM.I\.N. I could not answer that offhand, but we have laid up two or three 
boats. 
Mr. SAYERS. You still emplol the people connected with those bo:1tsf 
Dr. WYMAN . . No, sir; we discharge them, but we ha,ve to keep a watchman, gen-
erally the engineer, in order to look after the machinery properly. 
Mr. SAYERS. How many months do you keep those Loats laid up f 
Dr. WYMAN. From about the 1st of December until about the 1st of May. 
Mr. SAYERS. Four months f 
Dr. WYMAN. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. SAYERS. Well. that ought to reduce your expenditures somewhat! 
Dr. WYMAN. Somewhat. 
Mr. SAYEHS. How much f 
Dr. WYMAN. I can not tell you offhand. 
Mr. LIVINGSTO~. How much of this money will you need between now and the 
1st day of July next f 
Dr. WYMAN. Of this $50,000 we will nee<l it all, sir. These stations are large 
estal>lishments; I wish you could S(•e them. . 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. The fact of our ignorance is the reason why we have to ask the e 
~~~M. . 
Dr. WYMAN. I would be very much pleased if you could see them. I wonl<l like 
to have you gentlemen go down on a revenue cutter and see the Delaware Break-
water Station. 
Mr. SAYERS . I wjsh you would send this committee the names of the people who 
have been discharged aud their salaries during the month of Decembed 
Dr. WYMAN. Yes, sir. 
DECEJ'!IBER 11, 1 93. 
PRINTING AND BINDING. 
Statements of Hon. F. W. PALMER, Public Printer, and Mr. W. H. COLLINS, 
Chief Clerk. 
The CHAIR r our item is: 
. r publil' ~ ri11_ti11_"' and bin ling anrl for paper for the public printintr inclnd-
11.1"' lw c·o · t print_rng. h d hat_ s and pr _c eding of Congre; in the 'ongr - -
1 na.l ecorcl, and for lithogra1 Lrng, ma.1 pwg, ancl engraving for botL Hou e 
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of Congress, including the salaries and compensation of all necessary clerks and 
employes, for labor (by the day, piece, or contract), and for all the necessary mate-
rials which may be needed in the prosecution of the work, $200,000." 
When will your a,ppropriation already given to you be expendedf , 
Mr. PALMER. We ought to have it within the next ten days at the furthest. You 
know this is for the first six months, we are limited as to the amount we can expend 
in six months. 
The CHA.IRMAN. The amount given to you in the last appropriation to be expended 
in the first six months, was how much f 
Mr. PALMER. It will be one-half of the whole amount • . 
Mr. COLLINS. It is $1,113,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. How did that happenf 
Mr. COLLINS. The $2,497,000 appropriation includes $180,000 for annual leaves of 
absence and the limitation does not apply to that appropriation. We are limited to 
one-half the ilifference between the $2,497,000 and $180,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. The a.mount actually appropriated for the running expenses of 
your office was only $2,317,000, $180,000 being for the additional expenses of leaves 
of absence f · 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. And one-half of that, under the law, is limited to the first six 
months, an<l it will take $200,000 to supply that deficiencyf 
Mr. CoLLINS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And that is absolutely necessary! 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. And you need that within the next ten days f 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. What do you need it fod 
Mr. COLLINS. For labor and material on tlie public printing and binding. 
The CHAIRM.A..t~. Why is there a deficiencyf 
Mr. COLLINS. The estimate for the fiscal year 1894- was $3,031,000, while the appro-
priation was nearly $600,000 less than the estimate. That is the reason; Congress 
appropriated so much less than the Public Printer asked for in his estimate. 
The CH.AIRMAN. That does not answer the question, because the Public Printer 
asks for what he needs and Congress gives him what it is w_illing for him to spend; 
therefore why did he expend more than CongreRs told him to expend f 
Mr. COLLINS. Because Congress has given the Public Printer work to do; three 
months' extra session of Congress-the first session of the Fifty-third Congress-
compelled us to put on the whole force on the Congressional Record. 
The CHAIRMAN. That is just what I want to get at. 
Mr. COLI,INS. And the Lound volumes of the Congressional Record for those three 
months will exceed very largely the bound volumes for a short session of any Con-
gress. 
The CHA.IBM.AN. Then how mnch of this deficiency of $200,000 has been caused by 
the extraordinary event of a called session of Congress f 
Mr. COLLINS. I should say at least one-half of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. You think that the additional expense for the public printing of 
this called session of Congress was $100,000f 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. And only $100,000; do you _think that will cover Hf 
Mr. COLLINS. I think $100,000 will cover it. 
The CuAIRMAN. That was not estimated for nor appropriated forf 
Mr. COLLINS. No, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, what is the other $100,000 deficiency! 
Mr. COLLINS. That is simply because Congress did not ap,propriate a sufficient 
sum of money to do the work that is ordinarily required of the office. If we had 
undertaken to keep within one-half of the appropriation we should have certainly 
have been compelled to suspend work on some of the annual reports of the heads 
of the Departments. · 
The CH.AIRMAN. In other words, the work, which by law you have been compelled 
to do, has necessitated the expenditure of the money which you have expended up 
to the present time f 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. 
The CH.AIRMAN. The Public Printer, of course, has no expenditure except that 
authorized by lawf · 
Mr. COLLINS. None. 
The CHAIRMAN. Are your salaries fixed by law? 
Mr. COLLI~s. _The sala!ies. of the Public Printer, chief clerk, four clerks, and 
foremen of prmtmg and bmdrng are fixed by law. Then the ln,w further provides 
that an am?unt not gre:i,ter than 40 cents per bonr or 50 ceuts per thousand ems 
shall be paid to compositors and 40 cents per hour to pressmen and bookbinders for 
day work. 
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Mr. PALMER. And twenty cents additional for work done at night. 
Mr. COLLINS. The eight-hour law prohibits the Public Printer from employinaa 
compositor or any employe longer than eight-hours. 0 
Mr. PALMER. That is, each twenty-four hours. 
The CHAIRMAN. And you can no~ employ them even if they desire iU 
Mr. COLLINS. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. If he wants to work more than eight hours heis only I>ermitted 
to work eight hours f . 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. The conseqµence is that the Public Printer has been com-
pelled to employ a much larger exclusively night force, and that night force, under the 
law, receives 20 per cent in addition to the rates paid for day labor. You will remem-
ber for several years past that the night bill force and Congressional Record force 
came before this committee and you appropriated to pay 20 per cent additional to 
those men, and now, under the law, that is paid to everybody who works between 
the hours of 5 o'clock in the afternoon and 8 o'clock the next morning. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the only question I desfre to ask really is, tbe deficiency 
which you find has been caused by' these two causes, first the extra session of Con-
gress to the amount of $100,000, and the other that the amouut of work ordered by 
Congre.ss or authorized by the laws of Congress, could not have been executed fora 
less sum under the law than that which you have expended, and that makes the 
deficiency of the other $100,000. 
Mr. CoLLINS. Yes, sir. · 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You are not up with your work at the present rate with the 
number of employes you have got; you are not up with your work even now f 
Mr. COLLINS. As far as typesetting and presswork is concerned we are well up, 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. The reason I ask the question is, that I saw somewhere in_apub-
lication that you have books and volumes which have been lying in manuscript for 
five years not published. 
Mr. COLLINS. No, sir; we ara w~ll up in typesetting and presswork, but we are 
not well up in binding, for want of room, and I do not thiuk the offic6 will ever be 
able to catch up until there is more room provided for that office. In other words, 
the bindery is too small to accommodate the remainder of the office. 
DECEMBER 12, 1893, 
PRINTING AND BINDING. 
Further statement of W. H. COLLINS, Chief Clerk, Government Printing 
Office. 
The CHAIRMAN. The question I want to ask you this morning is about the appro-
priation of $10,000 to enable the Public Printer to continue operntions under tlie 
joint resolution approved :February 6, 1883, for the removal and storage of certain 
property of the Government mentioned therein. . 
Mr. COLLINS. The joint resolution approved February 6, 1883, directed the Public 
Printer to relieve the present Government Printing Office building of its over-
crowded condition, remove the extraordinary weight of documents, etc., from tbe 
up_per floors, and since then we have been r enting warehouses outside, and aft~r 
th1_s ~ord'.s theater disas~er last June it was thought proper to further relieve the 
bmldmg m order to qmct any apprehension there might be on the part of the 
employ es of too much weight being on the upper flooni in that building, and we were 
compelled to rent additional warehouses. vVe are now rentiug the Washington an<l 
Georgetown car shed at the corner of l! irst and B streets, SW., at a rental of 200 
per mo~th. We ask for an appropriation to carry out the provisions of this joint 
resolution. 
Mr. AYERS. You s3:y you are paying $200 a month rent for the car shedf 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, rr. 
Mr. , AYER . I under tand thi large building there is renting at $100 a monthf 
fr. 'OLLI . The wl1ole of that building- wa offered to the Public Printer at a 
rental of $300 per month, including not only the car shed but the stable· but we had 
no use for th table and they declined to rent the car ;hed for less than that. I 
under tand th Hou e of R pre ntatives is paying $100 for the stable which ha 
much le floor space tLan th shed. ' 
Ir. AY~:1:t'.. o that in. t ad of the ov rnm nt paying $100 amonthforthewhole 
of hat ~mild111g a we uppo cl from what wa aid on the floor of the House, we 
ar paying, ·3 a month 
Jr. OLLIN • lior tbe entire property; yes, sir. 
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Mr. SAYERS. How much appropriation did you get for this purpose forthe present 
year. , 
Mr. COLLINS. The appropriation bas not been made by fiscal ye:irs. They a.re 
made from time to time as are found necessary to make them. 
Mr. SAYERS. You had no appropriation then for this fiscal year¥ 
Mr. COLLINS. There was an appropriation of $5,000 made during thelastscssion of 
Congress. 
Mr. SAYERS. Has that all been expended f 
Mr. COLLINS. No, sir; we have something over $2,000 of that _left now, and our 
present expenditures under that appronriation are $760 a month. 
Mr. SAYERS. How comes that, if you pay $200 a month for the shed f 
Mr. PALMER. That is only a recent contract entered into for the car shed. 
Mr. SAYERS. How long has that been entered into Y 
Mr. COLLINS. July or August. 
Mr. SAYERS. Why do you require $500 more¥ 
Mr. COLLINS. This is only one of a number of warehouses we are renting outside 
for storage purposes . 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the entire number of warehouses, and where are they 
located, and what are you paying for each Y 
Mr. COLLINS. The total rent of these warehouses is $760 a month. We pay $3,000 
a year for the McDowell mill, on the corner of Massachusetts avenue and North 
Capitol street, and $1,800 for a warehouse on E street, between North Capitol and 
First, and $40 a month for a warehouse on C street, near New Jersey avenue, and 
$200 a month for the car shed. . 
Mr. SAYERS. When you go to your office just write us a statement in regard to 
thesef 
Mr. COLLINS. Do you w:mt to know where these warehouses are located and what 
we pay for each one¥ 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, and give us some sort of a general statement of what is 
stored in them f 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. How long will this $10,000 carry you f 
Mr. COLLINS. A little over a year. This is appropriated for a specific object. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. It could not be used for anything else f 
Mr. COLLINS. No, sir; we do not use it for anything else. 
The CHAIRMAN. Your present, ba lance is $2,000 f 
Mr. COLLINS. A little over that; about $2,500. 
The CHAIRMAN. That will carry you about three months f 
Mr. COLLINS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. If we iive $5,000, that, will last for this fiscal year! 
Mr. COLLINS. For tne remainder of the fiscal year; yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. How much will you require to last you until the end of the fiscal 
year¥ 
Mr. COLI.INS. $3,000 would last us until the end of the :fi.sQal year. 
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC PRINTER 
Wasllington, D. C., Decetnber .12, 1893. 
SIR: In compliance with your request I give below a statement showing the 
warehouses rented by this office for storage purposes, with the annual rental ofeach: 
McDowell mill, corner of Massachusetts avenue anrl North Cl'Lpitol street ._._ 
McDowell warehouse, No. 10 E strret NE. ...... _ .... _ .. _______ ... ____ . ____ _ 
Washington and Georgetown car she<l., corner of l<'irst and B streets SW ... . 
Warehouse, No. 24 D street NW ........................................... . 






6hese rents aggregate annually ...••••••••••.•••.......... _ .. ~ _ •••• _... • • • • 9, 120 r, monthly........... ..................................... .. ............. 760 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. w. P. C. BRECKINRIDGE, 
Chafrman Subcommittee on AppropriationB 
House of Representatives, Washi~gton, D. O. 
F. w. PALMRR, 
Public Printer. 
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OFFICE OF THE P UBLIC PRINTER 
. Washington, D. C. , December 13, 1893. 
~IR: In my 1.e~ter to you, yesterday, re~·arding the rental of certain warehouse by 
th1s office, I fa1leil to state that the said warehouses are used for the storage of 
documents which have been printed and are awaiting bin<l.ing. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. w. P . c. BRECKINRIDGE, 
Chairman Subco1nmittee on Appropriations, 
Houu of Representatives, Washington, D. O. 
DEPARTMEN'r OF JUSTICE. 
F. w. P ALMER, 
Public Printer. 
DECEMBER 12, 1893. 
Statement of HENRY HODGES, clerk, Department of Justice. 
The CHAIRMAN. What is the technical title .of your office! 
Mr. HODGES. I am a clerk in the Department of Justice. 
The CHAIRMAN. Disbursing clerk! 
Mr. HODGES. No, sir: I am sometimes called the law clerk. 
The CHAIRMAN. The 'Department of Justice has asked for various items of appro-
priations. The .first is: 
" .For official transportation, including pnrchase, keeping and shoeing of animals, 
and purchase and r epairs of wagons and harness, $1, 000." 
The appropriation for 1894 was $500. How much of that have you Axpendedf 
Mr. HODGES. All of it. 
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell the committee why the Department of Justice, 
which is a law-abiding department, expended the whole $500 in five months when 
Congress determined it should be scattered over the twelve months ! . . . 
Mr. HODGES. I believe the committee understands that. The appropnat10n 1s 
made almost invariably for six months, expecting to make another appropriation 
for this succeeding six months. That has been the practice of our Department for 
many years, that each calendar year had two distinct appropriations. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Is it stated in the appropriation as being semi-annual Y 
Mr. HODGES. No, sir. We made an estimate for the next year for the whole year 
almost for the first time. Our estimate for 1895 is to cover the whole twelve months 
on the basis of the Attorney-General, who examined the matter closely. 
The CHAIRMAN. What are these items fod 
Mr. HODGES. They are principally for the care, shoeing of horses, driver, care of 
horses, r epair of wagons; and old wagons cost more to repair than they are worth 
time and again. We have got along that way as well as we coulu. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Can not you give us the items of expenditures f 
Mr. HODGES. I ditl not bring them up, but I can send them up with pleasure. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. We would like to see them. 
Mr. HODGES. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you absolutely need $1,000f . 
:Mr. HODGES. If you will get the executive document it shows the letter w~ich waa 
sent by the Department of Justice. I have it here before me and that explarns the e 
items. 
Mr. LIVING TON. How many horses have you f 
Mr. HODGES. I believe we have got two. 
Mr. LIVI G TON. And you say to the committee that the cost of two hor e and 
wagons will be $1,500 a yearY 
Mr. H DGE . I t hink so from what the Attorney-General says and what the Attor-
ney- n ral wants. 
Mr. LIVI G TOT. How much is that a month 
Ir. H DGE . ne hundred and twenty-five dollars a month. 
,Ir, LI ING TO . Th_at is $62.50 apiece. Can not you carry them to a livery stable 
and make ab t er bu llle s than you are doing nowf 
Ir. H DGE . I do not have anything to do with that, but I believe the mar hal 
o~c h r in town_pa. '25 a month for board of a hor e. Then you have to have a 
dr1v r :£ r th arriage. Then a hor e gets si k, ca t a sh oe, and need new hoe 
aud a wao- n br aks down, and all that sort of thing. 
Ir. LIVING T ,.T. I uud r tand all thu.t; I ha e been in that buainess all my life, 
nd th t is the reason I ask these qne tions. 
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Mr. HODGES. The Attorney-General is looking after the marshal's office to see if 
he can get it done for $20 a month. How it will come out I can not say. They cer-
tainly think they are exercising due discretion in incurring these expenses. It is no 
object to them to lavishly expeud money. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I understand that, but this is too much money for two horses. 
Mr. HODGES. That may be, but you know what prices are in Washington; you 
can hardly turn a.round for less than 50 cents. 
The CHAIRMAN. You absolutely need this amount of money Y 
Mr. HoDGES. That is what the Attorney-General s~tys in his letter, and it will 
save something to the Government. We have got a horse that treads on himself 
and falls down; he calks himself and injures himself for days, and we want to get 
rid of him. . 
Mr. CA8NON. "For official transporhtion, inclnding purchase, keepino-, and shoe-
ing of animals, and purchase and repairs of wagons and lH1,ruess, $1,000.'j' You have 
already had in the current year $500, and this makes $1,500 in all. Now, that is 
the horses, carriage, etc., for the Attorney-General's personal use f 
Mr. HODGES. Yes, sir; for transportation; not only his personal use, but all of the 
other officers; I do not mean the clerks, but the assistant attorney-generals. 
Mr. CANNON. You have but one carriagef 
Mr. HODGES. Only one, and that is a mighty poor one. You could not sell it on 
the streets for $50. 
Mr. CANNON. Do you anticipate you will get a new one out of this moneyf 
Mr. HODGES. Yes, sir; that is our object. The earring':\ they have used for the 
last five or six months has been at times daugerous for any man to ride in up and 
down Fifteenth street by the Treasury: It has been repairctl and repaired until the 
wood is rotten, and it has been banded and banded until there is as much iron in it 
as wood. 
Mr. CANNON. The expenses of the hostler and the party who cares for the carriage, 
including the driver, are not paid from this item Y 
Mr. HODGES. It is not. 
Mr. CANNON. I ask you. 
Mr. HODGES. I think it is. 
Mr. CANNON. Take the salary of the messenger who drives the wagon; he is not 
paid from this item Y 
Mr. COURTS. The law prohibits the use of any part of this sum for personal serv-
ices. 
Mr. CANNON. That was applied to all the Departmentsf 
Mr. CouRTS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. Yet, in fact, an the Department carriages and Bureau carriages are 
driven by Bureau employes. 
Mr. COURTS. I mean the general law prohibits the use of :the general fund for the 
employment of any person for any business. 
Mr. CA...·•rnoN. The expenses of the carriage drivers and parties to care for them, 
their salaries, are not paid from this item; th is is merely to cover the incidental 
expenses of keeping and shoeing and a,11 of that kind of thing connected with 
official transportation f · 
Mr. HODGES. I think you are right. 
Mr. CANNON. That was my impression and I merely wanted to verify it. 
1he C?IAIRMAN. The ne~t .item is: "For fees and expenses in suits against Benja-
mm Weil and La Abra Mmmg Company, $10, 000." Do you know anything more 
a.bout that than the explanation contained in the letter of the Attorney-General, 
House Ex. Doc. No. 24 Y 
Mr. ~0DGES. No, sir. I w~s here yesterday with the lawyer who is engaged in 
managrng that case, but he did not have a chance to come before the committee. 
He only came up to explain this through courtesy to the Department. He knows 
all about that and can answer every question you desire. 
The CHAIRMAN. Who is that gentleman f 
Mr. HODGES. Mr. Lines. 
Mr. SAYERS. How long bas this been urgen tY 
Mr. HODGES. It has been urgent since last February or last March· at least since 
January last. The letter explains this. ' 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Who :fixes his fees? 
. Mr. HODGES. The Attorney-General. Whenever he does any work and needs a 
littl~ money ?-e pres~nts. an a?count and the Attorney-General looks over and allows 
or d1sall.ow_s 1t, as. his discretion concludes. There are some expenses under that 
a~~ropnat1on which ate not y~t paid for-advertising in the Washington Post. 
I.he CHAIRMAN .. The next item is for "Expenses of litigation in case of the 
Umted States agamst Thomas and others in the interest of the Eastern band of 
Cherokee Indians, North Carolina, $5,000.'J Do you know anything about thaU 
H. Rep. 215-5 
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Mr. HODGES. Only from a great deal of correspondence that has been receired in 
the department and from the accounts that have been presented under it and th 
length of time that matter has been in the department. 
Mr. SAYERS. How long has this litigation been going onf 
Mr. HODGES. Well, governor, I believe :fifteen years. 
Mr. SAYERS. Is there any prospect of its coming to a terminationf 
Mr. HODGES. No; I can not say so. 
The CHAIRMAN. Can not you send to us when you go to the department a letter 
showing the amount that has beeu already expended, 
Mr. HODGES. An itemized statement; yes, sir. You want another itemized tat. 
ment also. 
The CHAIRMAN. Send.them separately, so we can have the two separate! 
Mr. HODGES. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. In regard to the next item; do all the assistant attorney-genera 
get $5,0oo, 
Mr. HODGES. Yes, sir. The regular assistants, unless some special appropriation 
for special work, such as Indian depredation claims when it first passed. 
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know anything about the other item for expenses of conrt 
of appeals for the District of Columbiaf 
Mr. HODGES. No, sir; I do not. I do not know how that came in. 
TUESDAY, December 12, 189~. 
WEIL AND L.A. .A.BR.A. MINING COMP.A.NY, 
Statement of Mr. R. V. LINES. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are the assistant attorney-general of the United States in 
charge of the litigation of the Government in the Weil and La Abra Mining Com-
pany matter. When were you employed, and by whom f 
Mr. LINES. I was first employed by Mr. Miller, late Attorney-General, to draw the 
bills. I have brought copies of them so that you can see their size. Subsequently, 
I was engaged by Mr. Olney, in July. . 
'l'he CHAIRMAN. Please state in your own way, as briefly as possible, t~e natnre 
of the suits, what is their present" condition, and also the necessity for this $10,000. 
\Ve had a letterfrom you, but would like to have your statement now. . 
Mr. LINES. I wrote the letter at the request of the Attorney-General, gomg 
over the history of the cases, which had their origin practically twenty-fiv~ or 
thirty years ago in the claims against Mexico before the United States and MeX1c~n 
Mixed Commission, in which awards were made. New evidence was afterwarclsdis-
covered supporting the contention of Mexico that the claims were fraudulent; ~nd 
that evidence was submitted to the United States, and sent to Congress. A beann 
was ~ad before the Secretary of State, under authority of the ac~ o~ 1878, and 
certain recommendations were made. There was a large amount of evidence con-
sidered by the Secretary. 
Mr. SAYERS. Does this grow out of the treaty of Guadeloupe-HidalgoY . 
Mr. LINES. It grew out of the claims convention of 1868. The amount mvolved 
in the two cases was something like $1,200,000. Secretary Evarts recommend~d that 
there should be no retrial of the cases as between the United States and Mexico. 
The CHAIRMAN. 1'he claims were allowed by the Commission, and afterw-ards 
ascertained to be fraudulent f 
Mr. LINES. Yes, sir. 
'£he CHAIRMAN. The Secretary of State recommended that there should be no 
new trial. 
Mr. LINES. Yes, sir; as between the United States and Mexico; but that there 
should be a _domestic investigation by the United States on the ground. of ho~or: 
that the Umted States should not allow the collection of fraudulent claims agamst 
M xi o. 
The CHAIRMAN. The claims have been collected. 
Ir .. LL:m •. I think the money is in the subtreasury in New York as a pecidl 
depo 1t. Qmte a larg amount was paid. Mr. Evarts awaited the authority ofCon-
pe a h~ thought th~t withot~t that authority he ought not to pay the _mon~'\"'-
rhe omm1tt on Foreign Relation of the Senate subsequently disao-reed with him. 
and I think he chan ed hil mind afterward a he was a member of the Senate when 
the Tepor~ was made. Th treaty wa negotiat d by Mr. Frelinghuysen with Me~co. 
~a subm1~ecl t the ena~ , and _wa rejected by one vote short of the con titn-
ti nal r <Jmr m nt. P nclrng_ on 1cl~ration of the treaty, which wa in the enat for 
fonr Y ar , a mandamus w ISsqed by the claimants against the Secretary of tat 
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to compel him to pay over the money; but the Supreme Court den~ed the writs, 
reversiug the decision of the supreme court of the District of Columbia. After the 
rejection of the treaty another suit was brought. . 
The titles of the two suits are Frelinghuysen against Key and Boynton agamst 
Blaine. Both were brought after the rejection of the treaty. In those cases the 
writ was also denied, so that the money was held in the hands of the administra-
tion without authority, as is claimed by the Senate committee, to pay it over to 
the claimants and. without authority to return it to Mexico. This procedure 
required some years, and then Mr. Morgan offered a resolution in the Senate, which 
was adopted, authorizing the Committee on Foreign Relations to make investiga-
tion of one of the cases, the other seeming to be too clear to need any investigation. 
A large amount of testimony was taken, and the report of the committee strongly 
denounced the claim as fraudulent. The purpose of the acts which were passed1 
directing the Attorney-General to institute suits in the name of the United States 
against the claimants in the two cases, was to determine whether or not the awarJ.s 
were procured by fraud and perjury. 
Mr. SAYERS. These claims were against the Mexican GovernmenU 
Mr. LINES. They were in their inception, but now they are against the United 
States. 
Mr. SAYERS. It was uelieved that these claims were frauflulent. The money had. 
been paid over by the Mexican Government to the United States to meet them. 
Now the money is held anJ. the Governmeut of the United States has instituted 
suit in order to test the validity of these claims against the Mexican Government, 
Mr. LINES. The Attorney-General has made allusion to the matter on pages 22 and 
23 of his annual report. 
The CHAIRMAN. There have been paid out $500,000, and $700,000 remain as a 
deposit in the subtreasury~ 
Mr. LINES. Yes, sir. That political question has practically been decided in the 
passage of the acts directing these suits. 
The CHAIRMAN. If the courts decide that the claims are fraudulent, or under the 
law they can not be retrieJ., the question is, what is the Government to do with this 
$700,000~ . 
Mr. LINES. I think that is practically determined by the act. The act requires 
that if the court finds the claims were fraudulent, they shall decree an injunction 
to bar and foreclose all claims against the United States, and at the same time to 
authorize the President to return the money to Mexico. 
The CHAIRMAN. The gist of this litigation is as to what shall be done, through 
the United States, with this money t 
Mr. LINRS. Yes sir. 
The CHAIRMAN, If the claims are fraudulent, it is to go to the Mexican Govern-
ment; and if not, it is to ·go to the claimantsf 
Mr. LINES. That is the provision of the a.ct. 
The CHAIRMAN. Ten thousaml dollars is the sum necessary to properly carry on 
this litigation f 
Mr. LINRS. I do not think it will be enough, though it may be. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. What part of the amonnt is for fees , 
Mr. LINES. I have no arrangement with the Attorney-General on that subject. 
My compensation will be determined by the Attorney-General. It is left to his dis-
cretion. The expense of procuring evidence will be very considerable, as stakd in 
my letter to the Attorney-General. Some witnesses are in the South, some in Mex-
ico, and other parts. There were a, great many witnesses before the Commission. I 
have set that all out in my letter. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. How much more money will this litigation requiref Will it 
require $100,000 more f 
~~- LINES. Dear me! ~o, . sir. S? tar as ~ am conc~rn.ed, I should be entire1y 
'Y1llrng to keep m_y fee w1th1:n t?,e limits of th1S approprrnt1on, after deducting· what 
expenses may be rncurred w1thm the year. I have had no talk with the Attorney-
General as to the amount of the fee, but I should be entirely content to take the 
same_pay a~ is provided by 
1
law for his assistants. My appointment is that of 
Special_ Assistant Attorney-General, and as the other Assista11t Attorney-General 
was paid so much I thought it was bettrr to leave that to the discretion of the 
Attorney-General, as we do not know what the expenses may be. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. We will settle that, so far as foes are concerned. 
Mr . LINES. I should be entirely willing to leave t,hat to the discretion of the com-
mittee. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON, Do you think the other $5,000 woul<l. cover the expenses of pro-
curing the testimony f 
·Mr. LINES. I shall endeavor to make it do. I am more familiar with the cases 
~han any bod~ els_e, and there are numerous counsel on the other side. I have given 
it more exammat1on than has anyone else. There is involved in the testimony many 
H.Rep. I-16 
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very interesting constitutional questions. Mr. Shellabarger has submitted an ar n-
ment covering 80 pages, and Mr. Kennedy has a 90-page argument in the ca e. 
Mr. CANNON. I see that one of the questions is as to the right of the President tc, 
sign this bill¥ 
Mr. LINES. Yes, sir. 
Mr. CANNON. The bill was passed by the House and Senate and the President 
signed it during the recess f 
Mr. LINES. The bill passed the Senate and was approved by the Vice-President 
on t~e 15th of December. It was sent to the President on the 20th and Congre 
adjourned on the 22d. More than ten days elapsed and, of course, that is a very 
important question and one which is raised for the :first time under the Constitu-
tion. 
Mr. CANNON. Congress adjourned and the President signed it afterward.s t 
Mr. LINES. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. When was it signed f 
Mr. LINES. It was signed on the 28th of December, 1892. I think the question is 
whether the President can sign the bill after the final adjournment of Congress. It 
was done in one instance, but the point was never raised. It happened in the case 
of the abandoned-property act, under which millions of dollars have been paid. 
DECEMBER 13, 1893. 
The subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, having under consi_dera-
tiou the urgent deficiency bill, this day met, Hon. Joseph D. Sayers in the chair, 
FISH COMMISSION BUILDING. 
Statement of EDWARD CLARK, Architect of the Capitol. 
Mr. SAYERS. You are Architect of the Capitol. 
Mr. CLARK. I am, sir. 
Mr. SAYERS. Have you examined the building which is now occupied by the 
United States Fish Commission f 
Mr. CLARK. Yes, sir; I have. I made the examinatio~ yesterday.. . . 
The CHAIRMAN. What is your estimate for the repair of t hat bmldmg to put it 
in a safe condition f 
Mr. CLARK. My estimate is $7,100. 
The CHAIRMAN. According to the figures you give here f 
Mr. CLARK. Yes, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Does that $7,100 cover the details or specifications necessary to 
be donef 
Mr. CLARK. Yes, sir; that is to put it in a secure condition. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. I understand that; but does that cover the details! In o~h~r 
words, you mention the work that must be done and how it must be done; this 1B 
not a lump or guess piece of business f 
Mr. CLARK. No, sir; this is all stated here in this statement I have. 
Estimated cost of placing the Arniory building in a safe condition fo1· occupancy fo-r the 
United States Fish Cormnission. 
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For supporting third floor_ ___ ....... __ . _ ..... _ ........ . _ ............. -. -. 
Repairs to roof and gutters. ___ .... __ . __ . _ .. _ ... _ .. _ ....... __ ...... -...... . 
Taking dowu parapet and r ebuilding bulged wall .............. ····-····-·· 
Recon tructin O' elevator ... _ ..... _ ....... __ ...................... _ ... _ - -.. . 
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Mr. CLARK. I think it will be a great deal of convenience to have them move ont, 
but the work can be done with them. in .the building. 
Mr. SAYERS. With entire safety to tbern f 
Mr. CLARK. Yes, sir. Of course it wou]d be more convenient in doing the work, 
but there is no question about the safety. 
The CHAIRl\UN. You think there is no question about the safety! 
Mr. CLARK. No, sir. · 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. You know nothing about the annex they ask fort 
Mr. CLARK. No, sir. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Do you understand from what you can see that they want more 
room! · 
Mr. CLARK. I guess so. 
Mr. LIVINGSTON. Is it room for employes or rooms for officers! 
Mr. CLARK. It is room for the machine shop; for a boiler, I suppose, outside of 





Cases in hands of special examiners, March 4-June 30, 1893, and November 1, 
1893 . . ............... _ ... ~ ..................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Cases, number disposed of ...•........................................... - . . 27 
Cases, number investigated .................. :.............................. 26 
Cases resumed, 1892 and 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Cases suspended, May 27-November 1, 1893 and 1892.......... ... . . . . . . .. . . . . 30 
May 1, 1893.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
Cases pending investigation, December 1, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Cases pending special investigation,July 1, 1884-1893...... ...... .... .... .... 49 
Certificates issued June 30-November 1, 1893 and 1892........................ 29 
July 1-October 31, 1893...... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... ... . . 29 
November 1, 1892-February 28, 1893........ ... .. . . . . ... . .. 31 
March 1-November 30, 1893. .•. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . ... . . ... .. . . 32 
May 1-November 30, 1893............................. . ... 33 
November 1, 1891-October 30, 1892.... ...... .... ... . ...... 34 
November 1, 1892-Octo ber 31, 1893.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
May 1-November 30, 1892.................... .. . ... .. ..... 36 
Cert ificates, increase, issued November 1, 1892-February 28, 1893............. 32 
March 1-N ovem ber 30, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 33 
Claims rejected .......•...........•................................... ·. . . . . . 36-48 
Commissioner of Pensions ............................................... 3, 10, 21, 30 
letter of Hon. A. M. Dockery to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Credibility inquiries ................... . ................. ·......•............ 27 
·nockery, Hon. A. M., letter to Commissioner................................ 20 
Dropped or reduced pensioners, payments.... . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Finance division, chief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
Fraudulent claims, alleged...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Fritts, J ames R ........................... _...... . ... .. . .. . . . . ... ... . . ... .•.. 3, 9 
Illegal payments recovered.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 27 
Indian Territory, cases pending investigation in.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Ingram, Dr. Thomas D. ... ... .... .... ...... .. .... ...• .... .... .. .... ...... .. 13 
Iowa, cases pending investigation in .. . ........ _._ ....................... _.. 28 
L oc~en, Hon. William ...•............................................. 3, 10, 21, 30 
Medical r eferee ........ _ .. _ ........ _ ........ _: __ .................... ___ . . . . . 13 
New Mexico, alleged fraudulent claims in ... _._ .. _._ .............. _._ .... _.. 28 
New York, cases pending investigation in................................... 28 
Order No. 164 ....................••....................................... ll, 16, 19 
Payments, illegal, received ..................•.................. __ ........... 27 
Payment s, pensioners dropped or reduced................................... 27 
Pensioners dropped or reduced ........... _ ....................... _ .... _. . . . . 27 
Reports submitted, number ............................... _................. 26 
Savings from special investigations .......... _ ... __ ........... _ ..... _ ... ___ .. 27, 28 
Shaw, Willi am B., jr.. ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... 3 
Special examination division, chief ..... __ ........ _ ..... ___ ..... _ . . .. __ ...... B, 9 
Special examiners, compensation and allowances ..................... _.. . . . . . 21 
Special examiners, discussion .... _ .... ___ .... _ ......... _. _ .... __ .... _. _. ·~-.. 3 
Special examiners, names of .......... __ .......... ___ .... _ .... __ ..... _.. . . . . . 21 
Special examiners, number in field ........... _ .. _. __ ........ _. _ .... __ .. . . . . . 21 
Suspensions, May 2'i-Nov. 1, 1893 and 1892....... ..... . ...... ...... ...... .... 30 





Architect of the Capitol ................................................. .. . 
Bullion and coin, freight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .... . . . . . .. . 53 
Clark, Edward ........•.............................................. ...... 
g~~is~~clr J.HM: :::::::: :: : : : : ::: ::: : : : :: : : : :: : : ::: ::::: :: :: :: :::: :::::: :::: 60,: 
Contingent expenses, independent treasury.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 51) 
Customs division, chief................................................ ..... 53 
Customs revenue, expenses of collecting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-i 
Customs service ......... _-·.............................................. .. . 5.3 
Daskam, E. B . .. .... ...•.. .... ...•.. .... .... .... ...... .... .... .... .... ..... 49 
Director of the Mint .... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53 
Di vision of public moneys, chief.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 49 
Expenses, collecting customs revenue... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-i 
Fish Commission building ........ ........................... .............. . 
Freight on bullion and coin......................................... ........ 53 
Fuel, lights, and water, public buildings...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58 
Hamlin, Hon. C. S....... ...... .... .... ...... .... ....... .... .... ............ 5-i 
Hills, W. H.. .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ........... 55 
Hodges, Henry ..•• _ .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6i 
Independent Treasury, contingent expenses........................ ......... 50 
Justice, Department of................................................. .... 6i 
Lines, R. V ................•....................................... --. - • • • · · ~ 
Marine Hospital · Service.................................................... :>9 
!frri4:/tE b:~:~: :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : ::: : : : i 
Public buildings, fuel, lights, and water ............................. - . ----• a.'J 
~~~;~nii~i:!:~~i~~:::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 60,: 
Silver coin, transportation............................................. ..... 49 
Weil and La Abra Mining Company ..................................... •··· ~ 
Wyman, Dr. Walter................................................... ..... o9 
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